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with the old
Deposit your

money

Hancock County Sayings Bank.
(Only Savings Bank In Ellsworth.)
above

Resources

liabilities

more

than

ten

cent.

pet

Deposits are exempt from municipal taxation.

Has been

in business thirty-rive years and will pay its Seventieth
semi-annual dividend on June i.

Money Deposited

on

or

NEW

savings banks for

the

ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

In

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

ter,

P08T0FPICE.

Going West—11.50 a ra. *2, *5.15 and *9 p m.
Going East—6.15 and 6.45 a m; 4 and 5.40
p

We will

for you.

Mrs. C. H. Closson is the guest of

We will certify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will call on you immediately

Mayor Greely and wife.
Emery K. Sawyer, of'Auburn,

First National Bank

Street.

Main

Bldg..
Ei.lsworth, Me.

SALE

28.210 feet of land situate on south side an«h:ti foot of Sea street. Northeast
Maine. This lot of land is on the shore and title given to tow-water ina> k.

Harbor,

Farm with buildings in good repair. Acres fine shore property, Fast Blnehlll, Me.
One 1-2 story house newly shingled and painted. New stable 28x32. New hennery 13x42
with six acres of land more or less all free from locks. with never-failing w ell ot water at the
door. Wood-house and carriage.tiotise connected with the house; cuts five tons of hay. This
Isa veiv desirable location for summer home, or for a market Harden, being easily acessible
to Bar Harbor markets. Situated at Lriinolue, Maine, a-out two mi'es from U. a. Coaling
station.

Apply to C. W. & F. L. Mason.

BONDS FOR INVESTMENT
cost less and

yield larger

interest than for

I have some first-class Bonds at

twenty

remarkably

years.

—

S

Real

EstateInvestments

THE CLEAN GROCERY!

—

My groceries are all kept in dust-proof bins; there
is nothing exposed to Hies, dirt, mice, etc. I have
a special refrigerator for butter and cheese.
My
meat refrigerator is of the latest and most modern
type, the temperature being always even so that
the meats are kept sweet and good. Everything
about the store is brand new, up-to-date, clean
and bright; splendid quarters, a choice stock, and
prices way down. Come in and look around;
’twill surely lead you to come again.

J. A. HAYNES,

homestead,

and

Must be sold

!

|

occupied by

i

Everard II.

Greely.
Apply for

at once to settle estate.

board the
is

schooner

Neck.

the

schooner,

the

same

as

last year,

and will add greatly to the comfort of
cursionists.

ex-

particulars to Mrs. C. R. Hutchinson, Administratrix, 131 Essex Street, Salem, Mass.

the several

features of the carnival will

HOT!

An Oak Point gravel case was tried before Judge Peters in the Ellsworth municipal court Monday. The case is in many
Southwest point, so
respects unique.
called, jutting into Union river bay from
Oak Point, is a gravel point, and from
here many loads of gravel are taken by
small bay coast vessels to Bar Harbor and
elsewhere. The line between property
owned by Edward E. Brady and Alonzo
Grindle bisects the point. Mr. Erady
owns the northern shore part of the point
and Mr. Grindle the southern shore. Mr.
Grindle sold gravel to a vessel which
loaded from his shore. Mr. Brady brought
suit against the four men composing the
crew of the
gravel schooner. There is
some doubt as to the exact location of the
line dividing the point. The defendants
claim the hole from which the gravel was J
taken is over thirty-eight feet from the
line; Mr Brady believes it wrasmuch nearer
the line. He does not claim that the gravel
was taken from
his property, but does
claim that the hole left will be filled by
gravel wrashed by the sea from his shore,
and that he is damaged thereby. The defendants claims, on the other hand, that
the gravel is washed from the other direction, and that all the gravel on Mr.
Brady’s side of the point has been washed
over from the southerly side of the point
which is built up from a gravel bar extending out into the bay, south of the
point, and that there is really more gravel
on the point now than there was twenty

Delmar, the magician, will give an exhibition at Hancock hall Friday evening,
for the benefit of the carnival fund.
Mrs. J. H. Brimmer, who was called to
Cherryfleld by the illness of her sister,
Mrs. Church, is home. Mrs. Church is
improving.
Mrs. C. J. Swan, after a two-weeks’ visit
here, left last Friday for her home in Boston, stopping on the way to visit relatives
in Norridgewoek.
Mrs. Harry L. Crabtree, accompanied by
Mrs. Eva D. Gardner and son K aiph S., of
Bangor, has gone to Winter Harbor for a
stay of two weeks.
Mrs. Hoyt A. Moore, of New York, is
visiting her parents, James E. Parsons
and wife. Mr. Moore will come later to
spend his vacation.
Hollis C. Joy, of Boston, with his wife
and little son, returned home yesterday
after a week’s visit with his parents, Calvin P. Joy and wife.

over

about 200

acres.

Get

Cold Drinks
and

Delicious
Ice Cream
of

M.M. MOORE,
Ellsworth

falls,

mb,

NOW SETTLE PLEASE
u„_i_»

v "««

VW1IWV Ml till IB*

1 have in stock a line of Fruit
and Sweet Cream every

day.

H. W. MORAIMG

Saturday night

drew from

the ticket.

This

was

followed

church, has presented to the Sunday Saturday by the anr.ouncemeot that he
school eighty-two volumes. The books had changed his mind, and would stand.
are carefully selected, and make a valuable
addition to the library.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
The crew of linemen for the Bar Harbor
& Union River Power Co. is this week
erecting the sixty-foot steel poles through
State and Water streets, from the mill road
to the old Hall steam mill.

25 for 25 cents.

an

experience

j

ness

which he will not

alarmed.

A

searching party

Holtz & Stanwood,
PHOTOQRAPHER8,

MAIN ST.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

The vessel has been stripped of running
rigging, fittings, etc., and these were
brought here >esterday by the little Rockland schooner Perfect.
A large steam

fare she made Drunkard ledge closa to
leeward. She tried to keep off, but finding it impossible to make by Fiddler's
ledge, the captain took the only chance
remaining and tried to pass between Fiddler’s ledge and Crabtree point. She
struck a small ledge between the point
and Fiddler. Half her length one way or
the other and the vessel would have gone

Parcher.
home-made

candy,

fancy articles and

aprons.
The track program for the North Ellsworth fair, Sept. 16 and 17, has been an-

had been broken. A 100pound bag of flour was stolen. Evidently
the bag was torn in getting it through the
window. A trail of flour led from the
building to a house on the steam mill road.
No arrest has been made.
dow

|

clear.

The vessel struck easily, but pounded
in the sea running at the time.
Since then the sea has been smooth, and

heavily

she has not suffered further

care

was

at

damage.

It

about half tide when the vessel went
on.
The house is aw’ash at high water.
There was no insurance on the vessel*
The cargo was insured.
was

XI COLIN.

The home of J. A. Phillips and wife, of
Nicolin, was the scene of a pleasant gathat

a

barn Cance

given in honor of their guests, William
Warren, ir., and Mr. Clements, of New
York.
The barn was prettily decorated
with green and the national colors. Cake
and ice-cream were served. It was nearly

to

1

midnight when good-nights were said,
each voting it a pleasant evening. Those
present besides Mr. Warren and Mr.
Clements were:
R. E. Gould and wife,
Mrs. Myra Jordan, Miss Frances Jordan,
of Ellsworth; E. H. Phillips, of Hallowell;
Arthur Clement, Mr. and Mrs. J. Sargent,
Miss Addie Phillips, L. D. Patten, Miss

Bessie L. Patten, Mrs. Jenness McGown,
Miss Hazel McGowm, Miss Susie Bridges.
COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Thursday, July 23—Excursion of Methodist and
Baptist Sunday schools, by
schooner and tug to
Newbury Neck.
Tickets, 25 cents.
Thursday evening. July 23, at residence
of George A. Parcher
Lawn party by
High street division Village improvement
society. 7.30 to 10 p. m. Admission, 10c
If stormy, next pleasant evening.
Friday, Aug. 28—Examination of teachers for State certificates,
beginning at
—

once

organized, and the search continued until
after midnight. The search was resumed

morning, and an alarm was
Ellsworth, and searchers started
from here. Jude, in the meantime, after
S a. m.
wandering about in the darkness until he 1
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept 16 and
w'as thoroughly lost, found the shore of
Branch pond, and camped there until 17—North Ellsworth fair.
COUNTY.
morning. Following the shore of the
Tuesday and Wednesday, Ang. 11 and
pond, he finally came out of the woods at
12
Annual
conference of
Unitarian
noon at Winkumpavv, over five miles from
the next

sent in to

—

churches at

where he entered the woods.

Bar Harbor.

Wednesday, Aug. 12—Jordan family
NORTH

union at

ELLSWORTH.

Lewis

Flood, who has
time, is able

been

seriously

re-

Black’s grove, Mariaviile.

Tuesday, Aug. 18, at Bluehill Mineral
Spring—Field day of Hancock Pomona

Melvin McGown is visiting relatives in
North Bangor, Carmel, and Etna.

grange.

ill

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Aug.
18,19, 20—Bar Harbor horse show.
Annual reunion of
Tuesday, Aug. 25
Mrs. Karin Sundling and daughter, of
First Maine heavy artillery, at Bucksport.
New Britain, Conn., are at Alvin MadTuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
docks’.
9 and 10—Fair of Hancock County
Roland McGown, of Greene, is spending Sept. 8,
at Mountain park,
the summer with his grandparents, J. H. agricultural society
Bluehill.
for

some

to

be out every

day.

—

and wife.

Mrs. Carrie Ladd, of Bar Harbor, who
has been visiting her mother, Mrs. B.
Mitchell, returned home Sunday.
Frank R.

McGown and family, of Ells-

worth, are occupying their farmhouse
while Mr. McGown is cutting his hay.

of several weeks.

dozen.

exposed.

would be

last

and

grand chancellors in Hancock county are
Leon H. Brown is building a camp at
Charles W. Robinson, of Stonington, and
Bill Day’s landing on Union river. The
5 different positions.
Loren W. Rumill, of West Tremont.
camp will be 12x14 feet, with piazza. He
Miss Marion Treat joined her mother, has
taken his launch there for
We also have a size 4 dif- Mrs. A. S. Treat, and her sisj^r Evelyn at use inreeentlyl
the river this fall.
She
w’as
acweek.
Mrs. Emily M. Smith died Wednesday,
ferent positions almost the “Labrador farm” last
companied by Mrs. Herman A. Shafer, of July 15, at the home of her daughter,
size of a half cabinet for
of
A. R. Phillips, aged seventy-eight
B.
Mrs.
Shafer,
Syracuse, N. Yj? and Roy
years. Funeral services were held Friday
New York, who are their guests here.
afternoon, Rev. J. D. Frigmore officiating.
a
The lawn party to be given by the High
A thief broke into the Fox building
improvement used at a storehouse
Don’t forget to call that week. street branch of the Village
by Whitcomb,
society will take place to-morrow evening Haynes A Co. last night. Entrance was
if pleasant, at the home of George A.
effected by removing a board from a winThere will be a sale of ice-cream,

75 cents

part of the keel is gone, and she is otherwise damaged, but it is believed she will
be saved, except in event of a southerly
gale in the next few days, to which she

lighter from Gloucester, Mass., is expected at the wreck to-morrow’, and will
take out the cargo of coal, and try to float
the vessel.
If floated, she will probably
1
| be taken to Snow’s yard, at Rockland, for
repairs.
The schooner struck the ledge about 5
o’clock Saturday morning. Coming up
by White Head the weather was fairly
clear, but after getting into Penobscot bay
a heavy squall with rain and
fog struck
her. Running for Fox Island thorough-

repeat, and gave his friends a scare. With
Ed. Maddocks he
Percy Higgins an
rowed across Branch pond from North
Ellsworth Saturday evening, intending to
come through the woods to West Ellsworth and attend grange meeting. They
took the wrong wood road. Whtn the
mistake was discovered, Higgins and
Maddocks returned to the pond to find
the other road, but Jude believed he could
find his way through on the road they
first took, and continued along it. His
companions got to West Ellsworth, and
when Jude did not
became
appear,

Mayo Will Stand.
Last week Sheriff Byron H. Mayo, who
has been renominated for sheriff by the
democrats, addressed a letter to the democratic county committee announcing that
for personal and business reasons he with- McGown
Sheriff

Frank H. Jellison and wife, of Boston,
formerly of Ellsworth, are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son, born
July 15. Mrs. Jellison was Miss Mildred
F. Brown, of this city.
Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor of the Metho-

by Whitcomb, Haynes

ering Saturday evening,

William F. Jude had

early

owned

ledge at the entrance to Fox Island thoroughfare. She is loaded with coal, consigned to Frank S. Lord, Ellsworth. A

Rev. Mr. Anderson preached at the Dollardtown schoolhouse Sunday morning.
While here he was the guest of S. P.
Stackpole and wife, and Walter A. Bonsey
and wife.

Joseph McKenney and two sons, Stephen
Fred Phillips and family, of Bangor,
Henry, of Brookline, Mass., are guests
are occupying a cottage at Nicolin lake.
of Alex. Rogers and wife.
Mrs. Phillips, who has been in poor
N. C. Ayer and wife, of Bangor, spent
health, is improving.
guests of Mrs. Ayer’s parSunday
here,
Mrs. C. S. Bragdon, of Brockton, Mass.,
Among the out-of-town people who
ents, W. H. Brown and wife.
with son Charles and daughter Margaret,
spent Sunday here were Frank Dutton
Mrs.
with
chilConrad
two
Qabrielson,
is visiting her parents, E. F. Robinson
and Old Home Week,
and wife, of Berlin Falls, N. H.; Eugene
Miss Mary F. Robinson is dren, of Bar Harbor, have been visiting Leland and wife, of Bar Harbor, and Mrs.
and wife.
her
B.
F.
Carter.
Mrs.
mother,
Effie McCartney, of Ellsworth.
spending the summer in Europe.
August 16 to 20,
John W. Woodward has returned to his
Capt. Wellington C. Bellatty has been home
at
South
Thomaston
after
spending
command of the schooner Lavolta,
LAKEWOOD.
is a good time to have some given
several days here with his 6ister, Mrs. E.
in place of Capt. M. M. Whittaker, who
Flood,
Edmond
A.
Hopkins is here from Ellsworth
of those Ping Pong photos was compelled by ill health to give up
Lewis Flood, of North Ellsworth, was cutting his hay.
command of the vessel this year.
taken.
Charles H. Leland has been appointed here from Saturday until Monday visiting
Ralph Garland is employed in Maria1
district grand chancellor of this district, his brothers and sisters. His many friends ville on the Morrison farm, haying.
are glad to see him out again after an illNo. 29, Knights of Pythias. Other district
Mrs. Estella Allen has moved to Ells-

Grand Carnival

Whitney,

& Co., of Ellsworth Falls, and commanded
by Capt. W. P. Woodward, is ashore on a

summer.

be made.

dist

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

ELLSWORTH VESSEL ASHORE.
Henrietta A. Whitney Strikes Ledge
at Fox Is I a iid Thoroughfare.
The three-masted schooner Henrietta A.

The parents of Stanley J. Steward are
Those interested in the proposed threemaking their first visit to Ellsworth.
days’ carnival in Ellsworth August 17,18,
Miss Mary L. Shute, of Boston, is in the and 19, at a meeting Saturday evening
voted to go ahead with arrangements
city, the guest of relatives and friends.
Mrs. W. H. Dresser is spending a few1 along the general plan of the program as
days this week with relatives in Cherry- outlined in The American last week.
I The committee on subscriptions has been
field.
busy, and reports about $400 subscribed so
The picnic of the Congregational Sunfar It is hoped materially to increase
day school has been indefinitely post- the fund
by proceeds from the play to be
poned.
given early in August, and from dances
wife
and
Aipheus Abbott,
children, of and entertainments. At a meeting last
Barre, Vt., are guests of Walter R. Parker evening a proposition to make it a twoWEST ELLSWORTH.
and wife.
day carnival, instead of three days, was
Ernest
Smith went to Bangor Saturday.
Mrs. George P. Woodward and two voted down. An additional soliciting
Barton Carter visited at Northeast Harchildren, of New York, are visiting rela- committee was appointed consisting of
tives here.
George P. Smith, J. H. Donovan and Mil- bor Saturday and Sunday.
Bertie Meader has gone to Northeast
Boyd Bartlett, of Chelsea, Mass., has ton Beckwith. Another meeting will be
been spending a few days with his mother, held to-night, when appropriations for Harbor, where he has employment for the

The dedication of the Methodist church
will take place the latter part of August or
early in September. An attractive program will be arranged. Eminent speakers
will be present.
Rehersals have begun for “The Private
Secretary”, which will be presented early
in August by a local cast, under the direction of Fred E. Cooke, for the benefit of
the carnival fund.
years ago. Many w itnesses were called,
The rains of the past few days have put and the case involves several points of law.
D. E. Hurley for plaintiff; F. L. Mason for
an end to the forest fires in this vicinity.
Judge Peters reserved his
A fire which started near the railroad just defendants.
above Ellsworth Falls Thursday, burned decision.

JS'.S.toSh'!"

FOR 8ALE.
The beautiful old Colonial Estate on Bridge
Hill, Main St., Ellsworth, Me., opposite the Soldiers’
Monument, formerly known as the Charles Jarvis

ex-

Mrs. D. Shirley Norris, of Bar Harbor,
with infant son, is visiting her parents,
G. F. Newman and wife.

O. W. TAPLEV, Ellsworth, Me.
Insurance

Lavolta and tug
The excursionists
leave the wharf at 8 o’clock sharp. A
baseball game and other sports have been
planned for. Settees will be provided on

Newbury

will

Mrs. Maria L. Bartlett.

prices.

low

to-morrow, by

to

guest of Miss Addie Tinker.

C. W. & P. L. MASON,
FOR

j

buy

m.

•Daily, Sundays included.
No mails dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

We will sell for you.
We will rent for you.

’ll.

The union excursion of the Methodist
and Baptist Sunday schools will take place

j

Jealous Italian Shoots Down His
Brother and Wounds Uncle.

younger
ored by the woman, and Frank'had made
I frequent threats to kill him.
Yesterday afternoon the brothers quarrelled, and Frank drew a revolver. The
first bullet went through Antonio’s heart,
killing him instantly. Tbe enraged man
fired two more shots at his brother after
he had fallen, one bullet taking effect in
his shoulder, and one in his arm.
Sorretti, the uncle, who tried to prevent the
murder, received a bullet through the
neck. This shot, it i» believed, was accidental. Sorretti’s wound is serious, but
Dr. Noyes, who is attending him, said
this morning he believed the man would
live.
After the shooting Frank Baldasara
escaped, and is believed to be in hiding on
the island. A number of motor boats are
keeping watch to prevent his escape from
the island. At 11 o’clock this morning he
had not been captured.
An inquest on the body of Antonio
Baldasara will be held this afternoon at
Redman’s undertaking rooms, where it
was brought immediately after the shooting. County Attorney Wood will be present at the inquest.

effect June 22, 1VU8

MAIL CLOSES AT

iworo-oun mattsb

MURDER AT STONINGTON.

as

Point to-morrow. The guests will be Miss
Louise E. Dutton, Vassar, ’06, and the
following Wellesley girls: Misses Ruth
MAILS RECEIVED.
Pauiene Foster,
From West—*6.56 a m, *12.08, 4.30 and *6.22 Sanderson, ’07,
’07,
May Adele Murphy, ’07, Harriet Rollins,
p m.
From East—12.20 a m; 5.42 and 11.07 p m.
’06. Leah B. Friend, ’03, and Georgia FosAT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.

asking.

*J

Stonington, July 22 (special)-Frank
Baldasara, an Italian, aged thirty years,
yesterday afternoon shot and instantly
killed his brother, Antonio Baldasara, aged
field, Conn., is at home. She was accom- t'.venty-flve, and seriously wounded his
panied by Mrs. Yale, who will spend sev- uncle, Emmedio Sorretti, who tried to
eral weeks with her parents, Austin M. prevent the murder. The shooting ocFoster and wife. Rev. Mr. Yale, who is curred at the camp occupied by the brothers on Crotch island where they were emnow in
Washington, D. O., is expected to
join her here later for a part of his vaca- ployed in the quarries.
The shooting was the result of jealousy,
tion.
Miss Grace C. King, Wellesley ’07, will both brothers being in love with an
American woman—Mrs. Nettie Robbins.
entertain several college girls at Hancock
The
brother was the most fav-

SCHEDULE OP MAILS.

Hancock County Savings Bank,

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

foijows: First day—Green
horses, running race, half mile; peg race,
half mile; slow race. Second day—Running race; slow race; peg race; foot race.
The drawing of horses will take place the
forenoon of the second day.
Miss Georgia Foster, who has been visiting ber sister, Mrs. D. L. Yale, in En-

Horse wanted.
W W McCartney—Boat for sale.
Charles Gerber—Notice of foreclosure.
The Edward E Hammers Co—Opticians.
Holtz A Stan wood— Photograph rs.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Eden. Me:
Sealed proposals.
North Sullivan, Me:
John A Scott—Mare for sale.
Bucksport, Me:
Bucksport Nat’l Bank—Statement.
Bangor. Me:
Sawyer Dental Co—Dentistry.

before June i, begins drawing

interest fr»m that date. Home

nounced

AFTERNOON, JULY 22. 1908.

worth,

where she

has

employment

as a

nurse.

All are well advanced haying; many
have completed. None report as large a
crop as last year.
James S. Garland received a bad fall
while hauling in a load of hay last week.
As the load was being hauled out of the
field the wheel dropped into a hollow, the
wagon lurched to one side, a portion of
the load fell off and Mr. Garland with it,
on his side.
Be was quite badly
1 striking
No
bruised about the back and side.
bones were broken.

which

|

Thursday, Sept. 24,
day

grove, Otis—Field
Pomona grange.

at

Arden Young’a

of Green Mountain

Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 29 and 30
Northern Hancock agricultural
society at Amherst.

—Fair of

Wednesday, Sept. 30—Orland

fair.

asbmustmtntto

Souvenir Post Cards

FREE.
I have

a

fresh line of

Whitman’s chocolates
and for a short time
will

give

six

cards free with
25c

purchase

post
each

of them.

Q. A. PARCHER,
DRUGGIST,
14 Main

Ellsworth, Me.

St.,

Burpee’s Sweet Pea Seeds
/OB

SALE At THE

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

County Commissioners’ Convention. Collection of eight choice varietiee.for
The annual convention of county comTwenty-five cent*.

| missioners

of Maine will
12 and 13.

| Augusta Aug.

be

held

at

Long distance telephone, 43.

Topic For the Week
ling July 26, 1908.

E1>’TKD

mg

Its Motto:

•:v. S. H. DOYLE.
iomp
mission t.chooihouse
>es.~II Chron. xvti, 1-9.

of teaching in conreligion has been recog-

mce

very earliest Unit's. In
iional life of the Jews

le

not only command*! to
ignify the law. but “to
it* children.”
During the
rsion
ere

in

was

a

every Jewish
school for the

teaching being largely rethis respect Christianity
in the footsteps of Judaork

for

centuries

was

by Christian parents ami
istitmions
organized by
But for the
ilanu opists.
ami a little over Sunday
associa* '-1 with
chief business of
*e» to instruct the young
of God, that it may make
.nto salvation.”
■ory would necessarily and
lk the school with mission
t commanded His disciples
Churches
well as preach.
example in this respect,
school house is an imporoday as never before. The
future lies in the children
f today, and if they can be
mg the right lines this fue future of God's kingdom
been

e

os,

of education and misof schools are in
There is the day school.
the missionary’s house or
ling prepared for it or in
place that can be secured,
ssiou school in Alaska was
1. but it was the best place
Here the smaller
be found.
lend and are taught, aud In
ission fields there are such
Then there are
boarding
irgely for young women, that
be taught for the purpose of
their own people at home.

.iOus kinds
n
1

1:
ai-

i
.>

cLi:
fi.
si

sc’
tli
tea
Sue’;
miss:

necessary in all our
In home mission work
hem among the Indians. Alaswe i
mntaineers of the south and
kan
othe:
optional classes of people in
l
!
our
P’or instance, the Presbyterian ’lurch has such a school at New
Cone
N. C„ called Scotia seminary.
of the brightest colored girls
Here
C>f the -outh are assembled, and when
grad it: ed they go back to their own
homes and teach school, sometimes
having as many as sixty scholars under them. The tremendous advantage
of such a widespread and important
work < an scarcely be calculated. Above
the boarding schools are colleges and
al seminaries,
where young
theob
men arc prepared for the ministry.
The mission schoolhouse. in whatever
form, stands for three things—the education of the heart, the mind and the
The supreme object of all mishand
sion work is to save souls, and this is
always kept in mind. No other education will suffice to replace It. Learning to use the hammer or to make a
dress is important, but neither can
regenerate the heart. Christian teach
ers put religion first, but they do no
lb
neglect the annd and bands.
mind is trained. It was my privileg
as a director of Scotia seminary to
be present a few years ago at commencement to deliver an address the
evening before. There were 400 present and all dressed in white, and each
girl had made with her own hands the
dress that she wore. What young ladies’ seminary, outside our mission
schools, could produce 400 students
make
commencement
who
could
dresses?
Perhaps some of their fathers would be pleased to know they
knew less Greek or French and more
about making their own clothes.
This is only a brief reference to the
mission seboolhouse in comparison to
what might be said. A volume might
be written and then something omitted.
But it at least shows us the importance
of the school work and should increase
our interest in teachers and students.
They need our prayers or sympathy
and financial support. Let us give all
these liberally and cheerfully.
>ols

|

are

ielils.

BIBLE

READINGS.

Deut. vi, 0-9; Ex. xviii, 19-21; Isa. lii.

7; Prov. xxii, 1-0; Nah. i, 15; Matt,
kxvili, 19, 20; Ps. li, 12, 13; John xiv,
B6, 27; Col. iii, 23-25.

MADUR".

FARMER JOHN. ON

Nuggsts.
Christian Endeavor consists not in
the outward matters of the pledge,
committees, officers, unions, but in love
to Christ
A society Is a good one in proportion
as the hearts of the members are set
on doing Christ’s will.
The heart of Christian Endeavor is
Christ's heart; onr hearts are cold except as they touch His.

Heart stimulants are dangerous. The
beet heart medicine is steady exercise,
fresh air and proper food.—Australian
Christian Endeavor Link.

Thmy Jap.
Miss Lillian Row .W)
East 84th Street, New
York, writes: "Lydia
E. Pinkham'• Vegeta-

rn odic

well and strong.”
Miss Ellen M. Olson,
of 417 N. East St., Ke»
wanee, 111.,says: "Ly-

Our

any

man

used to card and spin and weave
the clothes we wore;
Tow pants and shirts were good enough back
in those days^of yore;
And linsey-woolsey dresses that the women
had to wear.
If seen upon a woman now would make our
ladies stare.
women

Pomona

at

Arden

of

j
,

July

Green

25.
_

RAINBOW, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Owing to the busy season of haying,
a

MB

small number of

at Rainbow grange hall July 9.
turer furnished a program as
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jHrtiical.

Young's

patrons gathered
The lecfollows:
Recitations, Edith Grey and Zadie Grey;
readings, Marie Green and Herbert Grindie; song by choir.

of backache, side
ache, and established
my periods, after the
best local doctors had
failed to help me."

»«»»■»«

many

graduates and campers, will be present
this year.
The new cottage, which warf completed
laat year, anppliea a much-needed want of
the aasociation and offers most pleasant
and comfortable accommodations. The
cottages Are very pleasantly located, of
easy access » y boat and train.
The association furnishes excellent service at a very reasonable rate. Most of
the produce is furnishe.. from the farms
and gardens near by. Teams can be had
for buck board rides; there are also opportunities for short excursions by water to
points of interest to campers.

!j 2

SoLS

grove, Ot is.

me

And

corn as

Thursday, Sept. 24—Field day
Mountain

IdiaE.Pinkham’sVege- | only
table Compound cured I

plow in plowin’ up

rake and bind.
And did as much at hoein'
you’d find.

headaches,

18-

Saturday, Sept. 19—Meeting of Green
Col., writes: "Thanks
with
Greenwood
Mountain
Pomona
to Lydia E. Pinkham s
I
Com
Vegetable
pound
grange, East brook.
am well, after suffering
for months from nerMARI A VILLE.
vous prostration.”
Miss Marie StoltxMariaville grange held its regular meetman, of Laurel, la., ! ing July 11, with a good attendance. One
"
writes: I was ina runin the first and
down condition and su f- candidate was instructed
The program was ensecond degrees.
fered from suppression,
indigestion, and poor J joyed by all. During recess games were
'circulation. Lydia E.
All passed a pleasant evening.
Pinkham’a Vegetable j played.
Compound made me The next meeting will be on Saturday,

his land.

reapin' grain, in them old days, was
always done by hand;
The women worked out in the fields a-helpin’

Field day of Hancock
Pomona at Bluehill mineral spring.

Tuesday, Aug.

KatharineCraig,23.15
Lafayette St., Denver,

But time flies on with nimble wings, and
faster ev’ry year,
Till we’ve most reached the end of life; the
grave is drawin’ near;
And lookin’ back through all these years,
comparing them with now.
The progress made in everything is wondrous.
I’ll allow.
wooden

reason.

DATES.

and

everything else
had faUed to help me,
and I feel it a duty to
let others know of it.”

It only seems a little while since I was but a
child.
And you a girl in pantalettes a-rompin’ round
so wild.

a

good

over-

suffering,

[nervous
'after

seem so;

My father used

Compound

school, and

teachers of (he normal
old

Thin column i« devoted to the Granite. e»to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but nsn.es will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

i came irregularities, po-

PROGRESS.

Tested And Proven.

J;
|a.JJ*f
12*53.0*71.;!

JJ.

**5810S
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There is

Heap of Solace in Being Abie

a
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Depend Upon

to

Well-Earned

a

....

',St% Sjffil'.&JsVHH?
? J
HARBOR
Suod,,,

Reputation.
Mrs. George W. Day, living
Hoad, two miles from

on

Shore

Ellsworth,

Me.,

says: *'8ix years ago 1 made a statement
for publication
recommending Doan's

Kidney Pills, the
follows:

as

and

“I bad

almost

brought

substance
a

every

not rest at

was

miserable ba'-kache
I

movement

I

Batn

....

made

twinges
pain.
night, for no position 1 assumed
•

ould

comfortable, and in the morning I
arose tired and unrefreshed.
A physician

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
said I had kidney disease, as the symptoms
For thirty years Lydia EL PinkHARVEST HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.
ham’s Vegetable Compound, made
Harvest Home grange held its regular showed it plainly. 1 took many remedies,
from roots and herbs, nas been the meeting July 18, with a good attendance. but only received
temporary relief, and
standard remedy for female ills, The third and fourth degrees were given
before I used Dean's Kidney
finally
just
and has positively cured thousands of one candidate. Two were balloted on and

^
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Train*, leaving F.llaworth at 7.1st
n>. and arriving at Eltawnrth 1}

p
p

V"

m .n

20
Pills, I suffered from an attack which
women who have been troubled with accepted. The program was omitted. The
ra. connect with
Waahlugton CtiT *
•Dally Sunday a Included
displacements, inflammation, ulcera- j first and second degrees will be given Rt almost prostrated me. Not having much
a lean.
Sunday at 9 a m.
tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities, the next meeting, July 25.
faith left in medicines, 1 was rather skept Stop on algnal to cond
uctor.
periodic pains, backache, that bear- !
tical when Doan's Kidney Pills were recq Sundaya only.
GOOD WILL, AMHERST.
mg-down feeling, flatulency,indigesc Slope to leave
tu-t.,.
Good Will grange met Saturday evening ommended to me, but I bought a box, Iron* pointa weat ofpaaeougera holdinga'lcleti
tion, dizziness, ornervous prostration.
Bangor.
We didn’t have no railroads then, with palace Why don’t you try it ?
w Slope to take but
with about forty-five members present, because 1 knew something had to be done.
not to ie„,
p.wni|1,^
cars so gay.
! d Stopa at Sorrento Sunday onlt to 1,.,.
Mrs. Pinklmm Invites all sick including five visitors from neighboring I procured them at E. G. Moor, s drug
Where one can go a hundred miles and get
paearngere from point. w,«t,;> u,o’gPr
women to write her for advice. granges. Two candidates w ere instructed
store. They acted directly upon the kidback the same day.
Tickets fop all points South and
She lias guided thousands to in the first and second
degrees, and two
Our grain we hauled to market in our lum- health.
West for sale at tlie M. t. K K.
neys, and in a sh^rt time I was greatly reAddress, Lynn, Mass.
were received.
The
applications
program
ber-wagons^then;
ticket office, Ellsworth.
lieved. I have even more confidence in
consisted of a reading, “Grange Enter’Twould take a coupie of days or more to go
Bangor with
. J,h„?e.at
moonlight on the water was very pretty last prise,” and the question : “What would a them to-day than I had at that time, traina
on Main I.lne, to and from thrungh
and back again.!*?—?
Portlud
bouton and St John.
Sistlr E.
night. Love to all from
woman do if she were a man and a
because I have used a few doses since, and
farmBut everything has changed so much—grandI’aaaengera are earneatlv requently 10 Pre.
er: also w hat a man would do if he were a
have
never
failed
to
the
moaf
they
bring
cure
ticket* before entering the train* icd
father’s wooden plow
Dear Aunt iladqe

Has

passed away, and farmers till their land
with steam-plows now.
And women folks a-reapin’ in the grain-fields
now ain’t seen.
For all such work is quicker done with
all-round machine.

some

We used to think the post-boy’s horse the
fastest Jhing we knew.
And thought that news was travelin’ fast as
'long the road he flew;
Now the telegraph will carry news from here
to any state.
And bring an answer back to us by wire while
we wait.
We used to think, in those old times.'most
everything was known.
And no one dreamed 'twas possible to make a

telephone
Where we can stand and talk with friends a
hundred miles away,
And though the distance seems so great, hear
every word they say.
Then. Sary, there's the phonograph, that
wonderful machine
That takes the cake on everything that I have
ever seen:

It bottles up for future use the speeches that
it hears,
And pours them out when wanted, though
they may be kept for years.
Now

ocean

cables bind together each great

continent,
And

from Europe reaches us before the
time it's sent.
They send us news of happenin’s on some far
news

foreign shore,
And

read it in
before.

we

our

papers here the evenin’

Electric

lights change night to day —make
midnight seem like noon—
’twould be surprisin' if it happened
putty soon
They'd get to bottlin’ daylight to save up for
the night,
And darkness all ^be done away by that
new-fangled light.
And

If

things

go on

progressin' for the cornin' fifty

years
As

they have done in fifty past, I'll certainly

have fears
plan will be contrived to change Nature’s old-fashioned laws.
And stop this old earth's whirlin’, with a
mighty sudden pause.
H. H. Johnson.
borne

—

Sel.ctedbyC.
Dear Mutuals:
The poem sent

gome time ago by C.
very
|the contrast in methods of
labor between the olden times and the
present,|but with all the improvements,
and with all the machines for
rapidity in
j turning off wor*c, it does seem there is less
i time in the twenty-four hours now than
then; they found time to visit, to “neighbor”, and to rest. The “eight-hour”
clause was unheard of; but after all there
may be significance in the fact that the
average length of human life is considerably increased since those days.
The following
breath from the Maine
j woods” will be read with pleasure and we
are glad toj know sister E. is
enjoying
nature in its almost primitive state:

shows

Bcck|Hobn Camp. Jo Maby Lake.
Dear if. £. Friends:
I think of yon all while in this quiet retreat
in the northern Maine wilderness.
It seems
a thousandfmiles away, but we left
Bangor at6
a. m. and got here at 1 p. m. by rail to
Norcross,
then steamer, andfabout six miles in canoe—
just

a

woman and a farmer’s w ife?’’
Good Will
I am always thinking of you aud the M. H.
grange will give a cobweb party Friday
C. I am at home f.\>m Malden for a short |
24.
The public is invited.
time. I meant to write before I came and tell evening, July
you what a fine time I had riding about the
suburbs of Boston aud viewing the beautiful
MASSAPAQUA. SOUTH BLUEHILL.
gardens, etc.
Massapaqua grarfge met July 16. After
The prominent feature of the country two business, the
worthy lecturer presented
weeks ago was the rose—crimson rambler. her
program as follows:
Recitation, Lula
It is a most glorious climber and many homes :
Maddox; reading, Lula C'andage; songs,
are made beautiful by it.
In some grounds
we see also pink ramblers.
I visited the Hor- Roy Henderson; reading, Beulah Eaton;
ticultural hall again when the rhododendron remarks by the patrons.
show was held. I attended Trinity church to
hear the baccalaureate sermon for the M. I T.
Ideal Honeymoon Trips.
graduates, for I had two young friends there
If you are looking for an ideal
honeyin the graduation class. I also went to Sy mmoon trip, you can do no better than to
phony hall to ••pops” Tech night. This last
the magnificent new express
patronize
was quite a revelation to me.
The music,
turbine steamships Harvard or Yale, of the
particularly the stein song by F. F. Bullard.
Metropolitan all-the-way-by-water line
'07, was very fine, what we could hear of it.
Well, I am very busy just now, as you may between Boston and New York. So well
suppose, and can get no one to help me a bit is this fact established in the minds of
(for love or money)—yes, a neighbor did mow brides and bridegrooms
as
well, that
the grass around my house, so that I can get
honeymoon parties on the big and splenin and out, after I had walked nearly half a
are of daily
mile and back to borrow a scythe. 1 had one didly-appointed steamships
occurrence.
of my own, but one of my tenants broke it.
The Harvard and Yale are
avowedly
My love to all and I hope Aunt Madge will
have a little help toward filling the column. floating palaces, as perfectly equipped
We have some very good and intellectual peo- and Hi luxuriously furnished as the best
ple here for the summer, and expect much and biggest of the ocean liners. They
benefit from association with them.
M. A. B. have 250
staterooms, including about fifty
Certainly there is a contrast in these en suite with bath, hot and cold
water,
days. Here is one sister who has jnst etc., and have a still larger number of
been attending commencement exercises
free
nicely-furnished
berths
in
the ladies’
1
at Massachusetts institute of technology, and
gentlemen’s cabins. Then, too, there
while the other is visiting the home of the is, as one of the
prime essentials to the
wild animals of the Pine Tree State. Let comfort and

j

j

hear from the mutuals who are having
their outings here and there. The homekeepers get their thoughts enlarged and
enjoy these descriptions very much.
Aunt Madge.
us

••

This is the sticker that is being
used to tell all the world that the 2,200
societies of New York state are to
have their next convention in the capital city next October.

Mm ad What

ble

!

3mong tljc ©rangers.
peciully

Restored to Health by Lydia E.
Plnkham's Vegetable Compound.

Sary, there's been quite a change since
seventy years ago;
It’s quite a time to look back to. but yet it
don't

I

FOUR GIRLS

“Helpful and Hopeful

Yes.

vividly

The Empire Stats Convention.

BY “AUNT

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms V» be helpful end hopeful
Being for the common good. H Is ferthecom
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the in
terchangeof Ideaa. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
cn the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signet!, but the name of
writer will not tie printed except by permissionCommunications will be subject to approval or
rejection by t'ne editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Thk American.
Ellsworth. Me.

the

>rk

s-i

atmrrtwmntUL

mutual Unutit (fiolnum.

IAN ENDEAVOR.

fineltrip.

Buck Horn camps are on an island two
miles in length, with a point in'the lake and
many tall pines carefully trimmed. I think it
should be called Point of Pines.
There is
every convenience to make life pleasant in
the wilds of Maine, and Mr. and Mrs. Haynes
entertain their guests royally.
The camps
are connected by telephone to Norcross.
The view over the lakes with its many
islands, surrounded by hills and mountains,
is fine.
Fish for the table can be supplied
from the wharf. Last night I caught enough
white perch for breakfast. We can go out in
the morning and get lilies for decoration, and
sailing down Cooper brook we saw a deer
standing with its graceful head up watching
us. and later a large moose with
wide-spread
horns feeding by the shore. Just now there
are forest fires making it
smoky, but the

enjoyment of the trip,
perfect cuisine, with meals served a

a

la

beneficial

results.

1 recommend Doan’s

Kidney Pills very earnestly.”
For sale by all dealers.
Price f)0 cents.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,

til.worth
P.

IS.

other.

PILE SUFFERERS!

»»dFUIa

to

to

Portland. Me.

agents for the United States.
He member the name—Doan's—and take

EASTERN

sole

no

E,l‘"orth

BOOTHBY, Oen’l IW Agent

Steamship Compan?,
BOV. WILLIAM T. (OBtl m-l CALY.S

DO YOU KNOW THESE RCTS?
of piles is internal
circulation iu the lower bowel.
Piles can’t be thoroughly cured by outward treatment.
An internal remedy is needed to cure
the cause.
Send for our booklet, “How Piles Can
be Cured by Internal Medicine,” or talk
w ith E. (». Moore, who sells Dr. Leonhardt’s Hem-Roid at fl j>er bottle, and
guarantees it to cure.
Dr. Leonh&rdt Co., Station B, Buffalo,
N. Y.
The

cause

—

AUSTIN. Hrcclrcr*Mount I’ssstt

Sluggish

Sinking.

is what your money will
uivested in shares of the

earn

If

Etanii Loan aDd Bmldicn Ass’n.
A
ts

now

carte.

NEW SERIES

opeu. Share*, SI each; monthly pay
tnent*, 81 per than,

The schedule time is fifteen hours from
port to port, but this is frequently reduced WHY PAY RENT
u heu >ou can b*>rrow on
your
owing to the high speed attained and the
shares, give a first mortgage and
sharp but friendly rivalry on the part of
reduce it every month? Monthly
=====
and
Interest
the officers of the Harvard and Yale.
together
payments
STATE SCHOOL MONEY.
will amount to but little more
The ships sail from Boston and New
0 than
you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
York every evening at 5 o’clock, leaving
Amount Apportioned Among Han-,
will
India wharf, Boston, and Pier 45, foot of
cock County Towns.
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
The apportionment of State school j West 10th street, New York.
v
For particulars inquire of
money among the towns of Hancock !
O. W. Taelby.Sec'y,
Castiue Alumni.
county for this year, is as follows:
First Nat l Bauk Bid*.
The Castine normgl alumni association
A. W. Kino. President.
Schools. Amount.
will hold its annual session at Bandy Point
Amherst.
92
$ 366 82
Aurora.
36
143 54 from July 29 to August 19. It is expected
Notice.
Bluehill.
495
1,973 70 that G. T. Fletcher and wife. Miss Mary
contracted with the City of EllsBrooklin.
240
966 94 E. Hughes and Fred A. Foster, former
worth to support and care for those who
Brooksville.
may need assistance during the next five
375
1,495 23
and are leeal residents of Eilawcrth. I
566
Bucksport.
2,256 78
Foley's Orino Laxative, the new laxative, years
forbid all persons trusting them on my acCastine.
263
1,048 64 stimulates, but does not irritate. It is the count, as there is plenty of room and accombest
laxative.
Guaranteed
or
your money modations to care for them at the City Farm
93
870 86 back.—G. A.
Cranberry Isles.
Pabchek.

mtal

It! uphill Division

8IX-TK1P NERV1CE.
Commencing Monday. May 4 weave’ ■) T
Mor-e Im«i» Rar llntooi »i 1 .to p in, wees
d*y# for deal Manor, .Northeast Harbor. Soutiwcst Ma*t*»r, Bro<>kltn. Dm I*le, Sedjwlct,
Sargent*HI, Dart Harbr an.I Rockland, coonecU-g alii, •learner for Boston.
Steamer leave# Uluebl I ai 2 p tn, week lav*
for South Riuthtll, Monlngion West Tremont
Monday# and Thursday*), North Htreo and
liocalaud, connecting with •t.-arntr tor Bomob.
KKTDHMMi
Steamer leaves Boston at l p m, weekdays
for Rockland.
Leave Rockland at 3.30 a m. or od arrival of
steamer from Boston, dally, except Monday,
for Bar Harbor and Blueblil, via intermediate

landings.

Firet class fare. Bar Ilarl or to Boatoo. #4.23
way; $8 round trip.
All freight, except live stock, via eteamen of
thla company, la Insured against tire m-i ®*rtne risk.
K 8. •». Morse. Agentone

XHurtumniu.'-

__

m

Pauper
HAVING

Dedham.
Deer Isle.
Eastbrook.
Eden.
Ellsworth.
Franklin.
Gouldsboro.
Hancock.
Isle au Haut.
Lamoine.
Mariaville.
Mount Desert...
Orland.

101
688
75

1,171
1.007
382
348
245
56
139
60

529
349
26

Penobscot.
Sorrento.
Southwest Harbor

296
239
51
249

Stonington.

620

Sullivan

324
254
221
385
100
55

Sedgwick.

Surry.
Swan's Island
Tremont.
Trenton.
Verona.
Waltham.
Winter Harbor.
Plantations:
Long Island.
No. 8.
No. 21
No. 33.

60
168

4,01518
1,523 13
1,387
976
223
554
239
2.109

57
88
28
23
26

25,

1,391 56
996

1,180 22
852 96
203 85
992 82:
2,47*2 10
1,291 87
1,012 76
881 18
1,586 10
398 73
219 60
239 26
069 86

78

311 02

12

47 84

11

43 86
96 69

24

10,482

hoo»e-M. J. PacsMBT.

402 72
2,748 24
290 05
4,669 10

914,794 54

A Bevslstion.
It is a revelation to people, the severe cases
of lung trouble that have been cured by
Foley’s Honey and Tar. It not only stops the
cough but heals and strengthens the lungs.
L. M. Buggies, Reasnor. Iowa, writes. “The
doctors said I had consumption, and I got no
better until I took Foley’s Honey and Tar. It
stopped the hemorrhages and pain in my
lungs and they are now as sound as a bullet.’'
—G. A. Pakcbsa.
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Thbohosu:
Gold Medal Flour make-
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spout here.” And

he was right about it,
for It was at 8iaunton, Va., where Mr.
Tatf delivered the first speech of the camPLAY AT HOT paign to over a thousand people.
AX WORK AND
Mr. Taft ris?s from half-past seven to
SPRINGS RETREAT.
eight o’clock, and often breakfasts alone,
in which case he improves the
on character ok the
opportugIDE lights
nity to dictate replies to his many letters.
kor
candidate
republican
Then he goes to his office for an hour or
PRESIDENT.
two, and when the work will permit rides
or plays golf,
which, next to horseback
is
the
proRest, exercise end politic*
riding, is his favorite exercise. On alterH. Tail has laid down lor
nate days he rides his chestnut saddle
gram William
himself during the months of July and horse, Hhip|>ed bore from
Washington.
s
August- There will be single interrup- Charley accompanies him on his pony.
tion—that of his trip to Cincinnati on Mrs. Taft rides occasionally, but is not so
he will receive the formal
July 28, when
fond of the exercise as is her husband.
notice of his nomination and make the Out of consideration for his horse Mr.
Then he will reof
acceptance.
Taft rides only every other day. The roads
(.jeecb
to take up golf
turn to Hot Springs, Va.,
in this section are
extremely hilly and in
and horseback rides, seeing the polilicans many places hard for a
horse, and tliis
ot the party between times, and leaving plan was settled
upon before the first ride
for Cincinnati to take
in
September
•early
was taken.
work of the campaign.
op the real
I “There! Didn't think I could do it,
There is a simple and friendly case in did
you?” called Mr. Taft to a party of
the manner in which Mr. and Mrs. Taft newspaper men who were
watching him
of this little
have dropped into the life
| mount. They had been speculating on
village. He takes himself and his popu- whether or not he would use the mount*
j
larity in snch an easy way that it was | ing steps, but he did not,and
guessing the
scarcely twelve hours after bis arrival question, he laughed his triumph from the
when the ripple which he created had horse’s
back, to which he had swung himfaded out and he was a familiar figure, ob- I self with little effort and
great success.
served like any other guest ot this resorts Mr. Taft, who loves
|
companionship and
There is much work to be done here be- is devoted to
his wife, has urged her to
|
fore the campaign is started, and Mr. Taft ride with him
[
upon the pony, but she cares
will find bis private secretary a hard mas- little for it.
“Women,” he said, “should
ter it he tries to play golf or ride horser*de astride up in these mountains, as
|
Liter
of
The
much.
too
acceptance
back
they do in the Alps. I shall urge Mrs.
is a matter of very great importance in its
Taft to take this course for her own safety
and
must
be
the
campaign,
effect upon
if she consents to ride at all.”
framed with care and judgment. Some
CALLS HER HUSBAND “FATHER”.
must be laid
for the

TAFT.

DAY WITH

A

campaign

speeches

and the candidate roust become perfectly familiar with the arguments which
are possible on the pert of the opposition
in order to oppose them in convincing
out

logic.
Two

THK OFFICE FORCE

stenographers

and

a

messenger

the office force which Mr. Taft
brought with him. They are established
in three rooms just above the apartments
occupied by tbs family. Two of these ere
make up

working roome,

one

serving

as a

reception

The third is Mr. Tstt’s
office.
The apartments in which Mr. and Mrs.
Taft are living ere those which were
occupied by President McKinley during a
short stay at Hot Springs during his
occupancy of the White Honse. They are
at the extreme west end of the hotel and
open upon a private porch from which the
greensward slopes gracefully down to the
bath bouse. There are five rooms, three of
or

waiting

room.

workroom and

Occasionally she will take her sewing to
the porch and chat for a while with an
acquaintance, but as a rule her position is
courteously respected, and she is much
alone unless she seeks companionship.
So far she has been resting from her trip
to New Haven aud the breaking up of
their home in Washington during the hot
weather before coming here.
She is a
good housekeeper, and preferred to pack
up her household goods and leave them in
boxes in the empty House until the fall,

are

Like her

social side

cent.

of the life here.

The freedom with which Mr. Taft

Sundays Mr. and Mrs. Taft attend discusses matters with the reporters
church in a little Episcopal chapel a short astonished Kellogg. He got a panic and
distance from the hotel, where they warned the candidate to be more careful.
WHAT A REPORTER CALLED HIM.
occupy the pew midway in the eisle. Mrs.
Taft, who has a fine voice, of which her
Then he told of having been asked many
husband is very proud, joins in the singquestions about the trust cases by a re
ing. Although the family is divided in porter. After Mr. Kellogg had evaded
its religious preference, like that of Presi- one-half of the
inquiries and answered
dent Roosevelt, here at Hot Springs Mr. the others
by shakes and nods of his head
Taft allows Mrs. Taft to choose, and the
reporter eyed him grimly for a moment
accompanies her to the Episcopal church. and then remarked: “Kellogg, you are a
He is a Unitarian, and has a pew at All
loquacious cuss.” The name stuck and is
Mrs. Taft is an still used to designate the man who worSouls in Washington.
attendant at St. John’s.
ried the Standard Oil Co. so badly.
CHARLEY ENJOYS HIMSELF.
One day recently, however, he was volMr. and Mrs. Taft do not believe in untarily talkative. “It’s a really wonderful
said as he came in from a round
making growing boys sit quiet during a thing,” he
of the golf links, “that Secretary Taft can
sermon on a hot Sunday, with the birds
play golf and not swear. But he doesn’t.
and trees calling him outside, so Charley
is left at home. Charley is fully capable He makes the round of the eighteen holes,
of amusing himself, and his father and and I have never heard him cuss yet.
mother do not worry if he is not seen from W’hen the ball goes sailing into a gulley or
breakfast until hunger again brings him refuses to go where he would have it the
back. Very fond of books and of being secretary just laughs.
Hot Springs, like Saratoga, is coming to
out of doors, he is never U a loss for somebe a political centre. One can take a trip
thing to do. Croquet, tennis, his pony
and the swimming pool furnish him with through the foyer at almost any hour of
and encounter at least one p< litia
constant round of boyish
pleasures. the day
cian of national reputation. They come
Charley misses the Congressional library,
where he used to get books by the armful, from all portions of the country and bring
but is finding new things to do which news of campaign developments almost
as quickly
as
th3 newspapers, which
compensate. He is a real boy, full of life
hours after they
and spirits and frankly honest in his arrive about twenty-four
are issued.
This adds to the quiet of the
expressions.
a train steams uu“Come on, boys,” he shouted on the place. Now and then
train # n route to Hot Springs, as it*slowed I obtrusively up the gap and deposits a few*
down at a station; “guess Pop is going to passengers and withdraws. But the visi|
On

tors

K*V. I. W. tVll.Uin- Traltfte*
Re?. I. W. Williams. Huntington. W. Va.,
tenuities us follows: ’This is to certify that I
used Foley’s Kidney Remedy for nervous
exhaustion and kidney trouble, and am free
to say that
Foley's Kidney Remedy will do all
that you claim for it.’*—G*. A Parch kr.

are very
have business

few, and those who
with the candidate.

come

NORTH FRANKLIN.

Henry Jellison has gone to Mouse island, where he has employment.
Margerie Wilbur is cooking for
father, who is haying at the Billingsr

Mrs.

UlibcrUscmciUa

her

SxaoNxokS&oSo

! This

Useful Wood Is Unpopular and
Misunderstood.

Probably there

very few inhabitants

are

BRYAN.

KITTERY TO CARIBOU.

[Baltimore American, rep.]
Now, in 1908, we have the apostle of free
silver, bimetalism, imperialism and populism adding to bis paraphernalia an or-

The residence of Henry E. Beal at Jonesport was burned Thursday. The loss was1

ELLSWORTH MA K H V t*

110,000.

New England who

supporters.

This

are

not

more or

less

is not because it is with-

The

occurred.

reasons

have been

out

often set

branches and bent stems

broken broken

tried.

We do know’that his mind is

Creamery per ft.—
Dairy .....V.".
■area.
Fresh laid, per dos.
Poultry.
Chickens.
Fowl.
Bay.
Best loose, per ton.
Baled....
Straw.

Loose..
Baled.

25$50 Leraor

10 PI neap.
12
Groceries.

Coflee—per #
Klo,
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per #—

Rice, per
.16 #.25 Vinegar
35 Crack<
85 Oatme
Buckv
.45#.66 Graha>
.30# 65 Rye m
Granu :*;"i
06 Oil—pLins
.05>*
Kero
08#lu

Japan,

Oolong,

Sugar—per#—

Granulated,
Yellow, C
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal
Havana.
Porto Rico,

his accustomed attendant. He served in
the Civil war as a private in Co. K, 16th
Maine infantry.

.60

Meats and P
Beef. %:

kitten with two distinct faces, looking in opposite directions, was born in
South Berwick recently. The freak kitten
is one of a litter of five, and all of the
others were perfectly formed felines. Each
of the cat’s two faces has two eyes, as
yet
unopened, and a mouth and nose, but the
cat has only two ears, one at each end of
the head, which is unusually large. From
all indications the two-faced animal is as
healthy and spry as any of its less favored
brothers.
A

men here were called Jut Friday by
the selectmen to fight tim fire which
started on No. 14 and cante through to
Franklin. Little could ha//e been done,
'of wind and
however, bat for the
the rain which came late
night.
T.
July 20.

chang^

Friday

j

_P*e finest,

purest, most wholesome Summer

Drink. Made of Pure
Imported Ginger and
J{*** from our famous spring at Millis, Mass.

** your dealer for k. If he does not have it
"ul tell you where
you can get it

CLICQUOT

wc

CLUB CO, MILLIS, MASS.

The real secret of a happr life is to push
one’s powers just as far as (hey will go.
of eczema that
“Doan’s Ointment cured
had annoyed me a long time. The cure was
permanent.”—Hon 8. W. Matthews, Commissioner Labor Statistics, Augu«ta, Me.— Advt.

ro vis I

Pork, t».
20440
chop,
14 480
Ham,
Shoul'
12#16

Steak,

Roasts.

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

19

08#10

Veal:

Steak,
RoaStS,

233/2

.-18
*20
Ta.j

Baoo:
Salt

:;,g25

Lard,

oiL*

d

vi

l>r

Lamb

Limb,
10$25
u
Tongues, each

<

Fresh Fish.
06 Clams, qi
06 Mackerel.
12«18 Sword 11;

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Salmon, lb
Lobster, tb

un-

25
«

i,»

~"l8

25@30
25

Floor, Grain and ¥<:■■. J.
Rt. Rev. Mgr. Edward McSweeney, P.
steady, his principles unsafe. The coun75
Floor—per bbl—
Oats, bu
try has twice rejected him for that reason. R., for thirty-four years the beloved pastor
f 00 46 50 Shorts—
to
170 Mix.fec-i.
If he at all believes what he says, what he of St. John’s Catholic church, Bangor, died Corn, 100# bag
*: >0a). 85
Corn
1
70 Miauling v»aj?i 50 i 65
meal,bag
continually preaches to his followers, Saturday night. He was seventy years of Cracked corn,
1 70
or
more
age. For a year
what he causes to be written in his
Mgr. McplatLAW REGARDING WEIGHT* AND MI.USURER.
form, his election to the presidency with Sweeney’s health had been failing, but his
A bushtl of Liverpool hhU »• ij weigh Oft
the power and the intent in applying his illness developed no very serious phase
au.l a bushel uf Turk's la
alt shall
poun-it*,
doctrines to the administration of public until about three weeks ago, when he weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bush.
Funeral
potatoes
affairs would be an immeasurable calamity suffered a stroke of paralysis.
In good order and fit for shipping
wounds,
A pontiflcial of apples, 44 pou nds.
The difference between the two candidates services were held to-day.
The standard weight of a bush
mass was celebrated, with Rev. John
..cans in
high
delicate sister, tbe white birch, is not so is so marked and
distinct, so unmistakao pounds;
good order and fit forshlpplng,
large nor so abundant, but it is one of our bly clear, and it is a difference so vital to A. Driscoll as master of ceremonies. of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnlpr
peas, 0U
Rev. T. F. Butler, of Lewiston, formerly pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; o
ions 52,
most beautiful forest trees, and its wood the public welfare that the
rejection of of
of carrots, FugUsh turn..
rve anti
pounds;
Ellsworth, will deliver the eulogy.
is also highly prized for the manufacture Mr. Taft and the election of Mr.
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnip
pounds;
Bryan
of oats
barley and buckwheat, 48 pou
of spools, shoe shanks, shoe pegs, toothThe launching of the four-masted of
would be an appalling evidence of popular
32 pounds, or even measure as uv
‘.meat.
and
other
articles.
schooner
Jessie
A.
delusion.
picks,
Bishop at Cobb, Butler
The gray birch is at present used prac
& Co.’s yard in Rockland last Thursday
Food for Peary.
(As ociated Press.)
directs attention to the busiest locality in
tically only for fuel. It is a small, shortThe supplies taken on board the RooseDemocratic financiers and bankers of Knox
lived tree, very rarely forty feet high, and
Before
that handsome velt include 160
county.
cases, or 16,000 pounds, of
seldom exceeding a foot in diameter. Baltimore are coming out for Taft and craft look her maiden dip, the assembled
flour; 1,000 pounds of coffee, 800 pounds of
Sherman. Michael Jenkins, president of
crowd had an opportunity to witness a
Then, too, its numerous, more or less contea, 10,000 pounds of sugar, 400 cases of
torted branches give rise to many knots, the Safe Deposit & Trust Co., a prominent sight never before equalled in a Rockland kerosene
oil, about 2,500 gallons; 7,000
and the wood is of poor quality and hard democrat, said that he would not vote for shipyard—four sailing vessels under conpounds of bacon, 400 cases of biscuit, or
to work, so that it would be of but little Bryan. “It is my opinion,” said Mr. Jen- struction at one time. The novelty of the |
10,000 pounds; 100 cases of condensed
value for lumber even if it attained suf- kins, “that Bryan will lose Maryland by affair is all the more pronounced in view
50 cases of roast beef bash, 30,000
30,000 majority. He has never won in of the great decline which shipping has milk,
ficient size.
pounds of pemmican, 3,000 pounds of dried
The prejudice against it is based rather Maryland, and I see no reason why he experienced in recent years, and the fact fish, 1,000 pounds of smoking
tobacco.
should carry it this year. His 'election
on the lack of virtues than on the possesthat this is the only shipyard in Knox Game and other meats will be obtained in
sion of actual vices. The only vice that would be a serious blow to the country.” county which is to-day in active opera- the Arctic regions.
Alexander Brown, of the banking house
can be charged to the gray birch is that it
tion.
Sifoerttsrmmts.
sometimes usurps good forest soils to the of Brown & Sons, also advocates the elecFigures given out at the office of the
tion of Taft. “Although a firm believer
exclusion of better species. This is, inState insurance commissioner last Thursdeed, occasionally true, but more often in the policies of the democratic party as day show- that the number of firts for the
this apparent vice is really its one redeem- upheld by Cleveland,” said Mr. Brown, “it first six months of this
year is 1,244
ing virtue. It has a remarkable capacity is my firm conviction that the interests of against 1,085 for the same period in 1907.
are twin causes of many ailfor flourishing on the poorest, most barren the country would be safer in the hands The estimated value of the
property afof Taft than in the hands of Bryan, and I
ments that affect the stomach
which
would
seem
be
unsuited
for
to
soils,
fected is $7,191,540,’ while the estimated
shall accordingly
vote the republican
and nerves. Keep the digesany tree growth. Its light, winged seeds
damage is placed at $2,046,192. The loss
ticket.”
are carried to great distances by the wind
for the first six months last year was
tion strong and the nerves
Several den/ocratic presidents of Baltiand germinate readily in such localities.
$1,379,042, and for the year the total loss
more banks take the same position. Memsteady by the timely use of
are
these
Frequently
young seedlings
was $3,073,430.
The damage by electrical
burned back by ground flres, but the bers of the Baltimore stock exchange, al- storms thus far this year is
considerably
birch refuses to be killed out in this way most to a man, are for Taft.
under that for the same period last year.
and quickly sends up vigorous sprouts
The number of fires caused by lightning
.“YOU PAYS YOUR MONEY, AND YOU

help to beautify the landscape.
Moreover, the gray birch most certainly
cannot be classed as one of our important
timber trees, and is far out-stripped in
this respect by others of the same genus.
Its big brother, the yellow' birch, has the
proud distinction of being one of the
largest deciduous-leaved trees of eastern
North America, with a hard strong wood
much valued by lumbermen.
Its more

•.

Hurry and Worry

the work of reclamation.
For this is just what they are doing-reclaiming the land and making it available
for other species.
As the trees develop, the crowns gradually come together and form a rather
open forest cover, the leaf litter that they

BEECHAMS

w'hich continue

produce

forms

a

layer

of

humus,

or

vege-

table mold, and the soil is constantly protected and enriched. This changed condition gives other species a chance to come
I in, and before long they begin to take advantage of it. Tbe upper story of birch
protects these young seedlings f rom
wind, frost, drought, and other unfavorable influences, while at the same time its
light foliage is not dense enough to preIn time these
vent their development.
young trees force their way up through

birch, kill it out, and take possession
ground themselves.
The birch is, of course, not found exclusively on the very poorest soils. It often
takes possession of old fields and other
open spots which have good soils, but
the

of the

process almost in varihere, too, the
ably takes place. The birch acts as u
nurse for other species which in time comsame

cases

have

TAKES

YOUR

in the first six months for 1908 is

CHOICE.”

Milton Waldron, of Washington,
C., pastor of the Shiloh Baptist church
(colored), president of the National Negro
American political league, is out in a statement declaring the league will support
Bryan in every 'state, and that it has a
membership of 700,000. It has opened
headquaters in Chicago. A telegram has
been sent Bryan telling him he will get
seventy-five per cent of the Negro vote.
Rev. J.

D.

The

PILLS

twenty-

against eighty-seven for the first six
1907, and 281 for the year. The
n onev loss this year by lightning is estimated at $16,157, against $35,111 for the
four

months of

first six months of
the year.

Sold Everywhere, la boxes 10c. end 2Se*

1907, and $10,676 for
j

Dtjlcib:
Gold Medal Flour is the

__

to have that furnace

New York Age gives up more than a
its editorial page to extracts

putin.

column of
from

sixteen

Negroes

and

All sixteen

newspapers,

circulating

are

for

by
Negroes.

edited

among

is

a

tected in the

gratitude

to

same way and owe a debt of
the birch for their presence

there.
So

it

can

be

that in spite of its
gray birch is not wholly

seen

balings the
useless and really has a distinct mission to
perform. Humble as it is, it plays an important part in the extension and establishment of the forest, and is useful as a
many

fuel wood.

__

War Against Consumption.
All nations are endeavoring to check the
ravages of consumption, the “white plague”
that claims so many victims each year.
colds
Foley’s Honey and Tar cures coughs aud
perfectly and you are in no danger of consumption. Do not risk your health by taking
some unknown
preparation when Foley’s
Honey and Tar is safe and certain in results.
—G. A. Fabcurb.

Be

sure

h

great

economy in fuel and

durability.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH,
& Nutter

Noyes

Bangor,

FLOURS

Makes Bread that Combines

ASK

of

eating efficiency,

talk
Town
IVl*’
COLOR.

sure

good results,

The World Affords.

HICHEST

that it

Kineo, and then

you will be

Taft.

Verona Camp Meeting.
The Verona park camp meeting will
open Aug. 22, and continue until Aug. 30.
The speakers aud mediums engaged are
John E. Darling and wife, Lottie J. Darling, who are known all over the Lnited
States.
Best

only “best.”
Jemima,

NOW IS THE TIME

been

actually whip the needles from
8 W. Jellison, who was badlW hurt by
the slender twigs of the pine, and kill it.
the fall of some heavy timbers iji the barn
This danger is net a very great one, howwhich he was raising, has sutfi/ieutly reever, and the pine usually succeeds in
/
covered to be about again.
establishing itself at the expense of the
Miss Verna Lawrie has goal to North- birch. Many other speeds are also pro-

■The

ii*‘c

.35
.50

Syrup.

known to

harbor for the season, r>he will be
greatly missed, especially ij the Sunday
school, of which she wat an active
J
member.

Toroat
Bean?
Yet
Pea

do not

scourge, and in many

east

Os

Squash,

Fruit.

Oranges, doz
Cantaloupe
Raspberries, H>

“It gives me unbounded pleasure to recpletely suppress it and kill it out. White ommend
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve,” says J.
Grace Woodworth came from ^Sullivan pine is particularly quick to take advan- W. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill, N. C. “I am
this protection, and may fre- convinced itJs the best salve the world
to spend Sunday with her parents, W. W. tage of
a felon on my thumb,
Woodworth and wife.
quently be seen coming up through stands affords. It cured
and it never fails to heal every sore, burn
of gray birch. It has only one complaint
has
been
viswho
of
hich
it is applied. 25e. at E.
Boston,
or
wound
to
Reed,
Ray
v
to make against the birch, and this is that G. Moore's drug store.
iting her sister, Mrs. Caddie Robertson,
as
a
act
branches
has gone to Sc*hl Cove for the remainder of its slender, whip-like

vacation.

Vegetables
Onion
Par oil
Green |
Bu»ch
Cabba

25
Potatoes, pk
potatoes,pk 40@50
02
Turnips, lb
New turnips, bunch 05
Bunch beets,
05@07
15
Spinach, pk
Cucumbers,
04gO6
String beans, qt 05^08
05 a 10
Lettuce, head
New

farm.

her

n|

The quotations below gi
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Country Produce,
Batter.

Fire in the Bancor-dye house on Central
ganized threat against tbe courts, with
street, Bangor, Saturday, caused |4,500
other
issues
which
the
will
decampaign
intimately acquainted with the gray birch,
velop. There has been no spontaneous damage.
one of the commonest and most
widely- demand for his
The extensive dairy farm buildings of
For four
nomination.
known trees of the northeast states, and
he has been working for it, plan- the Home Dairy Co., North Deering, were
at the same time one of the least under- years
ning for it, asking for it, and he gets it, burned Thursday, entailing a loss of
stood and least popular.
because of his skill as a politician and not 122,000.
It is distinctly a tree of the open, and
because the members of the party really
John Willet, of Madison, iwenty-three
as such is so
conspicuous that one can not want him.
years old, was drowned Saturday afterhelp noticing it. In any open Held, any
In no single state are the constructive noon while sluicing logs at the mill of the
old pasture, any sand plain, on th* border
democrats for him. Go over the list of Great Northern Paper Co.
of any swauap or sluggish stream, one is
his advocates and you will find few who
John McLorley, of Fairfield, fireman on
almost sure to find the gray birch. In the
can speak for
any solid business or in- the Somerset branch railroad, fell from
woods and in old forest growths, the
His followers are the office- the cab of a train near Moxie station
dustry.
chanches are that one will have to hunt
the radicals,
seekers, the
a long while before he finds a
Thursday, and was killed.
single rep- the clamorers noise-makers,
for change, the elements of
resentative of this specie^
William F. Cassidy, aged sixteen, of
unrest and irresponsibility. There are
At first thought this may appear strange
was drowned in Stroudwater
doubtless good men among them, thou- Portland,
and rather puzzling.
There is really no
river Sunday by the overturning of a
sands of them, but they cannot answer for
mystery about the case, however, and the
Four companions were saved.
the substantial interests of the nation. punt.
explanation is simply that the birch is
The twenty-third annual reunion of the
will do her part. Twice she
Maryland
crowded out of the forest. It is peculiarly
threw her vote heavily against him and 14th Maine regimental association will be
intolerant of any shade, and will not grow
held at Camp Bolan, Long Island, Portthis year it w'ill be a landslide.
under other trees, and in addition to this
land, commencing Monday. Aug. 3. T. R.
it is a small tree. As a result there is no
Hold brook is president of the association;
(Brooklyn Slagle, dem.)
chance for it in the forest, and it has to
The nation is confined to a choice be- Irvin Morse, secretary.
content itself with the open, especially tween
two men.
The Eagle prefers Mr.
The body of George L. Cole, an aged
with more or less barren, waste places Taft
and will oppose Mr. Bryan, for resident of
Stetson, was found in the
where other trees establish themselves
reasons which set this paper against the woods
Saturday. Mr. Cole had been
with difficulty.
latter in 1896 and in 1900, and which are missing from home ten
days. He was
Yet, in spite of the fact that it is so made more emphatic by everything in
totally blind, and it is supposed that' he
widely known, it has few friends or ardent Bryan or in Bryanism which has since atarted out to take a
short walk without
of

good qualities, but rather because forth before here. Under the stimulus
these are not generally recognized. On and
light of new circumstances, they will
the o.her hand, its failings are quite often be here
set forth again, during the
It is not a particularly beautiappareut.
ensuing canvass.
“Father” is Mrs. Taft’s pet name for her
ful or ornamental tree. Its light foliage
husband. If she want to be very severe
is rather delicate and graceful, but it is
(New York Times )
with him she somestimes calls him
much too small and too thin-crowned ever
We know that public policies, the old
“Will”, but “father” is the terra more to be of
any use as a shade tree. Its and the new alike will be executed by Mr.
generally used.
bark usually Taft reasonably, with calmness, with saniMrs. Taft is exceedingly democratic in whitish, closely-oppressed
has a somewhat dirty appearance, and ty. Hj is less impulsive than Mr. Rooseher ways and frankly happy in her enjoycannot compare in beauty with the thin, velt, not given to
disturbing utterances,
ment of their summer vacation.
She
of white birch bark. In averse to spectacular and ill-judged disreads a great deal and enjoys taking long creamy layers
addition to this, the tree is frequently play. We know
nothing of the kind
walks with Charley or Mr. Taft over the
injured by|snow and Ice storms, and its about Mr. Bryan, for he has not been
hills.

when they will be stored.
The lease the
sleeping rooms.
husband, Mrs. Taft is living | Tafts have of their K street home expires
i with October.
very quietly and resting. She is little
On days when he does not ride Mr. Taft
seen about the hotel, and spends most of
the time in her apartments or with Mr.. makes a round of the eighteen hole golf
Taft and Charlie in their sports, of which course and whacks the ball up and down
both are very fond. Mrs. Taft delights the hills with a vigor which makes him a
in reading, and finds in books a way of difficult man to follow. While here Prank
spending her time which combines rest B. Kellogg, “trust buster” of the Rooseand enjoyment most satisfactorily. She velt administration, is his companion.
dresses rather quietly and thus far haa Mr. Kellogg told Mr. Taft a story apropos
not joined in the bridge parties which are, of the inquiries made to him by newsto the ladies, an important part of the paper men. Mr. Kellogg is notably retiwhich

GRAY BIRCH.

FINEST

FLAVOR'.
YOUR.

GREATEST
NUTRITION,

GROCER,

^

ME.

Mfg. Co.,

Me.
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XOMIXEES.

NATIONAL ELECTION.
FOR

NOV. 3,

1906.

PRESIDENT,

William H. Taft,
OF OHIO.
FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,

James S.

Sherman,

for governor is too fresh In tbe minds
of the voters for the lesson to be forgotten. The republican party, by the
nomination of Mr. Fernald, put itself
on record as emphatically and over-

whelmingly in favor of prohibition,
and prohibition to-uay means enforcement of the prohibitory law.
The democrats, on tbe other hand,
have nominated a resubmissionist for
governor; their platform demands the
repeal of constitutional prohibition,
and of tbe Sturgis law.
In Hancock county the republican
party at its convention put itself on
record as in favor of prohibition enforcement.
VVbat are the “Mayo republicans”
going to do this year? It is clear that
they have not lost faith in the republican party as a whole, and it is
equally clear that they are determined
to have a sheriff who will enforce the

liquor law, regardless of his political
affiliations.

Naturally they prefer

republican,

and they will vote for him
persuaded that he not only

a

if they are
can, but also will, carry out their views
on enforcement.
There can be no question but that
public sentiment in Hancock county,

regardless of political opinions, is
overwhelmingly in favor of enforceNo candidate of any party
ment.
could for an instant hope to be elected
who did not favor it; no sheriff would

STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 14, 1908.

be tolerated who should permit the
lid to be lifted.
This we believe to be a correct

STATE TICKET.
For Go%rernor,
BERT M. FERNALD, of Poland.

statement of the situation In Hancock
county; if it is, the fears of four years
ago and of two years sgo on the part

For State Auditor,
CHARLES P. HATCH, of Augusta.

of the

OF NEW YORK.

For Representative to Congress,

(Third District)
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of Augusta.
COUNTY TICKET.
For Senators,
WILLIAM A. WALKER, of Castine.
LUERE B. DEASY, of Eden.
For Sheriff,
FORREST O. SILSBY, of Amherst.
For Register of Probate,
TIMOTHY F. MAHONEY, of Ellsworth.
For County Commissioner.
MELVILLE L. ALLEN, of Mt. Desert.
For County Attorney,
WILEY C. CONARY, of Bueksport.
For County Treasurer,
ROBERT B. HOLMES, of Ellsworth.
FOR REPRESENTATIVES.

From Eden,
G. Raymond Joy, of Eden.
From Brooklin,
Castine, Brooksrille.
Orland, Long Island, and Aurora.
Herbert T. Silsby, of Aurora.
From Bueksport, Penobscot, Dedham, Otis,
MariaviUe, Amherst and Verona,
James H. Jones, of Bncksport.
From Sullivan, Winter Harbor, Sorrento,
Franklin, Oouldsboro, Eastbrook, Waltham and townships and plantations

7, 8, 9,10, 21, 33,
Edward E. Braodon, of Sullivan.
Prom Cranberry Isles, Tremont, Mount
Desert and Swan’s Island,
Oliver Bowlry, of Swan’s Island.
From Bluehtil, Surry, Hancock, Lamoine
Trenton.
Frank P. Merrill, of Blnehill.

and

From Deer Isle, Stonington, Sedgwick,
Isle au Haut, and Eagle island,
Charles C. Thurlow, of Stonington.

republicans who voted for the
democratic candidate for sheriff are
this year not wel! founded, and they
can vote for tbe republican candidate
with the strongest kind of assurance
that the policy of enforcement will be
carried ont.
The candidate of the republican
party for sheriff, Forrest O. Silsby, if
elected, will enforce the law. He will
enforce it not only because of the
pledges of the party he represents;
not only because he is fully aware of
public sentiment in this county in
relation to enforcement; not only behe knows be would not be tolerated if he were elected and failed to
enforce—not only for all these reasons
will he enforce the law, but also
because he is a man whose record for
cause

upon.

_

chairman,

last Wednesday nominated
L
Obadiah Gardner, of Rockland, for goverRailroad Fires.
nor, and Everett M. Mower, of Augusta,
The experience with forest fires
for State auditor. Frank E. Mace, of
along the line of the railroads daring Great Pond, was elected the Hancock
the recent drought emphasises the
county member of the State committee.
need of more stringent State laws to
Col. Elliott C. Dill, chief of ordnance of
prevent the destruction of so much the national guard of Maine, and the editimberland by fires caused by loco- tor of the Portland Sunday Times, will
motives.
have charge of the literary department of
If spark-arresters are not practi- the republican State committee in the
cable, other precautions should be coming campaign. He will have an office
with a corps of assistants at the headquartaken, even to the extent of insisting
ters of the committee in Augusta.
the
use
of
hard
coal.
We
have
upon
Announcement has been made to the
heard several explanations of the
State committee by Senator
reason why
spark-arresters are not republican
Frye, that William H. Taft, the presiused, one being that the cinders dential
candidate, might be induced to
choke the smoke-stack of the loco- come into
Maine later in the season, and
motive and interfere with the draft.
hope was also expressed that the candi- I
Another explanation given for the date for vice-president on the
republican
frequency of fires caused by locomo- ticket might also visit the State before
tives is that the locomotives in use the September election.

1

gaths

ftBbnttaramta.
STATEMENT

Bangor

at

A

candidate for governor has apGeorge L. Crockett, of Thomhas taken out his nomination

new

peared.

Dr.

j

The forest fire which started in the moantains near the country home of C. A. Brown
on Monday afternoon wasextinqaished mainly through the strenuous efforts of H. C. Dolliver, of the Hawaiian Pineapple Co., who directed the battle against the flames, fighting
Monday night and Tuesday till the fire was
under control.

Mr. Dolliver is

a

Pineapple

waiian

Manset
Co.

man.

is the

concern

successor

•

occurs, will soon file them according to j
law. The doctor says that he can easily!
secure

the necessary number of signatures,
he does not expect to be elected,

and while
he

will

1

SOUTH GOULDSBORO.
Mrs. Margaret Bunker has gone to Seal
Harbor for the summer.
Mr.

and Mrs. Dana, of Boston, are
guests at J. C. Hammond's.
Mrs. Cora Holt, of Bar Harbor, spent a
day here recently, calling on friends.
Mrs. Kate Pendleton, with son Roy, of
Deer Isle, is visiting her brother, William
Cook.

j

standing

for the indethe Australian ballot,
pendence party
as he is convinced that the dissolution of
the democratic party is near at hand.

Miss Emma Nelson and Miss Pollard, of
Cherryfield, were recent guests of Mrs.

Sargent.

Fannie

There

were

Ellsworth, Me.
Bank Examiner April 20,

RK go mens.

• 63,184-30
82.U9.47

lVrnand Loans,
Krai Estate Loans,
Loans and Discounts,
Overdrafts.
Bonds and Stocks owned.
Real Estate owned.
Furniture and Fixtures.
Cash on hand and ou deposit,

674.799.23
3.069.88
46l.oi2.02

12JQO.OO
lo.wo.no
86,715.44

a

on

John A.

He

w as

seventy-four years

of age.

ASHVILLE.
Miss Bernice M. Smith, of Bangor, was a
week-end guest of her mother, Mrs. Lydia
Smith.

J. D. Holmes and wife and Miss Annie
Holmes, of Brewer, are occupying their

Henry Bean

and wife have moved to the
Mr. Bean has been in

Hall homestead.

poor health the past year.

hope

His friends

improve with the change.
Mrs. Georgia Robertson has sold her
place here and will move soon to a house
recently purchased of E. A. Hanna, at
he may

East Sullivan. Mrs. Robertson has made
changes in the interior which, when
completed, will make a pretty little home.
B.
July 20.
some

_

SOUTH SURRY.

There will be something new in the
vaudeville line, by Katherine Nelson and
Elizabeth Otto,
presenting songs and
character changes, and Miss Otto’s paino
solos.
Fred St. Onge, bicyclist, will
appear with a new company.
Others on the bill will be Wynn and
Lewis, the college boys; Curtmell and
Harris in a singing and dancing
Sullivan—Pasquelena company in a
act

called “The C. O. D.

Package";

Dorodetzky, violinist; La
La OuBta, Zano, the magician
State

_

BLUEHILL.
At the session of the Congregational
Sunday school July 19, it was voted to
extend the thanks of the school to all who
gave assistance in any way to make the
recent entertainment a success.
July 21.
If.

of

city

Cure.
Sworn to before
presence, this Sth

IJTTl

!

Ui! j

FRANK J. CHENEY.
me and subscribed in
my
day of December, A. D. 1886.
A- w- GLEA80N,

Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acta directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Betid for testimonials
F. J. CHENEY * CO., Toledo, O.
free.
Sold by all Druggists, 75o.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Treasurer

Albert E. Maee

frankA.
Jnlm
Peter.
C.

Na.lt,

Hlnn M. Pike
Henry \V.
K1nH>r P Sargent
Jr'bu O. \\
bitney.

S|,„ft,rj;

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.
MAINE.

BANGOR,

Capital, 9175,000.00.
Burplus and Profits 'earned
Deposits,

9410,151.02.
93,342,000.00.

over

National Banh Statcmnt.
State Botanical Society.
The Josselyn society ot Maine will hold
REPORT OP THE
Ita annual meeting and botanical outing at
he
will
4-8.
The
August
Manaet,
meeting
CONDITION
attended by a goodly representation of the
-OP THEthe
which
embraces
society’s membership,
leading botanists and plant lovers with a
considerable number ot those from other
at
in the State of Maine,
Bucksport.
New England states.
at tne close of basiness,
The program will consist ot papers and
July 15.1909.
RESOURCES.
discussions, while at stated times botanizLoans and discount*.
si
ing trips to different localities will be Overdrafts, secured and unsecured, 6145.516
70*7
made. The party will go to Great Cran- \ U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
50.00000
Premiums on U S Bonds.
1300M
berry island, and Seal Cove, and the lakes Bonds, securities, etc. 33,MS75
and ponds in the vicinity will be visited. Banking house, furniture and fixtures
500 00
The locality is an interesting one, as Man- Due from State Bank* and
5.6(2 91
Bankers,
j
set is the southern limit of the native Due from approved reserve agents,
20,(7410
; Checks and othercaah items.
25645
plants of Maine.
Notes of other National Banks.
665

Bncksprt National Bait

00

..

for Knit.

Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents.
Lawful money reserve in bauk. viz.:

ROCKETT COTTAGE at Contention Cove.
Five dollar* per week. Inquire at poetoffice, East Surry. Me.

Specie.11.649 85
800 00
Legal-tender notes
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation}

V

for Salt.
lbs.; 8 years old.
Apply to
A. Scott, North Sullivan. Me.
boat. SOft. long by
Good condition.

BOAT—Schooner
wide, ft. draft.
W. W.
5

right.

94 ft.
Price

McCartnrt, Ellsworth.

LOOP YACHT “Alice”, gO feet long. 104
feet wide; has iron keel end about 4 tone
J iron ballast; five years old; sail* new last
year; good accommodation!) for cruising or
trading. PrlcetRM. Inquire of R. B. Brown,
Castloe. Me.
top buggy and one Old Town
both nearly new. For parinquire of H. A. Bonnet. Surry.
(Newbury Neck road). Me.

PHAETON
ticulars

Franklin
SEVERAL

desirable homee end farms in
at good trades; also stock in a

promising

mining property in Colorado,
owned and managed by reliable, well known
ousiness men.
Write for particulars and
W. E. Bragdon, R. E. Agent.
terms.
limiteu quantity of iumoer—
Joist, planed spruce and pine boards,
etc., at reasonable prices.
M. C. Austin,
Cuniculocus Park Mills, Egypt. Me.

LIMBER—A

TITOOD

Suitable for finest paper pulp.
What am 1 offered for poplar, spruce
IT
and fir, by the cord lu car lots, delivered at
Franklin Road station, Maine? M. C. Austin, Egypt, Me.
—

EHaitUU.
horse for his keep.
of care guaran482, Ellworth. Me

family
Light work and
HORSE—Good
Address P. O. Box

best

around 50

to

look after our business

Ellsworth, Me., Juiy 1,1*08.
TAKE

NOTICE.
Maine laws for close
to #5.000 or thirteeu
state prison; Sundays, #3.000 to
or
#7,000
fifteen months’ imprisonment, in
eacu and every cat*: of
trespass in Cnniculocus park from this date.
Mary C. Frrtz Austin.
Aug. 21, 1907.
besides
is from #2.000
THEtimepenalty
months in

SPECIAL

THE

NOTICE.

NULLIFICATION OF THE SUNDAY

STATUTE OF THE STATE OF MAINE.
was
as nanal
on
Oct 6,
of Maine must indemnify me
in the anm of $8,000 and $7,000, i. e. (ten
thousand dollars) for nullification of 8unday
“close time" law. A like amount must be
paid to me for each and every violation of the
Decalogue by the State of Maine and the federal government of the United State of America.
Maby Cathabinb Farrs Austin.

hunting and shooting
THERE
Sunday in Cunicnloua Park,
1907. The State

act;

of

11

money.
It is an institution which is carefully managed,
and renders the Best Banking Service to its Depositors
and Clients.
Your account, subject to your check, ts invited.

STATE

new

Onto,
Toledo,
Mrs. John E. Emery and family, of
Lucas couett.
,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
Winchester, Mass., with a friend and
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney &
are
the
summer
st Newmaid,
spending
Co., doing business In the City of Toledo
bury Neck st the carrying place. Mr. County and State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLwill
Emery
join them in August.
LARS for each and every cate of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by the uae of Hall’s Catarrh
July 22.
Spec.

vn

U.'du®

The Eastern Trust & Hanking Co. was organized on that secure foundation on which all genuine
financial strength is based.
It stands to-day as a veritable Stronghold for

ROAD

■

NOTICE TO

2.500 00

BF.AZI.EY.__

legal

Notices

NOTICK OP POKECLOSl’KK.
■\irHEREAS Klor» Pineo end E.iwird B.
fT
Rodick. both of Eden, in the County
their
of Hancock and State of Maine,
mortgage deed, oated November 1. A. D. ISO),
and recorded in said Hancock County Registry of Deeds in Volume 355. Page 183. conveyed to Everard H. Greely, Luere B. Deasy.
Frederick C. Lynatu, John A. Peters, jr. and
J. Frank Whittaker, their heirs and a-dgne
forever, certaiu real estate situated in ^aid
County of Hancock and particularly described as follows:
“A certain Island situated in Frenchman's
Bay. in the*towu of Eden aforesaid, or in the
town of Goulds boro in said Hancock County,
which said Island lies northerly from the
Village of Bar Harbor, and i« connected
Said Island
therewPh at low tide by a bar
being known ae Bar Island, or Rodick Island,
or Bar Porcupine, and is occupied by the said
Flora Pineo and her husband rharles B.
Pineo, and is the same Island containing fifty
acres, more or less, described as conveyed in
deed from Fountain and Serenns H. Rodick
to Flora Pineo. dated Sept. 27th. 1873. and recorded in Hancock County Registry of Deeds,
in Book 148, Page 3*4.
Also all the flats, bar and weir privileges
connected with said Island, and also including all such flats, bar and weir privileges described as conveyed in the deed from David
Rodick (Second to said Flora Pineo. dated Oct.
27tb. 1892, and recorded in said Registry of
Deeds in Book 280. Page 461.
Together with all such rights of way and
other easements as may be appurtenant to
said Bar Island, or any part thereof."
AND WHEREAS by various transfers and
assignments heretofore made and duly »P‘
Deeds
pearing of reoord in said Registry of mortfor said County of Hancock, the said
gage deed tog* ther with the note, debt ana
claim thereby secured has come to I e ve^teu
in and is now owned and held by the uudersigned, Charles Gerber, of Webster, in tne
County of Worcester and Commonwealth oi
Massachusetts, and WHEREAS the conditions of said mortgage (both as originally
drawn and executed and as modified by *
tain agreement reducing the rate of inters**
upon the debt secured thereby from eight per
cent, to six per cent, which said agreement is
dated February 0, A. D. 1904, and this day recorded in said Hancock County Registry w
Deeds), have been and now are broken,
THEREFORE by reason of the breach of the
conditions thereof I. the said Charles GerDer,
•laim a foreclosure of said mortgage
8»ia
a foreclosure
upon all of the property in
mortgage described as conveyed.
CHARLES GEBBBB.
Dated this twenty-first day of July, A. v1908.

by

ce^*

Spnfel ffouufl.

CONTRACTORS.

QBALED
/«ad

propoaaia for building a auction of
»!•»«
about 1,400 feat In
length in
the town of Eden, will be receired by
the aelectmen at their oIBce until 2 p.
August 16.
which time and
they will
publicly opened and read.
Plana may be aeen, specifications, forma of
contract and proposal blanks may be obtained
at the oHlce of the selectmen after this date
and no propoaal will be considered unless
made on said propoaal blank.
Each bidder must accompany his bid with a
certlded check payable to the town treasurer
of Eden for 10 per cent, of the amount of hla

fP

i£

bid.

The successful bidder will be
required to
a bond in the penal sum of at
least
the amount of the contract.
The right la reserved to reject
any and all
bldlJobs E. Bunina.
Fung B. Wills,
M. C. Hoaaiaon,
Ma,“c“,*1
<* id-July w, loos.

furnish

12.44985

Total. #319373 00
STATE OF MAINE.
Cocntv or Hancock ss.:—I, Edward B.
Moor, cashier of the above-named ban*, do
solemnly swear that the above statement is
true to the beat of my knowledge and belief.
EDWARD B. MOOR. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th
day of July, 1906.
T. H. SMITH,
Correct—Attest:
Notary Public.
PASCAL P. GILMORE,
THOMAS F
MASON, [Directors.
WM.

WORK.

plaS.

14574

Total. #319.673 00
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in. #50.006 00
Surplus fond.
10.000 06
Undivided profits, less expenses
and tales paid.
638411
National Bank notes outstanding..
49.75000
Dividends unpaid.
7800
Individual deposits subject to check. 19238452
Demand certificates of deposit.
10.076 36

Grading—Draining—Macadamising.

Leon

Rose
and
and others.

Deposits.

SECURE FOUNDATION

services in the church Sun-

season.

•kk’taub

Bank

Eugene Hale.
W. A. Hawy.
Fraikk L. Hodgkins,
Barney B. Havey.
1.. Fine Holmes.
Arno W. King.
Elias P. Lawrence.
Edwin (J. Merrill,

William F. Campbell,
Dr Fred A. Chandler,
Henrv W. Custom «n,
Alfred B. Crabtree.
Lirclliita A. Emery.
John R. Graham.
Myer Gallert.
Henry H. Gray,

!

This will be oneof the best features of the

r,91"j,-

Deposits,

DIRfe^TORH:

Bridgham hill cottage for the season.
are given in the Washington street
not trespass in Cnnicnlocus Park. I
lobby. DO demand
protection to life and
Harry Ash and wife, of West GouldsFor the week of July 20, the
Romany from the countv of Hancock, the property
State of
and
Mrs.
Laura
Allen
and
boro,
son
opera company will present gems from Maine, and the United States of America
Many C. Frrtz Austin.
Ralph, of Everett, Mass., spent Sunday ■‘Martha,” with two sets of principals.
with James R. Ash and wife.

Demand

Savinas Deposits.
Demand Certificates of deposit, in

Henrv w. Cishmay. Viee-Pres't. and
L. M. Moore, Assistant Tnusurer.

teed.

Vaudeville at the Boston Theatre.
Every week new announcements are being made in connection with the midsummer vaudeville
festival at the Boston
theatre, which now opens at 12 m., and
runs until 10.30 at night.
In addition to
the splendid bills, including the Romany
opera company, free orchestral concerts,
under the direction of Charles L’Orage,

Capital Stock,
?1(m
surplus and undivided profits,
;•

Peters, President.

__

several weeks.

j

f 1,363,420.34

in this county.
Special inducement
day evening, July 12, conducted by Rev. MAN
this month, permanent.
C. R. Burk & Co.,
Mr. McDonald, and on Sunday, July 19, by Nurserymen, Manchester, Conn.
Rev. Gideon Mayo.
Mrs. Fulton F. Pike went to Bangor
Special Sottas.
Tuesday and entered Paine’s private hos^
Bishop Potter Dead.
CAUTION.
an
for
She
was accomoperation.
Henry Codman Potter, Protestant Epis- pital
HEREBY relesse to my minor son, Berher
husband
and
of
Dr.
the diocese of New York, panied by
copal bishop
Small, of I nard A. Lynch, bis time during the redied last night at his summer borne at Winter Harbor.
mainder of his minority. 1 shall claim none
of his earniugs nor pay any cebts of his con20.
H.
Cooperstown, N. Y., after an illness of gjuly
tracting after this date. Grorob A. Lynch.
secure

?

ig08

IIARILITIIS.

canvas canoe,

i Mrs. Flora Smith and
daughter Nettie
papers from the secretary of state, and i have arrived from
Gloucester, Mass., to
unless
some
unforeseen circumstance visit relatives.

aston,

•made to

MARE—1380
by _John

_

!

,

TRUST COMPANY
UNION
to the First National Batik of

The Ha-

which John L. Whitmore, formerly of
Southwest Harbor, is employed as plantation superintendent, he having charge
of the 2,000-acre pineapple plantation of
the company, Mr. Dolliver is his assistant. The company operates the largest
pineapple cannery in the world, located at
Honolulu.

1

of the condition oft he

_

uprightness, usefulness, temperance Briggs, of Auburn, secretary, and Charles
and integrity is a guarantee that he is F. Hichborn, of Augusta, treasurer.
a man absolutely
to be depended
The democrats of Maine in convention

The Shrievaty.
was thrown into the
camp of Hancock county democrats are not heavy enough for the trains,
last week when rumors got floating and have to be forced on the
upabout that Sheriff Mayo, the only
grades, throwing large, live cinders
candidate on their connty ticket from the
.stack.
whom they have a ghost of a hope of
Fires from locomotives were of
electing this fall, had withdrawn.
daily occurence in the vicinity of EllsIt was generally known at the time worth
during the drought. To the
of hie nomination that he did not care credit of the Maine Central railroad
it
for a renomination, bnt be was finally
may be said that it took the precaupersuaded to allow his name to be tion of sending a patrol out after each
used.
Some time ago be notified the train to look for fires and
put them
democratic county committee that for out. The
patrol on the section near
personal and business reasons he de- Ellsworth found as many as fifteen
sired to withdraw, and requested fires in a
day. The New York train
them to name another candidate.
up Friday afternoon, started five fires
Evidently the search for a substitute between Ellsworth and Ellsworth
was futile, or else the fact of the
Falls, all of which, fortunately, were
withdrawal leaked out before one
promptly extinguished.
could be found.
A fire started at the railroad at
Anyhow, what appeared to be an Nicolin swept over many acres of
authoritative announcement of with- valuable timberland. The fire which
drawal on Saturday, was followed on started
just above the Falls last ThursMonday by an authoritative an- day and burned over 200 acres, also
nouncement that the withdrawal was started from the railroad. From all
withdrawn.
sections of the State comes the same
So the nomination stands, and the
It is high time some steps
story.
voters of Hancock county will choose were taken to prevent these railroad
fires.
between Mr. Mayo, democrat, and
Mr. Silaby, republican.
Both are for
Bryan and Cleveland.
the enforcement of the liquor law.
Bryan is drunk with power and surFour years ago Mr. Mayo was charged with malice against
every
elected on the enforcement issne by human being who has ever stood in
the
of
full
of
his
inway
gratification
democrats and republicans who besatiable ambition.
Doubtless he relieved he would enforce the law. Two sented in some
degree the thought of
years ago be was re-elected because Judge Parker
winning even the
he had enforced the law, and the slightest approbation from his conbut
this
was not the undervention,
voters expressed their endorsement
lying motive of his nnseemly interof his administration by giving him ference with the
plan to pay proper
their support.
tribute to the late honored President.
Because Cleveland refused to supThis year Mr. Mayo is again a canBryan delared over his
didate, but against his own wishes— port him, that
Cleveland secured his
signature
he is purely and simply s party can- own nomination
by a secret bargain
didate, foroed to stay on the ticket with financiers; that he spent the
through party pressure in the hope of largest campaign fund any party ever
that he filled his cabinet
saving the ticket from overwhelming collected;
with corporation agents; that he apdefeat.
railroad
pointed
lawyers to the suThat the sentiment in favor of en- preme court; and that, having deforcement has grown rather than les- bauched his party, he stabbed it to
death to prevent Its return to the
sened in strength during the past four
of virtue. Only four years ago
e shouted from
years is nndispnted, and the party in
the platform in
“The democrats in
which this sentiment leads, as the pro- Urbana, Ohio:
hibition sentiment always has, is the 1892 played a confidence game on the
people and put a bunco-steerer at the
republican party.
head of the party.”
The reeolt of the reoent warm conBryan hated Cleveland then, he
test for the republican nomination hates him now; he loathed him living,

Consternation

COUNTY OOSSIP.
He is, morehe loathes him dead.
over, in the full flush of personal
A new attraction at Bar Harbor this
power, Insanely jealous of Cleveland’s
fame. Every word spoken in praise year will be a flower show.
of Cleveland as a man of character
and conviction is gall and warmwood
Hancock county’s share of the State
to Bryan.
school fund is tll.7M.54. The county reSo it is easy to understand why he
ports 10,482 children of school age.
would permit no suitable tribute to be
paid to the first of democrats of his
Cape Rosier saw its first automobile las*,
generation, why he refused to recog- week. Our correspondent writes that no
leader
other
nize merit in any party
horses are yet reported, but
than himself, and why he bathed reso- frightened
lutions so inadequate*as to be almost lots of horse-owners are “kicking”.
insulting with the tears of the crocodile.
S. H. Remick. of Marlboro, has his usual
When the ballots shall have been success this year with his gooseberry and
counted in November, we shall be currant crop. He has picked so far 1,960
able to determine how many men
of gooseberries. One bush prowho honored and loved Gover Cleve- quarts
fifteen quarts. The Gossiper bas
duced
land could And it in their hearts to
these gooseberries, and can vouch
vote for William J. Bryan.—Harper's sampled
for their sire and quality. This year he is
Weekly.
indebted tc Mr. Remick for a box of the
Look the Facts In the Face.
Handsome currants.
York
Evening Pott.}
[»ic
who
It is necessary for all
An Ellsworth man who has spent conregard, as
we do, the election of Mr. Bryan as
siderable time in the woods lately, reports
highly undesirable, to look all the deer signs as more abundant in this vicinifacts in the face and act upon the
than for years. Moose signs, too, are
situation as it exists, not as we might ty
not tar from Ellsworth. On the
i’ke to have it. The campaign will be common
there seem
difficult.
It is absurd to talk of a western side of Patten’s pond
walkover for Taft. He himself makes to be many moose. Mogae tracks were
no secret of his belief that Bryau’6 seen also in the woods back of Senator
chances of election are better thau Hale’s, near the Stabawl road, and not
they have ever been before.
two miles from the postoffice.
The republicans will know that they
have been fighting before the battle
The Ellsworth American announces
is over.
They cannot bring out tbeir the fact that our old shipmate, Capt.
ojfj bogeys. The country is not going Thomas Tapley, of West Brooksville. celeto be frightened into rejecting Bryan; brated his eighty-third birthday recently
it may be persuaded. To the task of and that he is able to be out in all weathlooking after his cow, his garden and
persuasion Mr. Taft and his support- ers
his fowls, evidently showing evidence of
ers most devote themselves.
They being not only
youthful but as happy as a
cannot hope to outbid Bryan in radi- bird's
song. We congratulate our escalism ; stakes in that coinage he is teemed brother mariner in being able to
always ready to double.
operate bis cosy farm as well, and we hope
The real hope must be to condnct a as profitably, as he did the various vessels
in the interest of quiet and which he commanded in former years and
campaign
stable government; to meet outcry upon some of which we spent many pleasant as well as many hard-working days.—
with reason; to so contrast an expeMarine Journal, Xeto York.
rienced and steady candidate with
one who is constitutionally erratic,
The band concerts and prayer-meetings
that the voters will become convinced
that the country is safer in the hands at Bar Harbor have clashed. Arrangements had been made for a series of band
of the former.
concerts during the summer, and Wednesday evening was the only evefiing in the
POLITICAL NOTES.
week all the band members were able to
The republican national committee has get together. Bnt this happens to be
voted unanimously to establish head- prayer-meeting night, and the ministers
quarters in Chicago instead of New York. entered a protest. The band was willing
The democratic State committee has to begin its concerts at 8.90 after the
elected Fred Emery Beane, of Hallowell, prayer-meetings were over, but the minchairman, and Thomas Hunt, of Camden, isters refused to compromise. A crowd
which assembled last Wednesday evening
secretary.
to hear the concert went home disapAt the national prohibition convention
in Columbus, O., Eugene W. Chafln, of pointed.
While Hancock county men have been
Chicago, was nominated for President, and
Aaron S. Watkins, of Ada, O., for vice- fighting forest fires here at home, another
man with Hancock county training has
president.
At a meeting of the republican State been leading a forest fire fighting force in
committee Wednesday, Byron Boyd, of far-off Hawaii. The Honolulu Evening
Frank H. Bulletin of July 1 says:
Augusta, was elected

CARD or THANKS.
wish to
oar thanks to rela-

express
WE aasisted
tives. friends and neighbors who jo
in
recent bereavement

kindly
in the loss of our dear father, and to all who
sent or brought flora! offerings; also to tne
Order of Foresters of which he was a member.
Ml. and Mrs. SlwiLt L.
Mbs. Obo. M. Giles.
Tilden, Me., July 18,
us

our

1908._

STATE OF MAINE.
Exbcotivb Dspabtment,
Acousta, June 2i, 1908.
in'
XTOTICE is hereby giren that a Petition
the Pardon o(
F. Hall, a coat>«
in tho State Prison under sentence for tn
crime of larceny is now pending before tn
Governor and Council, ana a hearing thereon
*
will be granted in the Council Chamber
o
Augusta, on Thursday, the thirtieth day
July next, at ten o’clock a. m.
J. B Albxandbb,
Deputy Secretary of otate-

JM

IS.ter

HAYNES DROWNED.

I

rn,on

Famous
|lov tt'lio Heeaine
«

r-ip« or**.

ol the
Artemrts J. Haynes, peetor
R'
church, of New
congregational
Cro d
drowned Friday at
Conn., was

retake

Harwich, Maai.,

near

where

w“g, , en’mp. Mr. Haynes left town Fri*
on a
.Tternoon in a canoe, presumably
ld, trill As the night wore on tears
»

bis safety, and aearch
^entertained forresulted
in the finding

jjjpjrday

COUNTY NEWS.
“or nddlHonnt

County »»»*

$ee

other

BROOKUN.
Will Natter has returned from Boston.
A. E. Farnsworth was in Boston last
week on business.
R. R. Babson has returned to his work
in Somerville, Mass.
Dr. Low ell, of New* York city, is at tne
Lookout for a few weeks.

morning

‘’uftlavnes
%

camp

publication

early this

soon,

and went to

summer,

going

back

New Haven weekly to con,.d forth to
Sunday services.
tact his regular
house w hicb he used lor
Besides a small
who was
purposes, Mr. Haynes,
with tools, had recently built
tv hamlv
a small structure
himself oil the lake side,
lor a workshop, and with
sdticb be used
When
satisfied.
which be tell greatly
at work writing he employed
he was not
and turned out all
himself in bis shop
articles.
kinds ol useful
features of
One ol the most interesting
was a flock of wild
Mr Haynes’ camp
be had after great labor
geese, which
domesticated. These be used as decoys
instead ol the wooden decoya usually emThe tame
ployed by duck hunters. water to luregeese
the
would float out on the
wild geese t J them, and after Mr. Haynea’
was over, they would come back

shooting
to

the camp.

last w’eek.
Mrs. Ethel Hill Moody, of Hadley,
Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs. E.
Idella Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard, of Cambridge,
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Hubbard’s father,
P. E. Lufkin.
Mrs. Ford, who has been visiting
niece, Mrs. Lee H. Powers, returned to

her
her

home in Boston last week.
Miss Charlotte Everton, of Roxbury,
Mass., who has been the guest of Miss
Mary Cole, returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Dora Dodge, of Boston, is visiting
her brother, H. W. Flye. She was accompanied by her cousins, the Misses Kingman, of Newark, N. J.
Alexander Grant,
general superintendent of the railway mail service of
is
the
guest of Col. W. B.
Michigan,
Tompson at his summer home at West

Haynes’ career has been remarkable End.
Uxe Femme.
July 20.
rapid rise to a position as one of the
foremost pulpit orators of the country,
MARIA VILLE.
in
jfc wss born at Trenton in this county
wife.
Mildred Buzzell, of Amherst, is visiting
1869, the son ol Mark H. Heynes and
Mr.

in its

a boy of fourteen he left the old
which live generations of hia ancesSince then his life had
tors bad tilled.
been a tireless struggle to obtain an education and win for hiinaclf a position of
While pushing
influence in the world.
his way through ths preparatory schools,
he served at variona times in different

WbeD

fsrm

hotels as bell boy, porter, watchman,
steward and clerk. He worked at almost
every kind of rough labor known to the
For sevYankee life of New England.
eral seasons he sailed on coasting vessels
that ply their trade between Maine end
the southern porta. Twice he shipped on
board Ashing schooners to the Qrand
Banks ot Newfoundland.
During bis
Arst

trip

he

was

shipwrecked,

and

on

the

second did not see land for five months.
After his graduation from the classical
•course at Bucksport seminary, he entered
the minietry, locating on a circuit in
eastern Maine, where he waa compelled to
preach three timee on Sunday and every
night in the week except Saturday. Later
he continued hie studies at Denver and
Boeton universities.

During his college year he aupplied
churches, and was actively engaged
for some time in missionary work in the
various

At different times he waa a newsreporter and an advertiaing agent.
Twice he had edited a newspaper of his
own. and for one year held a position as
book-keeper in a mercantile house in
alums.
paper

Boston.

ordained and installed as
the First Congregational
church at Harwich, Mass.
After a pastorate of two years, he resigned his church
aud took a course of study at Harvard
university. Meanwhile his fame was rapidly spreading as a preacher of singular
power. Calls came to him from every direction, until finally he went to Chicago
to succeed the Rev. Frank W. Gunsaulus
st Plymouth church.
Thus, at twentyeight years of age, Mr. Haynes was called
to stand in the most prominent pulpit in
the middle West, the successor of a man
accounted the most eloquent preacher in
his denomination.
A few years ago he accepted a call to the
church at New Haven, where he had since
been located. Ho was one of the most
prominent preachers in the state, and a
leader in many movements for civic betterment. His sermons were forceful, and
attracted wide attention because of his
personal courage. His sermons on Christian Science brought wide discussion
among clergymen.
Mr. Haynes delivered the commencement address at Bucksport seminary this
year. He leaves a widow, who was Miss
In 1894

minister

8nc>w,

of

he

was

of

Harwich, Mass.,

and two young

sons, Arteraas and Walter.
Few deaths have created such widespread and keen sorrow in New Haven as
that of Mr. Haynes. The New Haveu

Regiater

says

editorially:

time

come as

close to the heart of

Kosilla B., widow of John P. Mason,
died at 2 o’clock this afternoon at her
home on Oak street.
Mrs. Mason was in the ninety-first year
of her age, and until recently, has been
remarkably smart for one of her years.
She leaves three children—Charles W.
Mason and Mrs. Arvilla Foster, of this
city, and Capt. George W. Mason, of New
York.

relatives here.
Hannah Black, of Bangor,
visiting
aunt, Mrs. Emma Black.
Joseph Jordan, of Hull’s Cove, is employed at the Morrison farm.

her

is

This column is devoted to the purpose implied in the heading. The matter is contributed by members of the Public Improvement Association of Ellsworth. Communications intended for this column must be
signed, but names will not be printed without the assent of the writer. All matter is
subject to the approval of editor, but none
will be rejected without good reason.

so

many

people of all sorts as had Rev. Artemas J.
Haynes. All who know men have recognized
in him at a glance a man of
deep thought and
broad humanity, who had drunk deep of the
cup of the wisdom of life, aud consecrated
himself to the work of leading others to the

Pierian spring.
Himself a ready learner—so ready as to be
>n effect a
prophet—he had in excellent measure the gift of
teaching. He reached men and
attracted and led them because he came so
close to them, because he understood humanity so well as to make his love for it overpowering. All who heard him more or less clearly
recoguia-ed that they had listened to a teacher
whose thought-resource was tremendous*
who was
speaking from a fulness of knowledge that made his message commanding.
His was an eloquence of matter as well as
°f
expression, though he combined both .to a
8“n)tt»sing degree. Yet Mr. Haynes was no

Leon Swett has

g6ne

to Bar Harbor for

employment.
Mrs. Susan Mosley is visiting her sister, Mrs. Robert B. Carter.
Allen Milliken and Shirley Brewer, of
Bar Harbor, are visiting relatives and
friends here.
Mrs. Clarence T. Hodgkins, of South
with her three children, Alice,
Henry and Alvin, who have been visiting
relatives here, have returned home.

Brewer,

V. I. MUSICALE.

The musicale given at the high schoolroom last Thursday
evening for the benefit
of the Bridge hill division of the Village

BENJAMIN J. TINKER.

'iBbrrUsrnnus

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

MASON.

—

COLBY—At

Stonington, July 12, to Mr and

_

Northeast Harbor for the

SEAL HARBOR.

EAST SULLIVAN.

a

few

days

with relatives here.

The date for the fair of the Golden Rule
society has been changed from Aug. 5 to
July 30.

was

born to

them—Mary,

Thimble

club will be held at the church Wednes-

OBITUARY.

James Sullivan Lord, son of Jason and
Mary Simpson Lord, was born in this
village Nov. 3, 1832; died July 13, 1908,
after an illness of three weeks caused by
injuries received while working with his
team on the highway.
Capt. Lord married Miss Harriet Hall.
One child

summer.

The annual fair and sale of the

who

day, Aug.

5.

Steamer Islesford leaves here every Sunday at 9 a. jm.; Southwest Harbor, 9.45, for
Northeast Harbor, arriving there in season
for church.

July

S.

20.

married Frank P. Noyes, and with their
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
family of six children living in the nearby village of West Gouldsboro, have
benjamin Ransom arrived from Boston
Bar Harbor.
unbroken.
life
kept the ideal family
Tuesday.
Rev. Charles A. Moore, D. D., pastor of
Capt. and Mrs. Lord, during nearly fifty
W. C. and W\ H. Bartlett were in Blueof life together, had become almost
Banyears
church,
Central
the
Congregational
as one in thought and act, so closely were
hill Wednesday.
the
at
the
Congregafriend
pulpit
gor, supplied
their lives united. Kindred and
Mrs. Lena Butler has been visiting here
tional church Sunday, July 19, and Rev. and stranger were always gladly welcome
in that home. To Mrs. Lord’s three this week.
of
Del.,
W.
Wilmington,
Herbert
Wells,
for
a
brother
been
had
Lord
sisters, Mr.
that of the Episcopal church.
Henry Ray and wife, of Ellsworth, have
all their interests. He had made merry
L.
July 30.
with the happy, helped the unfortunate, been visiting at George Ray’s.
cared for the dead and dying, and on SunJuly
day morning taken his place in the conSOUTH BLUEHILL.
begregation as on the Sunday morning one
pedant. There was in his presence no disAMHERST.
ol
Somerville, fore the accident, when more than
and child,
Mrs.
comfort arising from his higher plane of
^nought. To all men he was thoroughly Mass., are guests of Charles Ferrin and noticed his evident enjoyment of the
Addie E., wife of Louis A. Sumner, died
sermon.
companionable, frankly manly. Into !
Monday, at the age of thirty-eight years.
the activities of life he entered with the wife.
Capt. Lord left off coasting several
xest of which
ol Somerville, Mass., is years ago, living on his little farm con- Besides her husbaud she leaves three chilonly a well-rounded man is
Lincoln
Silbey,
capable.
his
With
and
helpful.
happy
dren—Floyd, Mildred and Verna; two sisspending a few weeks at Allen Hender- tented,out,
the influence remains of a long ters—Mrs. Anna Brown and Mrs. Sadie
going
son’B.
of
Samuel
like
life well lived, in which,
Killed at Northeust Harbor.
Swett.
Mrs. Frank Sibley and daughter Elsie, old, he neither defrauded nor oppressed
Daniel Harvey, a aailor on the Bchooner
nor took aught of any man’s hand.
the
are
of SomervUle, Mass.,
spending
If. Q.
of
a
of
eight—
remain
at
Northeast
Harbor,
o
family
Tw
only
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
French, lying
fell from a boatswain's chair fifty feet season at Charles Henderson’s.
Mrs. Delphina Wooster and William J.
Mrs. Abigail Newman Stanley, formerly
Sullivan.
of
both
to the deck
Miss Grace Bridges, of West Brooklin, Lord,
Sunday, and was instantly
conducted of Southwest Hrrbor, died at Monhegan
were
services
Funeral
killed.
and Omar Eaton, of this place, were mar- Wednesday afternoon at the church by
after a long illness, aged seventyThe schooner was bound from Frederic- ried July 13. Their friends wish them Rev. Mr. Purdy; interment in the church July 3,
nine years, eight months. The body was
cemetery.
ton, N. B., to New Bedford, Hass. Harvey much happiness.
brought here for burial J uly 5.
HC.
was »
July 20.
July 20.
Scotchman, fifty years old.
A. E. Clement has just purchased

pair

of

horses from

a

tine

•

_i»

Myrtle Monaghan
Mrs Harry W Colby, a daughter.
Monday, and the funeral was held yester- Songs:
FICKETT—At East Sullivan, June 15, to Mr
day forenoon at the chapel of the Congrea
Heart of Mine.Hadley
and
Mrs Hollis Pickett, a daughter.
Mrs. Mary Carr, who has been an in- gational church, Rev. R. B. Mathews
b Obstination.Fontanailles FIFIELD—At
Stonington, July 15, to Mr and
Mrs Joseph Tilden Fifield, a daughter.
c A Morrow Must Come On.Mackenzie
officiating. The pall-bearers were Hon,
valid for over two years, is very feeble.
A. Parcher,
[Lillian Estelle. |
B.
Mrs Swan
John
Redman,
George
Aaron Parsons is very low, and but litGROVER-At Bluehili, July 17, to Mr and Mrs
Ex-Mayor A, W. Greely and John H. Piano duet—Serauade d’Amour,
Charles Grover, a daughter.
tle hope is entertained of bis recovery.
Franz von Blonz
Brimmer. Interment was in the family
HALL—At Stonington, July 15, to Mr and Mrs
Mrs. Nellie DeLaittre, of Eden, is visit- lot in Woodbine cemetery.
Lord
Louise
Annie
Dresser
and
Margaret
Joseph Hall, a sou.
ing her sister, brother and other relatives
HAVEY-At West Sullivan, July 15, to Mr and
The relatives present were Mrs. Had- Songs (by request):
a
Mrs Andrew P Havey, a daughter.
Her Eyes.Milward
here. All are glad to see her.
lock, Mrs. Hebbard, and Mrs. F. O.
b Sing, Smile, Slumber.Gounod, JELLISON—At Boston, July 15, to Mr and Mrs
The annual reunion of the Jordans will Udall, a niece of New York.
Frank H Jellison, a son.
Mrs Swan
be held as usual at Black's grove Aug. 12.
LADD—At South Brooksville, July 14, to Mr
and
Mrs Joseph Ladd, a son. [Frederick W.]
STEPHEN B. OSGOOD.
All relatives of the family are invited.
MASTERIAMNI—At Stonington, Jane 23, to
OTIS.
B. Osgood, at one time in the
was
death
Stephen
whose
Mrs
and Mrs Raflaele Masteriamni, a son.
Molbury Kingman,
in Ellsworth, a member
Hollis Salisbury is home from Mt. De- M’FARLAND—At Hancock,
mentioned in last week’s issue was buried lumber business
July 18, to Mr
died June sert.
and Mrs Sherman J McFarland, & son.
&
with the Forester’s service. The funeral of the firm of Osgood Kelliher,
PIERSON—At Stonington, July 14, to Mr and
21 at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Miss Isabelle Warren is visiting in Bar
was at the home, and interment in the
Mrs Charles K Pierson, a daughter.
Charles 8. Partridge, in Chicago, aged Harbor.
SMALL—At Stonington, July 16, to Mr and
Pyle cemetery.
months and four
four
Mrs Philip W Small, a daughter. [Maryears,
S.
eighty-six
Harrison Houston and wife are both
July 20.
guerite Wesley .J
days.
ill.
SMITH—At Bncksport, July 14, to Mr and Mrs
critically
Mr. Osgood was born In Charleston,
F Z Smith, a daughter.
WEST GOULDS BORO.
Misses Hannah, Mildred and Agnes WEBSTER—At
Feb. 17,1822. In 1864 he married Hannah
Castine, July 12, to Mr and
G. H. Rogers and wife arrived at The
Black.
of
are
in
several
town for
Mrs J M Webster, a daughter.
Bangor,
Case, of Kenduskeag. Two children were
week.
YOUNG—At
last
weeks
Goldenrod
with relatives.
Cranberry Isles, July 15, to Mr
born in Ellsworth to them—Abby L.,
| and Mrs Willie A Young, a daughter.
Mrs. Louisa Fellows la visiting her and George A. Mrs. Osgood died at RobMiss Mary Black and Frank McLain, of |
sister, Mrs. Gilbert Goulds boro.
MARRIED.
erts, Wise., in 1896, and was interred at Bangor, came out to Miss Warren’s parents
over Saturday night and Sunday.
The annual village library fair will be St. Paul, Minn.
BRACY—BLACK—At Brooklin, July 18. by
Mr. Osgood left Ellsworth in 1868, movheld August 5. It promises to be better
Mrs. Joseph Conners and children, of
Rev Edward A Tuck, Miss Blanche Bracy to
than ever this year.
ing to Hudson, Wise., where he lived a South Brewer, with a friend, were in town
Sidney P Black, both of Brooklin.
where
to
BRACY—FOGG—At
and
then
Brooklin, July 17, by
Roberts,
moving
a
few
week
relatives.
last
days
visiting
Mrs. Emily Godfrey and daughter Doris, year,
Rev A B Carter. Emogene Bracy to James
After
P Fogg, both of Brooklin.
of Cambridge, Mass., are occupying Mrs. he engaged extensively in farming.
Tbe rain which fell last Friday night
the death of his wife he gradually gave up was indeed a
West Brooklin, Jiiiy
M. K. Kingsley's house for the summer.
blessing. The farmers were BRIDGES—EATON—At
13, by Rev A B Carter, Miss Grace E Bridges,
farming, and spent the remainder of his in despair, as the crops were all drying up.
of West Brooklin. to Omar L Eaton, of
An entertainment was given Saturday
in
St.
his
with
brother,
S.,
Benjamin
Bluehili.
days
Sanford Grindle and w ife were in Banevening by the T. B. Reed school league
and with his daughter, Mrs. ParDUCKWORTH-CONNERS-At Lisbon, July
for the benefit of the union church. Paul,
gor on business last week. Mrs. Perry, of
16. Miss Ethel I Duckworth, of Lisbon, to
in
Chicago.
tridge,
Harry M Conners, of Bar Harbor.
About $15 was realized.
that city, accompanied them borne for a
The funeral was held at the home of his
HOPKINS—DAVIS—At Lamoine, June 29, by
week’s
outing.
Oscar Stevens and wife, of Bar Harbor,
Rev George F Jenkins, Miss Barbara L Hopdaughter June 23. The remains were taken
kins. of Trenton, to Harry L Davis, of Eden.
Miss Blanche Kincaid, of Waltham,
spent the week-end at their cottage here. to St. Paul, where a service was held at the
Lakewood, July 20, by
QUINN—MOORE—At
Sunday Miss Marion and Capt. W. F. residence of his brother.
Mass., is spending her vacation with her
G D Garland, Miss Abbie Quinn to Norris L
Moore, both of Ellsworth.
McCoy joined them, returning Monday
Mr. Osgood was widely and favorably father, Bert Kincaid. Howard Kincaid and
Bar Harbor, July
morning.
They MOORES—REYNOLDS—At
known in St. Croix county where he ex- and wife are also at the cottage.
15, by Rev Stephen H Green, Miss Hattie L
L.
July 20.
Moores, of Bar Harbor, to John W Reynolds,
erted a large influence in political and came la&t Saturday from Ellsworth, for a
of Proctor, Vt.
religious affairs when living in Roberts. few weeks’ visit.
Winter
SARGENT—PETTEE—At
Harbor,
WEST EDEN.
Talk of automobiles! They are out of
In politics he was a lifelong republican.
July 16, by Rev G Mayo, Miss Hallie Sarfrom He was
returned
L Pettee, both of Winter
to
D. W. McKay has
well
read
and
gent
Eugene
around
to
the
handdate
exceedingly
here, compared
Harbor.
Katahdin Iron Works.
thoroughly conversant with public affairs. some yoke of three-year-old steers of G.
rare sagacity and
well-balanced
His
mind,
reWarren.
Mr.
Warren
is
a
of
G.
Massachusetts,
Mrs. Mary Crosby,
progressive
DIED.
catholicity of spirit enabled him to exert a
cently spent a few weeks with her friend, large and beneficent influence. He was farmer, and these steers have been the only
South
on
and
team
the
GRAY—At
Brooksville, July 19. Capt
Mrs. Judith Kittredge.
raking
place. Catting
one of the founders of the Roberts ConGeorge W Gray, aged 56 yearn, 8 months.
to it lavishly of hay by the tons with oxen is a novel featWill Gray, with wife and two little gregational church, giving
HALL—At
Stonington, July 15, Mrs Sarah G
his means, time and energy.
ure in the fields nowadays.
Away with
Hall, aged 37 years, 10 months, 8 days.
daughters, of Pretty Marsh, visited his
Mr. Osgood’s character was remarkably
scare
demure
autos!
can’t
these
HALL—At Stonington, July 15, infant son of
They
beautiful. Of strong convictions, he recniece, Mrs. Agnes Mayo, Sunday.
Mr and Mrs Joseph Hall.
the sincerity of those w’ho differed up-to-date oxen.
ognized
viswho
has
been
Miss Octavia Hamor,
HARVEY—At Northeast Harbor, July !9,
from him. Upright and conscientious in
Davis.
J uly 20.
Daniel Harvey, of Scotland, aged 50 years.
at
Linnie
Mrs.
he
the
conStanley,
bis business dealings,
gained
iting her sister,
HOWARD—At Belfast, July 14, Grace M, wife
In a thousand and one
fidence of all.
Northeast Harbor, came home Sunday.
of
A Wales Howard, of Brooksville, aged 40
ISLESFORD.
ways his thoughtfulness for others and
years.
George Haynes, of this place, and Miss his unselfishness were unobtrusively and
Miss Eunice Coggins, of Lamoine, is
Castine. July 17, Capt
HUTCHINSON—At
Alice Layes, of Waltham, were married at effectively displayed. He was in the truest
Isaac Hutchinson, aged 87 years, 1 mouth.
friends here.
and hopeful Christian, and visiting
E ten by Rev. C. F. Burleigh last Tuesday sense a joyful
East
Sullivan.
LORD—At
July 13, Capt James
his sunny disposition, delightful courDr. Malcolm Storer and family are at j
S Lord, aged 75 years, 8 months, 10 days.
evening. The young couple have the best tesy and transparent goodness made his their
at Eagle point.
cottage
MASON—At
Ellsworth,
July 22, Mrs Rosilla B
wishes of their many friends.
They will presence in any company a benediction.
Mason, aged 90 years, 6 months.
Mrs. L. A. Farnsworth, of Winterport,
reside with Mr. Haynes’ father, R. W. It mav truly be'said of him as was said of
MOORE—At Bncksport, July 15, Mrs Percy
old of Barnabas that “he was a good visited friends here recently.
Moore, aged 38 years. 9 mouths, 22 days.
Haynes.
man, and full of the Holy Spirit and of
M.
Miss Maude Gilley is employed at MURCH—At Ellsworth, July 19, Capt Charles
July 20.
faith”.
2 months, 17
B Murch, aged 78
_________

spending

Steep Falla, Me, July 31, 1906.
"I have uaed the true ‘L. F.’ Bittera
tor constipation and dizziness and received much benefit from them, being
almost entirely cured from dizziness,
with which 1 was greatly afflicted before I uaed the Bitters.”
F. L. Strout

Commonweal’h Hotel

Nathan Jordan, Jr., of Hull's Cove is visiting his grandfather, N. C. Jordan.

Capt. C. L. Lynam, of the schooner
Puritan, spent Sunday at home.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hadley, of Town Hill, is

Stopped his
Dizziness

Capt. Charles B. Murch, an aged and
The death at Calais last Sunday, July
much-respected citizen, died at his home
19, of Benjamin J. Tinker, w ill be learned
here Sunday, July 19, after a lingering
a success in
improvement
society
proved
with sincere regret by scores of friends
every way. Every seat was occupied and illness. Capt. Murch was seventy-eight
and acquaintances throughout Maine, and
People who use "L. F.” Atwood’s
years of age. He leaves besides a widow, j
many were obliged to stand.
seven
Calvin, Men- j Bitters regularly, never suffer the sickby many beyond its borders.
Mrs. Swan’s many friends and admirers hale, sons—Warren, James,
Harry, George and Frank Murch, I nesses that come from a
Mr. Tinker was born in Ellsworth Nov.
were delighted to hear her
deranged sysagain. Every- and one daughter—Mrs. Emma Martin, j
12, 1832. He was one of six children, one of her numbers was
Stomach, liver and bowels and
and besides a host of other relatives ana tem.
encored,
friends.
The bereaved family has the
four of whom survive. His father was
blood are kept in a condition of perfect
every time she graciously responded.
sympathy of all. Funeral services were
Benjamin, who for a generation was the
As a violinist Miss Myrtle Monaghan held Monday afternoon, July 20, Rev. W. healthfulness
by this useful medicine.
proprietor of Tinker’s tavern|in Ellsworth, surprised her
friends by her F. Emery, of the Methodist church They are the standard
many
family remedy.
now known as the American house, which
officiating.
admirable performance.
Misses Malone,
At your dealers, 35c.
was opened to the public in 1838—the year
Lord, (iiles and Dresser lent not a little to
the county seat was changed from Castine
Notice to Mariners.
the pleasure of the evening, Miss Dresser
The U. 9. coast and geodetic survey reto Ellsworth.
deserving especial mention for her work
ports a dangerous rock located in Bluehili
Practically the whole of Mr. Tinker’s as accompanist.
as follows:
life was spent in the hotel business. He
The hit of the evening was made by the bay,
Opposite State House,
was
clerk at the Hancock house here
A very dangerous rock in Bluehili bay, about
little Doyle children, Christina and ElleBOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.
mile northward of Pond island, has been
when its proprietor, F. H. Gould, with H.
$
neen, who, in responding to a recall, gave discovered and located.
The rock has over it
H. Conaut bought the St. Croix hotel in
an
exhibition of clog dancing which a
depth of only seven feet at mean low water,
Mr.
and
about
years
ago,
Calais,
eight
brought down the house.
is about six feet in diameter at the top, with
Tinker was sent there and remained there
Two gifts were received by the society, nearly vertical sides, is surrounded
by depths
until his death.
one of fo from a New York gentleman who
of thirteen fathoms, and as it lies near the
Few hotel men were better known; his
formerly resided here, who was passing usual track of vessels is a serious menace to
kindly interest in his guests earned for through the city, but could not stay over navigation.
him the affectionate soubriquet of “Pa’>
Its position is located by the bearings:
to the concert; one of $2 from another
Tinker. He had a vivid memory, and ex- friend of
Lamp island, 197° 30" true (SW J 8 mag.);
who
lives
village
improvement
tending as it did so far back, his reminis- in Boston. For both gifts the association Bluehili bay lighthouse, 296° 55" true (NW i W
westerly, mag.), distance 2,392 yards.
cences were of a most interesting charis very grateful. Following was the proI
acter—of old stage-coach days, and of
gram:
| Offers rooms with hot and cold water for
l *1.00 per day and
famous men and women w’ho had been his
up; rooms with private
MARINE LIST.
Piano solo, valse lente.Dolmetsch
bath for $1.50 p£r day and up; suites of two
guests.
Hannah Frances Malone
rooms and bath for $3.00 per day and up.
He
Mr. Tinker was never married.
Kltawortfi Port.
Soprano solo:
Weekly rates on rooms with hot and cold
leaves three sisters—Frances H., wife of
Ar July 21, schs Perfect with Henrietta A
o
You are Mine To-day.Niedlinger
water and shower baths, $6.00 to $B.00;
Hattie
Oak
Whitney
wreckage;
Lewis,
Point;
Ann
rooms
with private baths, $9.00 to $12.00;
of
W. E. Hadlock,
b Japanese Maiden.Gaynor
M.,
Islesford;
Julia Frances, Lynn
suites of two rooms and bath, $15 to $22.
Mrs
Mabel
Swan
Mr.
widow of
Monaghan
Hebbard, Boston; Leonice,
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Mrs. C. H.Townsend, of Brookline, Mass.; Piano soli:
BORN.
a The Conquered Warrior’s Song/ vi
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doors.
8
Henry H., a summer hotel proprietor at j 6 Caprice
i
BANKS—At Stonington, June 28, to Mr and
Long Beach, Washington. A brother, |
Hazel Giles
Equipped with Its own Sanitary VacMrs Leverett H Banks, a daughter.
William C., the oldest child, died many Duet—I’m Sorry.
uum cleaning plant.
BICKFORD-At Winter Harbor, July 19, to
I
A
Christina and Ellenneen Doyle
Mr and Mrs Edward Bickford, a daughter.
cousin,
years ago at Darien, Ga.
Long distance telephone in every room.
CONNERS—At
Winter
Violin
soli—La
No
a
few
to
2,
Reve, op 13,
Harbor, July 18,
years ago. |
Agnes, the authoress, died
Mr and Mrs James Connors, a son.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
G Goltermann
The remains were brought to Ellsworth

_

There is no invidious distinction in saying
that no clergyman of this city had in so short
a

B.

_

Sterling Freethey and family, of Hopedale, Mass., are visiting frieuds here.
had been going to bis camp
Mrs. Charles West, of Roxbury, Mass.,
bis family stayed at
•everal years, while
is visiting her mother, Mrs. J. B. Babson.
which is about lour miles away
Ifrwicb.
B
Mrs. ilattic Watson and Ward Freethey
He frequently ran over to
the lake.
of the and family, of Everett, Massw arrived
family, but the greater part
bis
Sunday.
*1 he-laved at hia camp,Hedevoting
waa finishMrs. W. H. Parsons and family, of
Jr! t0 his literaryhf.work.
had hoped to have
wh,oh
Washington, D. C., arrived at their cottage
es book
jy for

foillagt Improvement.

OBITUARY.
ROSILLA

pactu

Cunningham Bros.,

years,
days.
OSGOOD—At Chicago. June 21, Stephen B
Osgood, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 86
years, 4 months, 4 days.
ROBBINS—At Stonington, July 18, Mrs Lucy
Wood Robbius.
SMITH—At Ellsworth Falls, July 15, Mrs
Emily M Smith, aged 78 years, 3 months, 19

days.

SOPER—At Orland, July 16, Mrs Maria A
Soper, aged 74 years, 6 months, 13 days.
SUMNER—At Amherst, July 20, Addie E,
wife of Louis A Sumner, aged 38 years, 7
months, 2 days.
TINKER—At Calais, July 19, Benjamin J
Tinker, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 76 years,
8 months 7 days.
[Interment at Ellsworth.J
TORREY-At Winter Harbor, July 16, Priscilla, wife of R M Torrey.
WENTWORTH-At East Franklin, July 18,
Agnes M, wife of George W Wentworth,
aged 38 years, 11 mouths, 18 days.

gftbertisunnus.

20._L.

__

CEMETERY WORK
in Marble and Granite.

Send postal and I will be pleased
call, show new and artistic
designs and give lowest prices.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Highest
to

references.

Mauager,

REMODELINu
AT DR. SAWYER’S.
Because of extensive repairs, our office
will be practically closed for the next two
weeks, aith ugh an attendant will be constantly on hand to reuder prompt service
in case of necessity.
We promise **the best service ever” after
these two we^ks,

LL

Slit D. D. 8.,

57 Main St.,

Bancor, Me.

Evening and Sunday appointments at resi-

Telephone

dence.

3113.

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER. Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
Heading Terminal on Filbert St.

Miid

j

European, $1 per day and up.
American, $2.50 per day

j

and up.
The only moderate rriced hotel of reputation and consequence in

j

PHILADELPHIA.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s

range or a fur-

a

nace—if it is a

“Clarion”, ft is
sure to meet every
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street.

Ellsworth.

Arnold’s
balsam

r;r

Dysentery
G. A. PARCHER.

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.

Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
Estimates'on

Wiring and Supplies Cheerfully Qivca.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Laundry Bldg, (west end bridge).
Ellsworth.
ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
■A'l)

r* .1 A

»

‘V

%

*

H V K .*

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY At CO.,
ELLSWORTH

WEST ENl> BRIDGE,

II

YOU CAW BAllLY
FIND TIB* Fill

EUGENE SIMPSON,
(Successor to H. & E. Simpson.)
SULLIVAN. MAINE.

foi.* booklet.

F. CRAFT*

LATEST THING OUT.
Your name or town tinselled on 5 handsome
embossed post cards for 10 cents. v> rite
ROSS CHARLES.
543 Sh&wmut Ave., Boston. Mass.

__

Guybay

Send

STOKER

«Ht through “dtroat’a Mouay-Muk
In VMM «f AMriM,’’0W HUMlk li
iwtrM^MUl»n«orb»n|an*,viwsaua
ruii«a p*j E- E. fara. g^OOB f»»»a
14Bta«aa. *. A. STEOCT CO WarM*
1 UMgaal Imq D—4a«n,M> Watar 8*., Anymn, M>you

|

M.JBXnr

nUaapa, anilad
In

!^7>ranU>

praftaaional Cars*.

FRANKLIN
M.

Physician

FARROW,
D.

and

Optician.

Telephone, M, West Brookjvllle

WEST BROOKSVILLE,

MAINE,

SBbtrt!*nnnit*.

subscribers at 101
Hancock county.
fif (he 117 post offices
jlU the other papers in the County com
*rined do not reacn so many. The Ameriit
can t* not the only paper printed
Hancock county, and has never claimed U
but it is the only paper that can prop
called a County paper; ail th<
v be
The circula*
are merely local papere.
rv
The American, barring the Bar
i<c
Barber Record's summer list, is larger
(Kan that of all the ether papers printed
(n Hancock county
|
1S£ American

has

*>*"• Her brother
her borne, but returned
to

COUNTY NEAvS.

___

%r

in

(ommIj,

Sem

ee*«?

pngm

immediately.
July 20.

WEST SULLIVAN.
Herbert Jettison, ot Eastbrook,
town

over

--was

In

Sunday.

Ralph Moore and wile, of Prospect
Harbor, ere visiting H. H. Havey and
wife.

Soda Crackers with crack to them
Soda Crackers with snap to them
Soda Crackers with taste to them

FRANKLIN.
s. Charles H Williams visited her
Watarville last week.
s

j

son

M. F. Maeomber has started a
of bible talks Wednesday evenings. ;

Smythe

M

and two

children,

Howard, of Keene, N. H.,
isiting their daughter, Mrs. Pearl
and Mrs.

Bui

-t'T.

il and
i;.

er

and

Miriam, children
wife, are recovering

of

H.

C.

from their

Mrs. A. B. Havey has gone to Caribou,
Mr. Hairy has engaged in a pharmaceutical enterprise.

where

Oven-fresh—Oven-crisp—Oven-clean—

native of this
Rev. Ralph Farrell, a
place, and now representing the “latter
Day Saints”, addressed an audience in the
Union church Sunday evening.

In dust tight,
moisture proof packages.
Neper sold in bulk.

Hattie Bragdon, who is lame from
vein near her left knee, is im-

H. F. Collins is spending a week at
Pembroke, the guest of Rev. C. E.

Pole

Clapham.

*'

Uneeda Biscuit

uptured
proving.
\vt

Miss Florence Clapham Is spending her
vacation with her grandmother, Abbie

Mr. and Mrs. Moffett, of Worcester,
Mass., who have been the guests of F. E.
Pettengill and wife, have returned home
after a two-week sojourn.

llncss.
Mrs.

dicitis.

of Cal-

guests of Walter Wilson and wife,

re

Prank Springer is in the Bangor hospital undergoing treatment for appen-

P. Havey and wife are receiving congratulations on the arrival of a daughter—
Miss Jessie Bunker, a
Sara Elizabeth.
graduate nurse, is employed there.
The cantata. “An Hour in Fairyland,”
will be presented in K. of P. hall August
11, under the auspices of the ladies’sewing society connected with the Methodist
church. The children are working hard
to make the affair a success. There will
be a sale of fancy articles.
Vox Porru.
July 20.

Misses Barton, of Bangor, are visittheir grandparents, Arthur Bunker

r

vi>«

wife.

Mrs. Elizabeth Bowers, of Waltham,
Mass., is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Mar on Bunker.
schooner John 8. Beacham is at W. P.
Bla sdell Co.’s wharf, loading with paving
for New York.

Havey arrived home Saturday
Ca9tine, where she has been attending summer school.
Cora M. Gordon, who has been teaching
in Boston for the past two years, is spending her vacation at the home of her sister,
Mrs. F. F. Haskell.

grove,

Methodist Sunday school has arfor its
picnic at Hardison’s

tredge ia an energetic young man of good
habits, and his many friends wish him

Tuesday, July

success.

Mrs.

Brainard

21.

and

Mrs. Barden, of
of their brother,

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional

Miss Mattie Handy, of Bucksport, is
with Mrs. Abbie Austin.

County Xeurs.

WINTER

nee

fleet here. He has purchased
Hea ler of E. A. Over.

the raoter
the

other pages

16 a daughter came to gladden the
and brighten the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Kice.

July

newly-elected officers of M. L. Stevlodge, K. of P., will be installed Tues-

The

hearts

HARBOR.

ens

California, are guests
day evening. The second rank will be
Rev. Gideon Mayo supplied the pulpit of
Mrs. Edward Huckins returned Thurs- worked on one candidate.
Benjamin Crossley and his wife.
Refreshments
Miss Eunice Coggins is visiting ralatives the Baptist church Sunday.
day from a visit to Bar Harbor aud vicin- will be served.
Kx-Mayor L. F. Springer, of Norway, and friends at Islesford and Southwest
D. A. Morrison and Miss Minnie Morriity, accompanied by two of her sisters.
Mich., will join his family here this week Harbor.
The crops have been greatly benefltted by
son, of Bar Harbor, were in town over
C.
d Green Gables, for a short time.
He
July 20.
the recent rain, although it came too late
Miss Inez Hagan, who has been spendSunday
1
be accompanied
by his brother ing her vacation with her parents, has reto be of much benefit to early crops. The
EAST SULLIVAN.
William P. Guptill, who is employed at
A onzo.
is considerably below the averturned.
The funeral of Capt. James Sullivan hay crop
Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with relatives
>siah Smith and wife, of Lamoine,
in this section, although it is of good
Mrs. Charles Brown has gone to East in town.
Lord was held in the church Wednesday, age
v- re
week-end guests of Mrs. Smith’s
quality.
Machias. where she will be employed.
Extensive repairs are being made on the July 15. The service was conducted by
b:others, Capts. Asa and Alonzo Dyer, Mr. Brown will soon follow.
The granite business is very slack here
exterior and
interior of
the Baptist RevrC. A. Purdy. Mr. Lord died Monday
with Mr. and Mrs. McFarland
(their

daughter),
spent

a

of

Massachusetts.

week at

They

had

DeMeyer’s camp East-

8. H. Remiok bad
l,sso ,|„iru
berries picked laat week.
*'**
Th
more on tbe buahea.
One bush
*“
htdaw
“IN
quarts on it.
July 20.

*U
It Can’t Be
^
Beat
Tbe beat of all teachers i.
C. M. Harden, of Silver
aty
lina, says: “I And
R?oJL ^
all that’s claimed for it s~ {P* Ni
Liver and Kidney troubles it
I have tried it and find it s
***N<
medicine.” Mr. Harden is
?llw!
beat of all medicine, also
«»
lame back and all run down „r'J.k“N
Beat too for chill, an d
81 K- »■

Electric

j

Mrs. A. E. Austin will leave this week
spend a few weeks with her daughter,
Mrs. J. W. Bowden, at Castine.

afternoon after

parsonage.

to

W’ork

on

a

two-weeks’

illness

at

fol-

present; in fact, this has been the dull-

injury received while carting est season here for many
loose atone from the highway Monday, men have been compelled to
June 29. He was in the act of dumping a other places, but it is ho ed
load of stone when the horse jumped for- improve in the near future.
lowing

the house of Samuel Connors

an

years. Many
seek work in

Vc3S>«

can’?1!?1**!
,„£?
ri,Tht

t„grht;5‘

ZV.

2g

v&fentiotmtnu,
[What the Turf, Farm and
Home of Watervilie
u.
Had to Say of Dr.
row on June 17th.

C

A VALUABLE

LIFE SAVES
A Well Known Resident of
Kennebec Valley Plucked
As a Bush From the

Burning,

Edna

E. Fickett, wife and two young sons,
>f Washington Junction, were week-end
quests at John Fickett’s.
The

Burnham, ot North c„„
grandfather, 8. H. iw"'1

hia

from

E.

auged

viaitint

A.

NATIONAL biscuit company

sen.

a.

Marlboro.
Arthur

Thomas and Bernice Smith are employed in Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Bradbury Smith arrived home Sunday from a short stay in Steuben.
Leon

COUNTY NEWS.

PouTS**1*
“n<1
Sprti,

Albert R. Jewett, of
Winslow
bays Dr. J. W. Merrow. of

Bancor,
an

bared H m From
Early Grave.

Learning that -Mr. Albert R. Jewett
than

more

dojen
Hollingsworth A Whitney
a

veers

(or

(..remsn of the

WiT

yard in
alow and one of the best known men on
the Kennebec river, had recovered from
what waa supposed to be a fatal Mmm
the writer oafled on him at his
pleaaaat
little home overlooking the pulp mtilin

Window one day last week, and asked
him for the story of his recovery Mr
Jewett mid he was only too glad to let the'
know the atorv of bis cure fore,
ad supposed he was a doomed mu It
teems that Ur. Jewett
was taken sick
with the grip something over a year are
and when h<- began to recover found that

Eublic
he

waa

seriously handicapped by some ter-

rible disease. He employed the best
phraicianaio Waterville, who early and cor-

rectly diagnosed his case as dropsy. All
progressing rapidly. F. E. Weston has
business will kinds of treatment were resorted to without any improvement, last
lies Bernice Dunn, soloist at the Methocharge of the w’ork.
January s
neighbor, who was visiting in Penobscot
dist church, Sunday afternoon, sang
Dr. Small went to Bangor Tuesday to ward and he was knocked down and rua
heard of Ur. Merrow. who had
j
county,
will
who
them,
accompanied
Beautiful Home of Paradise”. Mrs. C. Hodgkins,
accompany Mrs. Fulton Pike, of South over by the cart. Some ribs were fracjust located in Bangor, and of several very
in a
FOREST FIRES.
Watson and J. B. DuRoy, who were return to bis business in Waterville
Goulds boro,
to
Miss Paine’s private tured and he was
astounding cures that he had effected. The
internally injuted. Mr.
The
extensive forest fires which have neighbor, did not wait a minute, but wrote
few days.
soloists Sunday evening, sang “God Holds
hospital.
Lord was seventy-five years of
ge. He
at once to Mrs. Jewett to take her huseaat
a
Y.
over
been
20.
large
territory
burning
July
ihe Future”, and “Face to Face”, respecLewis Temple and wife end Bruce Cow- [ leaves a widow and one daughter, besides of this
to Bangor at once.
place for the last three weeks, were band
Their rendering of the three
9o low had Mr. Jewett become that it
tively.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
perthwaite and wife, of Birch Harbor, one brother and sister. He was a highly- partially put out by the rain Friday even- was
with great difficulty that he wm able
beautiful sacred songs was a delight to
J. N. Stratton is having his barn en- were in town over Sunday, guests of Mrs. respected citizen of the town, and deeply ing and Saturday morning. The rain to make the journey. His appetite had
the congregations.
Richard Bickford.
interested in the welfare of every good came at a
larged.
opportune time, aa the fierce entirely deserted him and he was unable
B.
July 20.
to obtain any rest, often sitting up all
j Rev. D. M. Gray, of Bar Harbor, held Colon E. Pendleton, wife and family, of institution. He will be greatly missed. southwestvery
wind Friday afternoon had
j night, wide awake. As though the dropsy
are
a
over
the
town
two-weeks’
a
small
fanned
EAST FRANKLIN.
Lynn,
Mass.,
line,
spending
tire,
just
services in the church Sunday.
was not severe enough, he had a seven atvacation in town, guests of Ospt. A. J.
AMHERST.
into such large proportions that the men tack of the asthma, and with the two he
Mrs. George L. Hooper, with daughter
Mr. Pike holds meetings once a fortwas fast yielding up his strength to what
Gerrish
and wife.
In
a
control
it.
were
unable
to
in
Mrs. Seth Kenniston has gone to Cas*
charge
Nettie and son Donald, spent part of last night at the Ferry schooihonse.
seemed to be the inevitable. Fortunately,
remarkably short time it swept over however, he retained strength enough to !
week at the home of her brother, John
Eugene Pettee and Miss Hallie Sargent tine.
The friends of Mrs. Alvin Moon are
of
cut-down
to
the
viltwo
miles
were married at the home of Mrs. William
; reach Dr. Marrow's office, who agreed enSargent, in West Sullivan.
Homer Silsby aud wiie, of Bangor, are nearly
j
pleased to see her out, after a long illness.
to
lage of East Franklin, and several housea tirely with the former physicians as enSargent Thursday evening, in the presence in town.
The forest fires last week came so near
his disease, but disagreed with them
John Palmer and w ife, of Bangor, are of a few friends. Rev. Gideon
were in great danger when the rain came. !
Mayo
He
told
the buildings that part of the household
as
treatment.
to
the
(
Mrs.
Ervin
tirely
Roberta has gone to Eddingproper
spending a few days with relatives here.
The main fire east of the place has been Mr. Jewett without any hesitancy that he
officiated.
ton for a week's stay.
goods of Seth Scammon and Mr. Hurlbert
Noaton Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, has
trenched nearly all around, and a small ; could not only help him, but could cure
were moved out.
The rain put out the
Among those who attended the demoL. E. Crosby and wife have returned crew has been
assured him that he should
moved his family into Leonard Grant’s
watching it day and night, him, and
cratic State convention at Bangor Wedfires.
again be the strong, vigorous nun of afj from a trip to Bar Harbor.
house.
but it is hoped the heavy showers Monday fairs that be had
were James M. Gerrish, L. M. Penbeen for more than thirty
nesday
W. F. and W. P. Rutter, with George
j James Ritchie and son Martin have re- morning have
completely extinguised all years. He simply cautioned him that it
Mrs. Alfred Moon and children, of Oak- dleton, Dr. Small, C. E. Grover, H. E.
W^lch, Harry Hardison and Ed. Hooper,
would
take
but that the result was
turned
home
from
time,
Fairfield, where they the fires.
Cal., are spending the summer with Hooper, William Gerrish and James R.
went fishing in Georges pond and came land,
as sure as the sun, and Mr. Jewett is now
have been baying.
More than ninety men have been emMr.
Moon’s
Mrs.
This
is Foster.
mother,
Strong.
onlv
to the correctness
too
to
attest
home well satisfied with their string of
glad
their first visit east, and they report a'
Major Leard and w’ife, of Bangor, were pio.ved by this town in^flghting forest of Ur. Merrow’a assertion. He is a hearty,
wife
of
R.
bass and perch.
M.
Priscilla,
Torrey, in town
w
at
S3
ill exceed vigorous man,
years of age. bronzed
Sunday visiting Mrs. Leard's fires this season, and the cost
pleasant trip. They were two w’eeks on died Thursday after a long and painful
W. F. Rutter, who has been visiting his
and rugged looking, and doing a day’s
Samuel Nickerson
1800.
the way, stopping at St. Louis and Wash- illness. Besides
and
wife.
parents,
a
work six days in the week. When we
husband, she leaves
brother, G. H. Rutter, the past two weeks,
Enigma,
July 20.
ington. They will visit friends in Sulli- three daughters-Mrs. Frank Huckins, of | Miss Rose Nickerson, of Phillips, Fla., acj called on him he was just resting after his
will return, to Lawrence, Mass., to-day.
them.
noonday meal, having come from the hard
; van and Bar Harbor before their return, Birch Harbor, Mrs. Elmira
Higgins and companied
His grandson, W. P. Rutter, will remain a
vigorous work of running a road machine,
CRANBERRY ISLES.
20.
J uly 13.
Spec.
O.
July
Mrs. Emma Cpham, of this town. Mrs.
and said he was never feeling better in his
few weeks longer.
j
Mrs. Lovitt and family, of Boston, have life, with the exception that he could not
was a loving wife and mother, a
Torrey
PARTRIDGE
COVE.
WEST
TREMONT.
wife
of
Agnes,
George Wentworth, died
arrived at their summer home here for the j yet bear the strain of the hard, vigorous
kind neighbor, and will be greatly missed
knocks that he had been able to give and
Mrs. Hahu, of Rockland, is employed season.
July 18. Although she had been ill a long
Edgar Springer is at home from North- in the
Funeral was held at
community.
take before his illness. Among the things
Mrs. F. L. Provan.
while, the end came suddenly. Mrs. east Harbor to get his hay.
by
the Baptist church Saturday interment
£ Edw ard Brewer Jand family, of Brock- that Dr. Merrow was enabled to accomWentworth leaves a husband, one son—ElMiss Evelyn Lunt has gone to the ClareMiss Alice Young, of Bar Harbor, is the at Birch Harbor
for him was to reduce his girth 30 H
cemetery.
lie
and
two daughters—Helen and Marj ton, will open their summer home kere plish
wood,
inches, and as for being unable to for
mont, Southwest Harbor, for the summer. ! this week.
guest of Miss Persis Young,
20.
July
E.
down
and sleep, after one treatment
vel. She was ever a loving wife and
Miss Lyda Hu mill is waitress at the
William Benn and wife, of Lawrence,
he has had no trouble in getting
mother, and dearly loved by her own fami- j
PROSPECT HARBOR.
| Mrs. Sidney C. Bunker, who has spent asthma
Clifton house, Northeast
are guests of Mrs. Henry Bartlett.
the winter ia Brockton, Mass.,* has re- b;s regular sleep.
Harbotj.
|
ly and her husband's family. A large Mass.,
The
cure
of Mr. Jewett is most gratifyJoe
one
Stanley spent
day last week at
Frank Walls and wife, of Bar Harbor,
Miss‘Helen Clark, of Mauset, is visiting ; turned to her home here,
circle of friends will profit by the examing to his many friends in Waterville ana
his old home in Steuben.
he!
and
Haskins
and
of
Julia
Clark.
cousin,
In
addition to hi-* work in
of
her
George
Christian
life.
wife,
Great sympathy
Melrose,
ple
j The relatives and friends here of Mrs vicinity.
Winslow he was for a dozen y^ars in the
Halcyon temple. Pythian Sisters, acis felt for the husband and children and Mass., spent Sunday with relatives here.
Owing to welcome rains, the forest fires ; William Stanley were saddened to learn
of
the
employ
Augusta Lumber Company,
ira
her mother, who is not well and feels her The party returned to Bar Harbor Mon- cepted two members at its last meeting.
in this vicinity are extinct.
of her death, at her home on]Monbegan as a trusted
employe, and if the late
1
j
day.
Mrs. M. A. Handy has returned from
loss deeply.
had lived he probably never would
island recently.
Sturgis
George
is
;
Springer,
of
Colorado,
spendI July 20.
have left the Capital city, as Mr. Sturgis
R.
Bar Harbor and opened her house for the
July 18.
nis
ing a few weeks with his parents, L. S. ! Rev. C. B. Bolles preached in the union personally prized
him very highly for
summer.
in rt* ipv
NORTH SULLIVAN.
Springer and wife.
WEST HANCOCK.
The
sermeeting-house Sunday.
sterling qualities. He is daily who
morning
|
meet
all
Miss Ogretta Rose, of Rockland, is
Hattie Melcher. of Dorchester, Mass., : vices during the season will be held at of the congratulations of in having n
M iss Mary Shea, of Bangor, is the guest
Harris Taylor, of Danville, Ky., is a guest !
him for his good fortune
spending a few weeks with Mrs. Hannah is spending her vacation with her
Islesford and the afternoon servicesjhere.
i of Miss Cassie Orr.
at the Butler home.
(
found a physician who knows w na
grandonly
Marshall.
ailed him but also knew what would cur
mother, Mrs. Sadi;? Eyre.
Mrs. Onias Springer and son Wallace
D’vid Lovell and family have gone to
j The ladies’ aid building (not parish him.
Mrs. Leslie Storrs and children, of
vf„
July 18.
Thelma.
house as previously reported) is all cotnare visiting relatives and friends for a few
Rockland to visit friends.
I
In Bangor and vicinity cures like ir.
Jamaica Plain, Mass.,are at E. W. Cleaves’
weeks.
pleted on the outside, and it is planned to Jewett’s are of almost every-day occurMiss Jennie Marshall, of Bar Harbor,
se
for a few weeks.
ot
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
have it finished by Aug. 12, the day on renoe, and we have recently heard
Mrs. Maud Osborn has gone to Southis visiting her
mother, Mrs. Martha
Mrs. Charlotte Hewins, a recent guest of
The preacheis for the summer at Union which the ladies’ aid society proposes to eral equally as miraculous.
west Harbor, where she has employment
Marshall.
Dr. Merrow’s office days are Monday *
her son, has left for Cape Cod to
join ! church are as follows: July 19, Rev. hold its annual fair and sale, and furnish Wednesdays and Saturdays of each wee
Fires in this vicinity were beginning to at Hotel Dingo.
n
other members of her family at their sum- I William Adams Brown, professor in Union ! a chicken dinner.
and those that are unabie to call at
The sympathy of friends is extended to mer
be very serious until the rain of Friday
111 nee
home.
theological seminary, New York. July 26, I Miss Viola Joy, who graduated from office on those days and areshould ■*
George Wentworth and his family, of
and Saturday.
honest medical treatment
Rev. Charles F. Carter, Lexington, Mass. Hebron
Miss Elizabeth Hamilton’s house
academy in June, and who went stamp at once for his self-examining hi
party |
Mrs. Luella Bridges and three children, East Franklin, on the death of his wife.
Rev. Samuel M. Crothers, Cam- direct to Poland
August
2,
was increased last week
and
book and learn just what their tr
the
addition
of
to
by
Springs
work, has been
j
All last week forest fires were raging
of Chicopee Falls, Mass., are visiting
to be curea,
other
children—George Hamilton and bridge. Mass. August 9, Rev. William j obliged, on account of ill health, to give 1 blesareand what to82doCentral
St.; hour.,
and
were
well
tree. Office,
to
East wife, Mrs. Charles Grover
friends here.
here,
Friday
up
and children De Witt Hyde, D. D., president Bowdoin I up work, and has returned to her home I curable,
10 a. in. to 3 p. m.
where they threatened the home
and Mrs. C. C. Baker were guests at differ- college.
August 16, Rev. Frederick W. !
Congratulations are due Mr. and Mrs. Franklin,
Perkins, First Univeraalist church, Lynn, !
Sherman McFarland on the birth of a boy, of Seth Scammons. A large crew of men ent times.
worked well into the night, when it began
Mass. August 23, Rev. Wilbur N. Mason,
born July 18.
July 18.
C.
1
to rain.
The value of the rain at that
Wesley Methodist Episcopal church,
Miss Evelyn Butler,
Mrs.
W.
K.
time cannot be estimated. The fire deMrs. Louise Newman spent the past Salem, Mass.
Rev.
August
39,
Henry
Springer, Harris Taylor and A. E. Tracy stroyed a large amount of
Wilder Foote, First Unitarian church, Ann
woodland, some week at her home in Gouldsboro.
and wife were in Bangor Wednesday.
The MONITOR and HOT
that hadn’t been cut for thirty
growths
Mich.
Mrs.
Rev.
Elmer
and
Arbor,
Farren
her
Sept.
16,
Charles
F.
son
infant
Sumac.
July 19.
for wood, the C LARBLAST
years.
First
Dole,
are spending a few wreeks at J. W. Cole's.
Congregational Society,
the CLARION
for
ION
coal,
20.
July
M.
NORTH LAMOINE.
Miss Marguerite Downs, of Brookline, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
I* OAK for both fuels.
Archie Kief is spending his vacation
EGYPT.
Mass., is a guest at Mrs. Charles Vansaw's.
OTTER CREEK.
These powerful heater
with his brother Percy.
ou
Miss Evelyn Tilden, of Tenant's Harbor,
Miss Abbie Hutchins has gone to Bar
have stood every test of
A daughter was born to George Smith
g
Harvard Kittredge has gone to Ports- Harbor, where she has
was a guest of Miss Lelia Cole over Sunwinters,
provi
and wife Thursday, Juiy 9.
most severe
employment.
j
mouth to learn engineering.
Mr. Kit- I
Miss Minnie Mullan, of Bangor, is visit- day.
their value.
Miss Flora Tripp has returned from Bar
Miss Mabel Larrabee, of Kingman, and Harbor, where she was employed.
ing her parents, Barney Mullan and wife.
Thousands have been reThe Remedy That Does.
Mrs.
oi
for years without any
Mrs.
left
for
use
Kate
Grath
and
Warner,
their
Mrs.
Dover,
Aulick
Palmer and family are at their
sister,
“Dr. King’s New Discovery is the remGeorge
edy that does the healing, others promise Jordan, visited relatives in Lamoine last homes Saturday morning.
cottage, “Otter’s Nest,’’ for the season.
the
but tail to perform,” says Mrs. E. R. Pier- week.
C.
July 20.
s
pays to buy
W. S. Wight, of Bethel, has organized a
son, of Auburn Centre, Pa. “It is curing
experience
that
furnace
Holcie Coombs and wife are receiving
me of throat and long trouble of long
singing class here. Mr. Wight is a teacher
BIRCH HARBOR.
shows will give you right
standing, that other treatments relieved congratulations on the birth of a son.
of much ability, and if is hoped many will
B. W. Hancock and j. F. Temple at- take
only temporarily. New Discovery is doing [Harold Francis.]
| suits.
advantage of thqae lessons.
me so much good that 1 feel confident its
tended the circus in Bangor Wednesday.
D. M. West, wife and daughter Esther,
July U. _ A.voir.
continued use lor a reasonable length of
If our agent is not near you,
time will restore ms to perfect health.” Marion
Jerry Landers launched his new boat
Rich, Norris Savage and Weston
to US.
write
THE
HOT
the
BLAST.
This renowned cough and cold remedy
Regulates
bowels,
promotes easy, natof Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with last week, and is now having the engine
and throat and lung healer is sold at £. Q. Clark,
ural action, and cures constipation—Doan's
WOOD 6 BISHOP CO.. Ban*or. Me.
set up.
Moons'* drag store. 50c. and fl. Trial friends here.
Regulets. Ask your druggist for them, -a
bottle free.
Edward Rice has added another boat to cents a box.—Advi.
W.
July 20.
Sold
J.
brook.

is

Herbert Hodgkins’ family arrived on
Thursday at the Elms for the season. Dr.

1
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Paitc‘ertainly

[

E3TA.i£?ME0
by

P.

ELDRIDGE,

Ellsworth, Maine.

Bounty
===^==

has

MrTpioks
linckley-

gone to Boston

on

the guest of Mrs. O. T.

is

L. ('Ids has two
,(„ R.
vllltin* her.

sisters from the

g-t

her
'hhie MerrM1 U vi’itlnK
Merrill.
Joan
Mrs.
Uher,
West Roxbury,
L. W. Peters, of
Miss

Ms

^’arrived

July 14.
Washington, D. C.,

in town

n, "McDonald,

of

his cottage last week.
her
McCann and son are visiting
and Mrs. McBride.
greats. Rev.
Gross are
Maria and Miss Abbie
for the summer.
Irom Massachusetts

„ived »I
Mrs.

"sirs.
ome

Morton

Miss Lens

H. E.

nat Mrs.
lodgeGeorge A.
frsim

folyW

is the guest of her
Morton, at Orchard

dough and wife returned
short stay in Brookline,

a

Ma»

residents and visitors are
Many summer
The Homestead at Parker Point
with guests.
is well tilled
have removed
Judge ( base and family
to their private resifrom the Pendleton
is under the managedence- The hotel
nent of H. A. Saunders.
for the purchase of
An entertainment
Bluehill Congregational
books for the
was given in the town hall
Sunday school
a
Tueadsy evening, July 14. It was great
number on the program
success. Every
and the large audience
xas well rendered,
with the musical parts
xas much pleased
The
and the children’s drills and plays.
violin playing ol Mr. Boslelman delighted
all. Miss Nellie Douglass deserves much
credit, (or the entertainment was due to
She was assisted by Miss
her efforts.
Elsie Philip. Miss Annie Clough in the
kindergarten work, and Mrs. W. I. Parin town

The

tridge, pianist.
#75.

net

proceeds

were

over

M.

July 20.

_

|

EAST BLUEHUX*
Long left this morning for
Stonington.
Mrs. Beulah Grindle^nt to Vinalhaven
Wednesday, to visit relatives.

Upt.

K. B.

Willis Wit ham returned to Stonington
Wednesday, after a few days here.
Mrs. Twining, of Burlington, Mass., is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ralph Long.
Mrs. Harry Wright and little daughter,
of Billerica, Mass., are visiting relatives
here.

Miss Adelaide B. Van Ness, of Morristown, N. J., is a guest at the Boardinan
cottage.
A. J. Grindle and wife went to Stoning-

Friday,

ton

ing the

where

to live dur-

they expect

summer.

Mrs. Orren

Earles,

with little

son

left Sat unlay for Burn ford Falls to

husband,
July 13.

her

Kov,
join

there.

employment

who has

R.
_

& Watson Cousins

w

ent to

Redstone, N.

H., Wednesday.
family

lira. Edwin Ashworth and
to

went

last week.

Frenchlioro, Long Island,

his

his

visited

mother, Mrs. S. Watson Cousins.

Luther W. Bridges came home from
Bangor Saturday, and went to Stonington

Sunday.
Dr. Oscar Long, of Baltimore, Md., and
J. Long, of Waterville, called on relatives here Sunday.
A.

George H. Hussey and wife, of Everett,
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Hussey’s parents,
M. H. Long and wife.
Mr. Hussey will
return

his home

to

this week.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Miss Marion Simpson is vUiting friends

•tStonington.

\

Mrs. Cordelia Ward and Mrs. Adams, of
Rockland, are visiting friends here.
Mrs. Edward Pherson and

Boston,

are

spending

George,

son

the

season

at

Charles Henderson’s.
Miss Harriet Evans, of Washington,
D C.; Mrs. Lilia
Hoverter, of Waltham,
Mass., and T. G. Kane and wife, of Chic*£o, art among the arrivals this week at
Rockledge, Mrs. H. Cushing’s summer

home.
July

C.

14.

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Mrs. Isabell Ewin, of New York, is the
fcue6t of Mrs. Mary Wasson.
Mrs. Annah Blodgett and son Virgin
•re at home from
Philadelphia.

With few exceptions haying
the tow n

was

in this part
finished last week.

Mrs. Julia Farnham, who has spent
*veral months in Bluehill, is home.

8-Arthur Love, wife and five children,
Philadelphia, are summering at the

^

Wwes

house.

Mrs. George H. Tapley, after passing a
weeks with her grandchildren in

&°cWand,

is at home.

^red I). Jones,

ho has

been ill at his
to his

.Norman Perkins, principal of the
“fewer high
school, is spending a few
kys here with his brother Fred J.
Omar W. Tapley, wife and two sons,

Mid wife,
lr*

V«wii

iri

nth**

Gordon,

legal Nctfos.
MAINeT^^~

Malden, Mass., and
and
daughter
Marian, of >ew London, N. H.
The Church cottages are occupied. Some

son

Mra. D.

putet

M.

all of

Cleveland

legal Notice*

STATE OF

or MAINE.
Hancock sb.
Hancock ss:
To the Honorable Judge of the “upreme
of the people came from Boston with
Judicial Court, next to be held at tJlsworib, To tbe Honorable Judge of the Supreme Judicial conn, next 10 be nelii at Ellsworth,
within and for said County of Hancock, on
Arthur Church in bis new motor boat.
within and for saia county of Hancock, on
the second Tuesday of April, A. I). 1908.
13.
the second Tuesday of April, a. d. 19U*.
July
A.
William
c.
represent
friends.
rcprtMeru wuitam c.
Loriug and Augustus P. Loring. both of
in
the
of
Essex
and
Loring and Augustus P. Loriog, both oi
Common
Beverly,
county
Fred Peterson and wife, of Everett,
CAPE HOSIER.
wealth of Massachusetts, that tbey are seized Beverly, in the county of Essex and CommonTHE
MONT.
wealth
of
in fee simple and as tenants in m nip^n of
Massachusetts, that they are seised
Mass., are at C. C. Johnson’s for their
Mrs. A. W. Howard has gone to Belfast
The ladies’ aid society will have its sum- and iu certain lots or parcels ot land situated in fee simp'e »nd as tenarrs ia common of
annual visit.
in the town of Trentou in said county of Han- and in certain lots or paiceis ol land situated
hospital.
mer sale on August 13.
on
Bartlett’s Island, so called, ju tbe town
cock, and bounoed and described as follows,
Oswald Ells and wife and Mrs. H. D.
of Mount Desert, in said c< r.nty •■{ Hancock
to wit:
Prof. Arthur F. Gilbert, of New BedRev. Mr. Hayres preached an interestFirst Lot: Beginning at the town road lead- and hounded and described ms follows, to wit;
Hodgkins, of Brewer, spent a few days
ford, is at his summer home here.
First
lot.
Bei.g a Jot or share set off to
ing sermon here Sunday. He will preach i'tg from Ellsworth to Oak Point, running on
here last week.
the north line of John Smith, jr.. lot, running Julia A. *l]ey by J. a. Deane. Jacob 8.
Miss K. P. Wheelock, of Hartford,
every Sunday through the summer.
► outh
Thomas
and
one
to
west
the
shore
of
Benjamin H. Higgins, commiteighty
degrees
Capt. George E. Closson has made two
sione'* appoi: ted fur the parJTtion of the esConn., is expected soon at Black’s.
The forest'S e w hich has been raging at Union river bay, being twenty rods; thence tate
trips to the fishing grounds in his new
of James Ai.ey, and in be report of said
by the shore northerly nineteen rods to a
Miss Blanche Townsend, of Somerville, boat with his usual success.
West Tremoot for nearly a week and at stake and stoues; thence north eighty-one (Jommisione s on ;i>e in l.e probate court, io
Haucock, dated
oegiees east to the road bet ore mentioned; snd for s,»i1 county ot
one time threatened to
Mass., accompanied by u friend, is here.
sweep the whole thence southerly by said road to first men- June 0. a d. Ifctb. particular y 'escribed as
Capt. R. A. Sinclair, who has been at
is
out.
The
town,
shower
Miss Lottie Foy, of Malden, Mass., is at home two weeks to harvest his
nearly
Tuesday tioned bound, containing three acres more or follows:
hay, has
at
the srutbeily corner of the
Begi ming
less, and being the same premises described
a blessing
Black’s with her friend, Georgia Jordan.
indeed; it dead- as conveyed
lot on .fames Alley’s Ute, theuce runreturned to his work at Northeast Harbor. night proved
to Julia A.
Alley by Charles C. back
ened the file so only a few burning stumps Hurrill. treasurer of the
Hancock county ning On the division line ietween tbe homeJoe Lincoln, the well-known writer, is
stead
atoi
back
lot. north thirty six degree-,
Capt. Alden H. Mann has sold bis place were left, and men are stationed there to savings bank, by deed dated April 7, 1879, and
ode to the-here
to be here soon to board with L. F. Saw- at East
tecorded in registry of deeds in said county west two hundred aid s;x
Surry to Saraphine Prince, of put them out.
f the bay; 'fierce northeasterly on satd
of Hancock in volume 164, page 200.
yer.
sboie so far as to make a parallel line, fiftyHe has bought at
Second Lot:
half part of a
Worcester, Mass.
July 17.
Kin. ! certain lot or The southern
parcel of land, the whole of rods distant to a stakt and stones on tbe lino
Miss Olive Condon, of South Brooks- Cucksport village for the benefit of his
which said lot or parcel is bounded and de- ot iot number twelve; thence south thi.-r. v-six
degrees east on the line ot mid lot to James
ville, is with Mrs. Sawyer at “The Ced- children Earl and Josephine, who will
scribed as follows, to wit:
PRETTY MARSH.
Beginning at a fir tree on the eastern shore AUe>’s line atoieshid; thence south fifty-nine
ars.'*
attend school there.
All regret to have
of Union river bay at the north corner of lot degrees wept on *uid Alley’s Jine fifty rc» « to
Miss Winifred Evans is visiting Miss No. 80 of
allotment of lands of the Bingham the place ot begin i. g, and containing .sixtyRev. Mr. Winslow, of New York, with a them leave.
Florence Smith.
estate In said Trenton, conveyed by the trus- five acres more or less.
Second lot.
friend, is at Black’s. He held services j July 17 being the eighty-ninth annitees of said Bingham estate to Emery
Being a lot or snare set off to
D.
Allen E. Freeman and wife are receiving Anderson; thence along the northeast line of Martha Brooks by J. A. Deane, Jacob S.
there Sunday.
versary of the birth of our oldest resident,
Thomas and Benjamin ti. Higgins, commissaid
lot
south forty-one degrees east to the
on the birth of a son—
west corner of lot No. 40, conveyed by said sioners appointed for the partition of the es
Mrs. Lucy Andrews, with a lady from Simon W. Flood, a few of his many friends Ji congratulations
Allen E. Freeman, ;r.
trustees to Amos Anderson; thence along the tate of James Alley, and in tbe report of said
Beachmont, Mass., visited her aunt, Mrs. gathered at the pleasant home of his neice, I
northwest line of said lot No. 40 north forty- commissioners on file in the probate court, it?
Miss Lennra Johnson, who has been the nine degrees east
C. H. Blake, this week. Later her family Mrs. M. F. Sinclair, with whom he lives,
fifty perches; tbeoc'fe along and for said county of Hantork. dated Jan>
of Mrs. L. A. Eumill the past week, the southwest line of lot No 24, conveyed by 10. a. d. 18)6, particularly described as follow s:
guest
will come for the summer.
to pay tribute and respect to the veteran.
said trustees to William Thompson, and the
Beginning on tbe northerly line of th*
leaves for Islesford on Tuesday.
southwest line of lot No. 28, conveyed to homestead and at'be northerly corner of 3oi
Mrs. Mary A. Blake is at Fairview for a A bountiful repast was served. Those
Barlow Hall, north forty-nine degrees west to numbered four: thence running south ti fly
20.
July
G.
nine degrees west on the line of said lot one
few days, to renovate the house and care present were Moses Moon and wife, Alden
a fir tree on the eastern shore of Union river
,
bay aforesaid; thence by sa d shore southerly hundred and fifieen rods to the ehore ol the
for her grounds, after which she expects j Mann, wife and tfco daughters, M. D.
The function of the kidnevs is to strain out to the place or beginning; said whole lot con- Cove; thence westerly on tbe shore of sal*l
Chatto and wife, Miss Emma Treworgy, the impurities of the blood which is con- taining one hundred and ten and one fifth Cove so far as to make a parallel line twenty
to return to Malden, Mats.
Amasa Young, and Master Everett Moon stantly passing through them. Foley’s Kid- acres more or less, and said southern half rods distant to a stake and stones on said
Rev. Mr. Fairley, wife and child, with
ney Remedy makes the kidneys healthy. They part thereof containing fifty-five acres more shore at the corner of lots numbets five and
whose ninth anniversary occurred on the will strain out all waste
six; thence north fifty-nine degrees east ono
matter
from the or less, and being the same premises de
his brother, wife and two children, all of
Take Foley's Kidnev Remedy and it scribed as convey ed to said Julia A. Alley by hundred and twenty five rods to the northsame day.
They have spent their birth- blood.
will make you weli.-U. A. Parch eh.
Elvira B. Smith, et al. by deed dated July 15, erly line of sa;d homestead; thence soutu
Brooklyn, N. Y., arc guests of L. F. Sawdays together each year-the child of
1884, and recorded in said registry of deeds in thiity six degrees eart on said line twenty
yer and wife at “The Cedars.”
rods to the place of beginning, and containvolume 194, page 304
nine, the veteran of eighty-nine.
That your petitioners are the owners in ing fifteen acres more or less.
Donald Prentiss, with his mother, who
Third lot. Being a lot or share set off to
C.
July 20.
common and undivided of seven hundred
has been boarding at Black's, has been
Nancy Smith by J. A. Deane, Jacob 8.Thomas
seven, twenty-two hundred sixty eighths
To all persons interested in either of the es(707 2268) parts of said "First Lot” and and benjamin H. Higgins, commissioners aptates hereinafter named.
called home to Hartford, Conn., by the
BUCKSPORT.
share?, and that pointed for the partition of the estate rv
At a probate court held at Bluehill. in and "Second Lot” in equal
Janies Alley, and ?n the report of said comdeath of his grandfather, Gen. Prentiss,
Mrs. Percy Mcore, of Millvale, died
one
for the county of Haucock, on the seventh the remaining fifteen hundred sixty
twenty- two hundred sixt.v-eigkths (1561- missioners on file in the probate court, in anr.
who was one of Connecticut’s grand old ; Wednesday, July 16, aged thirty-eight
day of July, a. d. I9C8.
for said county of Hancock, dated June
thereof
are
owned
in
com2268)
parts
following matters having been premen.
mon
and
undivided
Frederick
J. a. d. 1866. particularly described as follows
by
years. Besides her husband, she leaves a
sented for the action thereupon hereinBeginning at the northerly corner of lo>
Alley, of said Trenton, Georpe W. Alley,
after
it
is
indicated,
ordered
that
nohereby
Tho Butler family, consisting of Mrs. daughter and her (utrents, Howard Smith tice thereof be
Perry W. Alley. Samuel Alley, ir., of number five; thence running south lifty-i -i
given to nil persons interested
west on the line of said lot one hunHancock
degrees
Ellsworth,
F.
John
and
wife.
county, Maine;
Butler, Bvard and Virginia, of Bridgeby causing a copy of this order to be pubAlley, of said Trenton; Emma N. Winter- dred and twenty-five rods to tbe shore of the
lished three weeks
in the EllsRobert P. Walker and wife celebrated worth American, a successively
in said county of Han- Cove; thence on said shore westerly so tar atport, Conn., have been here three weeks,!
Lamoine,
botham.of
newspaper published at
to make a
line eight rods distant lo
at Black's. Mr. Butler is expected later. their fiftieth wedding
in said county, that they may ap- cock; Hattie Marshall, of Mt. Desert, Hancock the division parallel
anniversary July 11. Ellsworth,
line between lots numbers six
of Brayton,
county, Maine; Mary Essington.
pear at a probate court to be held at Ells
Misses Hotter, of Rutherford, N. J., arc j Mr. Walker was born in Brooksville, May worth,
Audubon county, Iowa; Mary A. Harriman, of and seven: thence on said division line noni
in said county, on the fourth day of
Stockton, Waldo county. Maine; Charles E. fifty-nine degrees east one hundred and thisalso there for the summer.
23, 1837. His parents were Benjamin and August, a. rt. 1908. at ter of the clock in the Alley. Fred M. Alley
and M. Bertice Alley, of ty-two rods to the northerly line of horn
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see
B.
said Stockton; Agnes Alley, of Eden, in said stead to a staxe and stones; thence sou;L
July 15.
Sylvia (Freethy) Walker. He followed cause.
of
Arthur Alley, of said thirty-six degrees east on said line eight rodHancock;
Elbridge G. Marks, late of Orland, in said county
the sea in early life, making several voyEllsworth; Andrew Alley, of Lowell, Massa- to the place of beginning, and containing
county.« eceaeeu. A certain instrument purHiram
of said
chusetts;
WEST BROOKLIN.
with
his
Alley,
Beverly, and one fourth ac/es more or less.
Robert
to
oe
the
ages
brother-in-law, Capt.
last will and testament of
porting
The premises hereinabove particularly <2.
Massachusetts; W. L. Allen, of Eden. Maine;
said deceased, together with petition for proDavid Bridges came home Saturday from ; Limeburner, of Belfast. In 1879 he learned I bate thereof, presented
Alley, of said Eden; Susan A. Nor- scribed as “Second Lot” and "Third Lot” btoy Ernest L. Marks, Ephriam
the same conveyed to Julia A. Alley b
of Stoneliam, Massachusetts, Mary J.
i»-g
well.
the
stone-cutter’s
trade
and
has
held
the
executor
therein
nanud.
Castine for a short visit.
Martha Brooks by two deeds dated respec
Ira B. Rolfe. late of Gouldsboro, in said Davis, of East Hardwick, Vermont; Merritt T.
Ober and Hannah B. Bain of said Mt. Desert; tively. May 28.1887, and June 2J>. 1887, and re
I Roland Carter is employed on steamer j many responsible positions since that I county, deceased.
Petition that Harriet
Charles M. Rogers, of Lexington, Massachu- corded in the registry of deeds lor said countime as superintendent with large granite Roberts or some other suitable person be
apJuliette for a few weeks.
Stillman W. Clark, of Bangor, Penob- ty of Hancock respectively, in vol.214, par
pointed administrator of the estate of said setts;
companies. Mrs. Walker was born Palelia deceased,
437, and vol. 216, page 640.
scot couuty, Maine; Julia Wentworth Leonpresented
Harriet
a
sis:
by
Roberts,
That your petitioners are the owners
Benjamim Fogg, who has been visiting A. Tufts, in Belfast, Dee. 8, 1837. They ter of said deceased.
ard and Alexander C. Hagerthy, of said Ellscommon and undivided of one hundred eigb
Nellie
F.
Mamie
Shedd
and
Wood,
worth;
his sister at Pownal, is home.
Jeremiah Dodge, late of Tremont, in said
were married in Belfast, July 11, 1858. The
M. Smith, all of Hollis, New’ Hamp- teen one hundred eighty-ninth parts of &»■«
Petition tiled by George ; Dellie
county, deceased.
and Albert Alley, of St. Regis Falls, lots or parcels of land, and that the remain
Fred Moore and wife, of Lynn, are anniversary day was delightfully
spent at M. Warren, public administrator for said shire;
New York (or whose residence is to your ing seventy-one one hundred eighty-nim
praying that letters of administra- !
visiting Mrs. Moore's mother, Mrs, O. P. ! their beautiful home. Dinner was served connty,
thereof are owned in common and ax
tion upon the estate of said deceased be 1 petitioners unknown), and by other persons parts
Carter.
claiming through said Julia A. Alley who are divided in tbe following proportional pat:
under the maples. Mr. and Mrs. Walker granted to him, the said George M. Warren.
j to voar
and
the following-named tenants in comunknown.
by
Joseph Tagert Macanley, late of Philaoel- ! That petitioners
Mrs. O. P. Carter, who has been visiting enjoy perfect health, and their children phia.
your petitioners desire to hold their mon, to wit:
state of Pennsylvania, deceased.
Peti- j said interests
one hundred eighty-ninth parts
in common but separate
therein
Twenty-one
and
hosts
of
friends
do
make
to
tion
filed
her daughter, Mrs. Addie Owens, at Blue- !
everything
by Joseph A. Klinges. of said Phila- from the interests in said real estate of all the by Henry M. Hull, of Ellsworth.
Hancock
delphia, praying that he the said petitioner; other
life beautiful and bright.
owners in common therein, known and
county, Maine, as administrator d. b. n. of
1 hill, is home.
may be appointed trustee under the last will unknown.
> the estate of
George A. Young; twenty-eight
said deceased. The trustee named in said I
of
Wherefore your petitioners pray that all one hundred eighty-ninth parts by Merritt T.
Roy Freethey, who has been on the
last will being now deceased.
of Mt. Desert, in said county ot HanNORTH BLUEHILL.
steamer Monhegan, came home Friday for
Armantine M. Coffin, late of Philadelphia, proper and legal proceedings may be taken in Ober, three one
hundred eighty-ninth part'
the premises, that partition may be ordered, cock;
of
state
Petition commissioners
Pennsylvania, deceased.
Edward Johnson, of Dedham, Mass., is
Andrew Alley, of Lowell, Middlesex couna few days’ visit.
by
and
the
said
interappointed,
filed by Charles H. Lang, of said Philadelty, Massachusetts; three one hundred eighty
ests of your said petitioners set off to them to
at
N.
Bowden’s.
that
visiting
the
said
phia,
he,
H.
praying
Charles
Ralph Willey, who is on the steam yacht
be held in fee and in common by your said ninth parts by Hiram Alley, of Beverly, Essex
Lang, may be appointed tmstee under the
and that the said interests of all county, Massachusetts; three one hundred
Miss Lila Leach, of Milford, Mass., is
last will of said deceased.
Admiral, came home from Bar Harbor
The trustees petitioners,
parts by Albert Alley, of St.
named in said last will being now deceased or the other owners in common therein, known eighty-ninth
at
P.
J.
Grindle’s.
visiting
Begis Falls. New York; three one hundred
Thursday, returning Friday.
and unknown, be set off to thtrn to be held in
inclined
the
trust.
hayipg
fee
but
from the interests of your
eighty-ninth
parts by Epbriam Alley, of
separate
Francis C. Macauley, late of Philadelphia,
Mrs. Eugene Hurlbut, of Golden Ridge,
Mrs. Herman Prescott and little son, of
said peti’ione»s and for such other orders, Eden, in said county of Hancock; three one
state of
Petition
hundred
Pennsylvania, deceased.
parts by Mary J. Davis,
Rockland, who has been visiting Mrs. H. is visiting her aunt, Mrs. A. T. GUlis.
tiled by Richard A.Cleemai n and Wilsou Eyre, decrees or relief and pio. eetiiugs i., the of East eighty-ninthCaledonia
Hardwick,
county, Verpremises as to thecouit may seem proper.
W. Bridges, have returned home.
Miss Eliza Palmer left Sunday for South jr.. both of si:d Philadel eba. praying that the
mont; and seven one hundred eighty ninth
William Caleb Loring.
of said petitioners named as
appointment
; parts by Hannah B. Bain, of Mt. Desert, in
Augustus P. Lurksg.
B.
July 12.
where
she
has
trusses
in
the
will
of
said
Brooksville,
deceased may be
employment.
Dated this eleventh day of March, 19(8.
j said county of Hancock.
confirmed by said court.
That your petitioners desire to hold their
The rain Saturday subdued the forest j Tobias L. Roberts, la’.e of Eden, in said
STATE OF MAINE.
Mrs. Levi Conary, of Oceanville, is visitsaid interest therein in common but separate
deceased.
Petit
on
filed
William
tire that has been raging for the past three county,
Hancock ss
Judicial Court. from tbe interest in said real estate of all the
by
Supreme
her
Mrs.
H.
G.
Carter.
ing
sister,
1 M. Hubert*, of said Eden, praying that th~ Aoril Term. A. D. 190».
said other owners in common therein.
and if we have more rain soon it appointment of said
petitioner named as
Upon the foregoing Petition for Pailition,
Wherefore your petitioner prays that all
Miss Effie S.llers, of Oceanville, was weeks,
trustee in the will of said deceased may be
will not do any more damage.
Ordered. That the Petitioners give notice to proper and legal proceedings may be taken in
probably
here last week visiting relatives.
confirmed by said court.
all Respondents resident in this State named
the
premises, that partition may be ordered,
D.
July 20.
Walter B. Blaisdell, late of Fraoklin, in in the p. tition bv causing an attested copy of commissioners
appointed, and the said inMrs. Emma Carter, who has been visitsaid county, deceased.
Third and fiual ac
said petition and of this order thereon to be
terests of your said petitioners set off to them
count of Frank E. Blaisdell, executor, filed
served on each of them, the said Respondents, to be held in fee and in common by your
DEER ISLE.
ing relatives in Pittsfield, is at home.
for settlement.
by some person duly authorized to serve civil said petitioners, and that the said interests
Frank Gross and wife are visiting relaMrs.
Jasper D. Allen, late of 8edgwick, in said processes in the place where said Respond- of all the other owners in common therein be
Alvah Carter visited hia sister,
county, deceased. First account of Henry W. en s re -ide or may be found at the time of said set off to them to be held in fee but separate
tives at Vinalhaven.
Addie Gross, at Stonington, recently.
.Sargent, administrator, filed for settlement.
service, fourteen days at least prior to the ! from the interests of your said petitioners
Henry W. King, late of Southwest Harbor, Second Tuesday oi October A. D. If08, and and for such other orders, decrees or relief
Miss Breta Haskell went to Swan’s IsHerman Whitmore, of Oceanville, visin said county, deceased.
First account of that said Petitioners give notice to all other and proceedings in the
premises as to the
ited his sister, Mrs. Delia Carter, recently. land Saturday to visit Rilla Staples.
Lucy C. King, administratrix, filed for settle- Respondents named in the petition and un- court may seem
proper.
ment.
known. by sending a copy of the petition and
William Caleb Loring.
Miss Merle Small left Friday for PortMrs. Roland Carter and daughter, Miss
Stanley W. Gray and Everett C. Gray, order thereon by registered mail to the reAugustus P. Loring.
of Bluehill, in said county.
Petition spective addresses as named in the petition
Dated this eleventh day of March, 1908.
Margie, have moved into part of W. E. land for a two-weeks' visit to her aunt, minors,
filed by Rubie E. Gray, guardian, for license fourteen days at least prior to the Second
8TATE
OF MAINE.
Mrs. E. E. Staples, aboard the schooner S.
Herrick’s house at Brooklin for a f
to sell certain real estate of said minors, as
Tuesday of October A. D. 1908 and that in
described in said petition.
Hancock ss.:
addition to the for-going notice be given by
Supreme Judicial Court.
G. Haskell.
months.
Herbert M. Gray, late of Blnehiil. in said
A.
D.
1908.
the
petition and order aforesaid April Term,
publishing
Miss Mattie Knight, a student at the county, deceased. Petition tiled by Rubie E. in the Ellsworth American three weeks sucUpon the foregoing Petition for Partition,
Miss Maud Willey, MissCelestia Seavey
Gray, widow, for an allowance out of the per- cessively, the last publication to be thirty Ordered. That the Petitioners give notice to
and Mrs. Nellie Spear were in Rockland University of Maine, will deliver an ad- sonal estate of said deceased.
at
least
days
prior to said Second Tuesday of all Respondents resident in this State named
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court. October A. D. 1908, that they may then appear in the petition by causing an attested copy of
Thursday to witness the launching of the dress at the First Congregational church
A true copy of the original order.
before our said Supreme Judicial Court then said petition and of this order thereon to be
schooner Jessie A. Bishop.
Sunday evening.
served on each of them, the said Respondents,
to be holden at Ellsworth within and for sai
_Attest: T. F. Mahoney, Register,
some person duly authorized to serve
B.
July 20.
Bubscilder Hereby gives notice that County of Hancock, and answer to said by
The Maine Central wharf at North Deer
civil
John
F.
processes in tbe place where said ReKnowlton,
petition.
_JL she has been duly appointed executrix
Isle has been thoroughly repaired and put of the last will and testament
Clerk of the Supreme Judicial Court.
spondents reside or may be found at the time
of
NORTH SEDGWICK.
A true copy of the petition and order of of said service, fourteen days at least prior to
into excellent condition. A large crew of BENJAMIN F. PHILLIPS, late of ELLSthe Second Tuesday of October, A. D. 190s.
Court thereon.
Alfred Staples and w ife, of Bluebill, are i men has been at work there for two
and that said Petitioners give notice to all
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
WORTH.
other Respondents named in the petition ami
here.
relatives
in
the
will
of
and
the
no
about
bonds
county
deceased,
Hancock,
I visiting
complete
job
months,
unknown, by sending a copy of the petition
STATE
OF MAINE.
being required by the terms of said will. |
and order therein by registered mail to the
All persons having demands against the es- I
Joseph B. Carter and others have gone Aug. 15.
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at respective addresses as named in tbe
^
petition
tate
of
said
deceased
are
desired
to
present j Bluehill, in and for said county of Hancock, fourteen days at least
to Minturn to get employment.
A large number of people from this town
prior to the Second
the same for settlement, and all indebted i on the seventh
day of July, in the year of Tuesday of October, A. D. 1908, and that in
*
Winfred Staplestmd wife, of Portland* went to Rockland Thursday to witness the ! thereto are requested to make Dayment im
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and addition to the foregoing, notice be given bv
Laura E. Phillips.
e^ght.
the petition and order aforesaid
launching of Capt. J. W. Haskell’s new mediately.
are visiting Eugene Staples and family.
Ellsworth, July 10, 1908.
publishing
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be in
the Ellsworth American three weeks sucA. Bishop.”
Miss
“Jessie
four-master,
a copy of the last will and testament of
of
Bossubscriber nereby gives notice that
Misses Clara and Helen Clapp,
the last publication to be thirty
cessively.
rpHE
Villa Haskell christened the new schooner,
X she has been duly appointed executrix Elniena H. Brewer, late of Los Angeles, and days at least prior to said Second Tuesday ofton, are with their grandmother, Mrs. C.
state of California, deceased, and of the proof the last will and testament of
October, A. D. 1908, that they may then ~apusing flowers for the occasion and doing
bate thereof in said state of California, duly
before our Supreme Judicial Court then
M. Clapp, for the summer.
SAMUEL P. MASON, late of ORLAND,
authenticated, having been presented to the
A large
> be holden at Ellsworth within and for said
it in a most graceful manner.
the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds judge of probate for on- said county of HanEugene Staples and family, of Augusta, number of people from all the surround- in
County of Hancock, and answer to said pebeing required by the terms of said will. All cock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
tition.
John F. Knowlton,
are spending a few* weeks at H. O. Staples’
persons having demands against the estate of and recorded in the probate court of our said
Clerk of the Supreme Judicial Court.
ing towns were at the launching. This is said
deceased are desired to present the same county of Hancock.
summer home.
A true copy of the petition and order of
a tine schooner and w ill be commanded by
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to Court thereon.
all persons interested therein, by publishing
Pearl Carter, who came home fromSton- Capt. Caleb A. Haskell.
requested to make payment immediately.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
Frances M. Mason.
a copy of this order three weeks succesRex.
ington to spend the Fourth with his famJuly 20.
Orland, July 10. 1908.
sively in the Ellsworth
American, a
NOTICK OF FOKKCLOSUKK.
work
Swan’s
now
at
at
Minturn.
printed at Ellsworth, in said
ily, is
rriHE subscriber hereoy gives notice that newspaper
VVf HE REAS Flora E. Stanley, of Eden, in
of Hancock, prior to the fourth day of
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Island.
X she has been duly appointed executrix county
the county of Hancock and State of
▼T
August, a. d. 19t8, that they may appear at a
of the last will and testament of
probate court, then to be held at Ellsworth, Maine, by her mortgage deed dated December
July
Charles Gray came home last week.
EDWARD P. CURRIER, late of SEDGWICK in and for said county of Hancock, at ten 23, a. d. 1907, and recorded in Hancock county
and show cause, if registry of deeds, in book 447, page 108, couGeorge Knights came home Friday from in the county of Hancock, deceased, and o’clock in the forenoon,
ORLAND.
veyed to us the undersigned Lester P. Carter,
they have, against the same.
given bonds as the laws directs. All per- any EDWARD
Portland.
E. CHASE, Judge of Probate. luez M. Puffer and Leon W. Tabbut, all of said
sons
demands
the
estate
of
having
against
Miss Daisy Norris, of Bangor, was in
A
true
of
the
Eden, a certain lot or parcel of land, together
original.
copy
said
deceased are desired to present the
Charles Cane and w ife have gone home
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register. with the buildings thereon situated in Bar
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
town over Sunday.
Harbor, in the town of Edeu, county of Hanto Camden.
are requested to make .payment immediately.
subscriber hereby gives notice that cock. and State of Maine, bounded and (deA special meeting of Riverside chapter,
Sakah A. Currier.
Miss Jane Jarratt, of Norristowm, Pa.,
he has been duly appointed adminis- scribed as follows, to wit:
Sedgwick, July 10, 1908.
O. E. S., has been called for July 23.
Beginning at a stoue post set in the ground
trator of the estate of
is visiting Miss Jc-nnie Grimes.
in the southerly side lmeof Way man Lane,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
JOHN E. DORR, lat€* of AURORA,
Among the summer visitors here are:
and at the uorthwest corner of land ol John
he has been duly appointed executor
wife and son
Charles Haverlaud,
in
the
of
Hancock, deceased, and S. Kennedy, formerly Sojphia B. Thayer;
of the last will and testament of
county
Mrs. Carl Saunders, Carl P. Saunders, jr.,
All per- thence following the west side line of said lot
Thomas, of Atlantic, N. J., also Miss
given bonds as the law directs.
EDWIN R. GUILFORD, late of PENOBand Master Herbert, of Woonsocket, R. I.;
sons having demands
against the estate of south four degrees west, but always following
Bertha Bruch, of Atlantic City, and KenSCOT,
said
deceased
are
desired to present the said line, seventy-five (75) feet to a piece of
Mrs. Mallock and two children, Graham
H. Dryden, are at Mrs. Dianah in the county of Hancock, deceased, and same for settlement, and all indebted iron pipe driven in the ground; thence north
neth
and Mildred, of Somerville, Mass; MrB.
bonds as the law directs. All persons thereto are requested to make payment imeighty-six degrees west, parallel with and
Hatch’s cottage.
Ernest A. Richardson.
seventy-five feet distant from the south side
aving demands against the estate of said mediately.
Warren Kennedy, of Boston.
II.
line of Waymau Lane, seventy-two and sevAurora, July 9, 1908.
deceased are desired to present the same for
July 13.
Funeral services of Mrs. Maria Soper
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reenty-live hundredths (72.75) feet to a piece of
subscriber hereby gives notice that iron pipe driven in the ground in the easterly
Mrs. Nancy Whitmore and Miss Nina quested to make payment immediately.
were held Sunday, July 19, at her late
he have been duly appointed executor side line of Snow street; thence following
Eugene H. Guilford.
of the lust will and testament of
the easterly side line of said street northerlv
Many Whitmore, of Camden, have opened Spring
Penobscot, July 10, 1908.
home, and were largely attended.
seventy-five (75) feet to the southerly sideline
OLIVE F. WHITMORE, late of VERONA,
beautiful floral tributes testified how the lodge.
subscriber hereoy gives notice that
of Wayraan Lane; thence following the said
he has been duly appointed executor in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds line of
Way man Lane easterly seventy-two
Amasa Holden and family have been of the last will
quiet, unassuming life of a loving, devoted
being required by the terms of said will. and
and testament of
seventy- five hundredths (72.75) feet to the
All persons having demands against the eswif< and mother, a kind neighbor and a
visiting Mr. Holden’s sister, Mrs. W. C.
of beginning, and containing five thouHATCIL D. BRIDGES, late of VERONA,
place
of
tate
said deceased are desired to present
most worthy woman was appreciated by Gray, the past week.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and the same for settlement, aDd all indebted sand four hundred and fifty-six (5,456) square
All per- thereto are requested to make payment imme- feet, mote or less.
given bonds as the law directs.
all who knew her. Surviving her husband
Said conveyance haviug been made subject
Misses Anabelle and Rubie Crawford, sons having demands against the estate
Avery H. Whitmore.
diately.
to a certain prior mortgage given by said
only a few short months, the family is Anna Thompson and Blanche Bailee, of said deceased are desired to present
Verona, July 10, 1908.
Flora E. Stanley to Vernon G. Wasgattand
the same for settlement, and all indebted
indeed doubly bereaved. She leaves a all of
Philadelphia, are guests of Misses thereto are requested to make payment imsubscriber hereby gives notice that |1 recorded in said Hancock county registry of
and whereas the condition of our said
son—Deforest, a daughter—Mrs. Frances Jennie and Florence Grimes.
Fred E. Bridges.
he has been duly appointed executor deeds;
mediately.
mortgage has been broken and is now broken
1908.
10,
last
of
the
will and testament of
Bucksport,
July
an
brother—Guilford
and
Mason,
aged
H.
and unperformed, now therefore by reason of
19.
July
VALENTINE ESTES, late of DEDHAM,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
the breach of the condition thereof, we claim
Blaisdell, aU of Orland, besides a host of
he has been duly appointed executor of in the
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds a foreclosure of our said mortgage and give
more distant relatives.
the last will and testament of
OCEANVIJLLE.
being required by the terms of said will. this notice for that pnrpoee.
P.
Lkstkr P. Caster,
ELIZA B. HARRIMAN, late of BROOKLIN, All persons having demands against the esJuly 20.
Cornelius Gross has gone to the hospital
Inez M. Puffer,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and tate of said deceased are desired to present
Leon W. Tabbut,
the
same
for
was accompanied by his
and
all
He
indebted
in
Portland.
settlement,
given bonds as the law directs. All thereto are
treatment for a
Delay in commencing
By Chas. H. Wood, their attorney.
requested to make payment imdemands against the eshaving
persons
cured
been
have
wife.
that
could
slight Irregularity
Maine, July 8,1908.
Eden,
Horace B. Estes.
mediately.
tate
of
said
deceased
are
desired
to
present
quickly by Foley's Kidney Remedy may reDedham, July 10,1908.
same for settlement, and all indebted
Among arrivals Friday wrere Mrs. Win- the
sult in a serious kidney disease. Foley'sKidthereto are requested to make payment imtissues
ney Remedy builds up the worn-out
field Hatch and three daughters, Ruth, j
W.
Frank
Colb.
j mediately.
and strengthens these organs. Commence
Brooklin, July 10, 1908.
A. Pabcbbb.
Majorie and Doris, Mrs. Frank Joyce and
it

Algernon Farnhsm and family, of BanEAST SURRY.
gor, are occupying the Capt. Gershom
Charles Anderson and wife, of Bangor,
cottage on the banks of the fiagsduce.
have been in town visiting their sons and
July 20.
Tomson.
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several weeks, will return
pother’s
uainess in Belfast this week.
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Mrs. William Entwistle and sons, William and Frederick, of Taunton, Mass.,
are visiting Mrs. Entwisile's sister, Mrs.
William Farnsworth.
R.
July 20.

of

members, Grace, wife of A. Wales Howard,
last Thursday at Cape Rosier. The lodge

_

father,
George Carter, in Stonington recently.
H. M. R. Cousins, of Bangor, is visiting
Walter K. Carter

j

contributed beautiful flowers.

bluehux.

Merrill

SorlB.n

news,

Paul, are visiting Mr.
parents, Capt. Thomas Tapley
and

laFKe dele8»tion l*°m Cecilia Rebekah
^tended the funeral of

one

of their

Just Exactly Right,
have UBed D*- King’s New Life Pills
for
“'et«l years, and And them just
?»«ly right,” says Mr. A. A. Felton, of
Vllle> S. y. New Life Pills relieve
thout the least discomfort. Beat remIur
constipation, biliousness and
ac. at E. G. Moose’s drug store.
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For additional

Parlors of American Hotel

days,

is able to be out.

Mrs. Gates has returned from
her mother in Franklin.

visit to

a

Dan MacHatton, who has spent the last
year in the West, is here for several weeks.
Rev Mr. Patterson and family, who
have been away several weeks, are home.
| Mrs. Ethel Conary and Mrs. Olive Cou! ary, of Portland, are visiting R. rJ. Brown

j

THIS OFFER AND VISIT IS

FOR ONE DAY ONLY.
until 4 p.

other page*

CAST1NE.

SATURDAY, JULY 25
a. m.

gee

F. E. Lewis, who has been ill several

ELLSWORTH

Office Hours, 9

County

Xeict

and wife.

Nina Parker spent several days last
week with her grandmother, Mrs. George
A. Warren, at Isiesboro.
Miss

m.

j

Mrs. Arthur Wood and

has returned home after

village.
Mrs. Annie Fletcher, Miss Maude White
and Valina Irene Porter, of Bradford,
Center, arrived at W. P. Dodge's Friday,
and returned Monday. Mrs. Fletcher was
formerly Mrs. Frank White, and lived
here and at the

here a while.
Although her visit was
short, she called on as many of her old
friends and neighbors as she was able to.
B.
July 21.
___

Roger are
Mrs. Wood’s

The exact measurements of your face taken and every
frame made to order, so the frame will set correctly and not

est

people.

summer
w

Robinson, of Beverly, Mass.,
visiting relatives

Mrs. Clara

SURRY.
John Lynam, of Bar Harbor, has been

ill be tilled to

visiting

week.

i»st

friends here the

COUNTY NEWS.

primary;

Saturday.

last

on

brought a great many
During August the town
its greatest capacity.

Davis,

Byron

son

SI.00 for glasses you formerly paid other dealers $5.00 i visiting at the home of
! parents, Elisha Perkins and wife,
for including lenses, Gold Filled Frames, and no charge for Pleasant street.
j
During the past week the boats have
Examining the eyes.

THESE FRAMES ARE GUARANTEED FOR 10
YEARS, made of Gold Seamless wire.

teacher;

class

Jessie Billings, infant class.
Miss Bernice Whittaker is visiting her
cousin, Miss Della Patterson.
Arthur Johnson and Miss Grace Parker
visited Mr. Johnson’s aunt, Cora Dodge,

Arthur Linneken went to Massachusetts
Tuesday, to work in a machine shop.
Mrs. Nellie Webber, who has been visiting at R. G. Osgood’s, went to Bluehill

Isaac Hutchinson, one of the old- Sunday.
H. W. Conley, of Ellsworth,
Rev.
captains in this vicinity, died at
his home here July 17, at the age of preached in the Baptist church Sunday
eighty seven years and one month. afternoon.
hurt your face.
Capt. Hutchinson was born in Bluehill,
Mrs. Fred W. Phillips and Mrs. Ed.
I but afterwards lived at Brooksvdle and
ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE
Kane, of Brooklin, were guests of J. F.
Deer Isle, later moving to Castine. At an
Staples and wife Saturday night, returnYour Eyes will be examined by THE DAMMERS SCIENTIFIC METHOD, |
early age he was master of a fisherman ing to Brooklin Sunday.
positively the only absolutely correct way to fit glasses.
engaged in Grand Banks fishing, afterDr. L. E. Gould removed a needle from
(NO DROPS USED.) Those who have been examined for GLASSES by men wards
going into the coasting trade and Mrs. Emma Coutler’s breast last Friday.
who claim to examine eyes by the old, incorrect way, which is done by everyone who
! having a very successful career. The Mrs. Coutler has no knowledge of how the
supplies glasses but us, will be agreeably surprised by our scientific and wonderful schooner Annie
Whiting was built for needle came to be there, nor how long it
j
methods of Examining Eyes and fitting glasses.
and later the schooner Olive Crosby,
We correct your eye defects by looking in the eyes, taking the exact scientific him,
had been there.
S.
measurements of the focus and shr.pe of the eyes.
j he running them in the South American
July 21.
He retired from the sea in 1882.
trade.
i
we
have
on
until
deterno
your face,
NO QUESTIONS ASKED,
trying glasses
1
Hutchinson
was twice married;
BROOKSVILLE.
SOUTH
Captain
mined your exact optical error.
his first wife was Lucy Gray, and of the
Howard Bates, of Portland, is visiting
The old tedious and tiresome way of trying to fit glasses is either putting drops in
four children but one is living—Capt Chas. his
the eyes, which often causes BLINDNESS, or by trying on a lot of glasses, and asking |
parents.
In
W.
Hutchinson.
1888
be
Miss
married
I
“Do
make
see
these glasses
better?”
you
you: “Can you see these letters?” or:
Capt. J. E. Cousins, who was prostrated
!
of
who
his
Margie
Murch,
Carmel,
during
and
has
After your Optician does a lot of guessing,
your eyes all out of shape, you
is out again.
! last illness has been a most devoted wife. by beat,

Capt.
sea

rtS*itinnai Omni

F

__

•#* o**#*

v

CAPE ROSIER.
Lewis Hutchings and wile, of Ellsworth,
visited relatives and friends at South
Rrooksville and at Cape Rosier recently.
Miss Blanche Townsend, of Somervi'lc,
Mass., and Mrs. Woods, of New Hainoshire, are at the Gilbert cottage for the
summer.

Miss Alice Mating, of Brewer, has visited her cousin, Mrs. M. A. Blake, at
Fairview, a week, and will stay at <_. H.
Blake's a while.
M. A. Blake, who baa been at home
weeks, will return to Malden, Mass.,
about July 21. C. H. Blake is cutting the
virs.

two

hay

on

her

grounds.

Mrs. Dr. Andrews, daughter Lillian and
friends are expected at C. H. Blake's
Thursday, July 23. The doctor will come
later for one week. Mr. Hopkins, of their
family, also of Beacbmont, will come in
""

August.
Rev. Mr. Pierce, who has been so much
revered here for his good works, preached
Sunday at the union chapel. He also
officiated at the funeral of Mrs. A. W.
Howard.

MIJJ.
)S*
SOPHIA, m
KrmESEN>

Miss Mitly Blake, of Osmden, is here to
attend the funeral services of her sunt,
Mrs. A. W. Howard,and stay a while w-tth
the daughter, Mrs. Manford Gray. Much
sympathy is felt for Mr. Howard and
daughter in the loss of wife and motto r.
B.
July 22.

HEALTH VERY POOR-T®
RESTORED BY
PErir

Catarrh

SARGENT VILLE.

think you have been examined.
Think this over, and you can readily see that you have been doing your own examining, and that is no doubt the reason you have had trouble to get glasses correct.
Many thousands of our patrons will iudorse every word you read here.

July 21.

!

to Bar

WALTHAM.

A

Mrs. Inman Jordan is ill.

THIS 15 ABSOLUTELY THE HIGHEST CLASS WORK DONE IN FITTING
Mrs. De Bishop, of Brookline, Mass., is
GLASSES IN AMERICA. DON’T SUFFER WITH HEADAwHE.
the guest of Mrs. W. B. Hastings.
We have produced astonishing results from brain fag, nervous debility, insomnia, j
Miss Sylvia Jordan, who is employed at
dizziness, nausea, WATERY EYES, blurry vision, and other troubles caused by EYE
STRAIN. We have corrected by the use of glasses cross eyes and Astigmatism, by our Waltham, Mass., visited relatives here last
week.
scientific methods of Examining.
An experience covering every detail of the Optical Business for over a quarter of a
George Berry, of Somerville, Mass., is
boarding at Will lard Haslem's for the
century is the continuous record ol the great Dammers concern.
These

are a

summer.

few of the many thousands of testimonials from satisfied customers

THE EDWARD E. DAMMERS CO.:
Gentlemen—I beg the privilege of a public
acknowledgment of your superior skill of
examining and exact fitting. Some months
ago I took my little daughter, who was attending school but having great difficulty
with her eyes, to a noted oculist in Boston:
with the glasses he gave her she could see a
little better and they checked her head anc.
eye-ache for k while; then her headaches,
I took her again to the ocucame on again.
list, thinking her glasses needed changing,
Her vision was not as
but he said “No”.
good as when I first took her. After hearing
of you I do believe my steps were directed to
is’ touched by our infirmiyou by Him who
ties, as I have since remarked. 1 do not know
how to praise you enough for the result. I
The glasses
consider your skill wonderful.
She sees so much
were such a perfect fit.
better and she appears like another child. It
seems too good to be true. Parents, if you
have to take your children to an oculist, do
not hesitate to take them to Edward E. DamSuch a burden has been lifted from
mers.
my heart that 1 want to recommend Mr. Dammers to all parents and teachers for the beneIf any one will
fit of suffering humanity.
come to me or write me I will tell them what
I know about your superior fitting. Wishing
Your humble
you marked success, we are,
Mrs. T. F. Crowell, mother of
servants,
Miss Dorcas Crowell, 13 Parker St., Everett,
Mass.
THE EDWARD E. DAM MERS CO.:
Gentlemen—I have been to every one that I
ever heard of who could fit eyes, and I never
had any comfort in glasses until you were
recommended to me and my eyes were examined by you. No one examined my eyes that
way before and no one ever used that method
on me before, and I am sure that your way is
the only right way. If I had paid a thousand
times more than you charged me I should not
have felt that I had been paying too much
money. I tell every one I know of the great
good that you have done me. If you wish to
use this as a testimonial, send me a lot of
copies, as I have many friends who live out of
town to whom I would be pleased to take the
time and money to mail some to them.
Respectfully yours, Mrs. Mary Warren, 47
New Hall St., Lynn, Mass.

Miss Laura Jone«, of Orange, N. J., is
with her sister, Mrs. Milton Haslem, for

MR. E. E. DAMMERS:

THE EDWARD E. DAMMERS CO.:
Gentlemen—I wish to write you and thank
you for the great good that you have done
I suffered a great many years with pains
me.
in the back of my head and with dizziness
and nervousness, and could not read or sew
without becoming sick to my stomach. These
troubles I have been entirely relieved of
since wearing your correction that you fitted
me to.
I have also known a number of my
friends who have been to you aud have had
instant relief from head trouble. Your system of fitting is the only correct way. I have
been to a great many opticians and been
fitted the old-fashiontd way of trying on
glasses and looking on charts and reading
letters until my eyes become all confused, ana
and I failed to get relief until I came to you
and was fitted to glasses. Thanking you, I
Thresa E. Blue.
am.
Respectfully yours.
United State Postomce, Boston, Mass.

My Dear Sir— I deem it both a duty and a
pleasure to be enabled to confidently recom- I the summer.
mend any one that may be suffering from poor
Mrs. Harriet Curtis and daughter Winevesigbtor poorly fi ted glasses to your care. |
Your courteous treatment,
patience and ; nie, who have been here several weeks,
painstaking in fitting alone recommends you.
The fullness and dizziness in my head which ! have gone to Ellsworth.

you informed me would leave in seventeen
(17) days, I am happy to say has entirely
ceased in six (6) days wearing glasses you
fitted me with.
My previous glasses, while
fitted by or e of the best in Boston, were misery
to wear, while these I ha\ e to-day have almost
cured my inflamed eyelids and my pupils are
clear and not bloodshot as they were formerly.
The astigmatism, while a bad case, you have
certainly corrected. In short, I can see now
with ease aud comfort.
You are at perfect
liberty to use this letter in any way you wish.
1 never gav^ a recommendation before, but I
am so pleased with my glasses 1 want vou to
know ft and enjoy the same feeling. Yours.
Harry A. Pob. 39 High 8t., Boston. Mass.

j

A. K. Haslem, with a crew, is in Bar
Haroor baying for C. C. Burrill. Mrs.
Lettie Willey is working for them.

Mrs. Martin Rhodes and little daughter

Gladys,

!

hall

are

Wednesday evening, Aug.

12.

Supper
Music

The family of Mrs. Belle Googins held a
reunion at Wilson Googings’ Sunday.
Those present were Grafton Googins, wife
and son Walter, of Eastbrook; L. Googins, wife and children, of Trenton; Mrs.
Vara Crimmin and children, of Bethel,
Yt., and Mrs. Belle Googins, of Sullivan.

!

The Foresters and companion court, I.
O. F., of this town, attended the funeral
of Molbry Kingman at Mariavilie Tueeday, where they had charge of the arrangements. Mr. Kingman was the oldest honorary member of the court, and
was loved and respected by all who knew
him.
H.
July 20.

Mrs. G. M. Kenney is clerking for F. A.
Ober.
Mrs. A. Freethy and family arrived from
Dorchester Sunday.
Miss Nutter, of Dexter, has been
the parsonage for a week.

a

guest

Dr. R. E. Hagerthy and H. A. Small left
for a business trip to Belfast.

to-day

Mrs. Eva Eaton and little son, of Haven,
Bpent a day last week with Mrs. H. L.

Morgan.
Roy Dority, of Boston, and Miss Myra,
of Portland, are with their parents, A. H.
Dority and wife.
Prof.

Delmar gave

an

exhibition of his

magician at Riverside hall
Thursday evening.
THE EDWARD E.
Mrs. Hill and daughter. Miss Christine,
are guests of Mrs. Hill's brother, C. N.
MANUFACTURERS OF OPTICAL GOODS,
OLD SOUTH BUILDING, 29* WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS. Rhodes, at the Willows.
Miss Jessie Peabody is at Harbor View
awaiting her brother’s arrival in August,
leave this week for a trip to Niagara
Falls, when he will
his
“The
as

a

DAMMER3 CO.,

COUNTY NEWS.
Pot Additional

County A«ie*.

...

other payee

STONINGTON.
Miss Irene Marks is clerking in| the
Noyes drug-store.
Oapt. Stephen E. Allen, who has been on
the sick list, is better.
George Marks is at home from Bangor,
where he has been employed.
Juanita chapter, O. E. 8., will have their
field day July 29, at BiuehiR.
• Miss Jessie Keating, ol Bockland, is the
guest ol Mrs. Arthur Spofford.
Charles Simonton, ol Boston, is visiting
his father, Rev. J. P. Simonton.
Mrs. W. 8. Thurlow is the guest of Mrs.
Stanley at Mark island lighthouse.
The uniform rank, K. of P., will hold
bail in the opera house July 22.

a

military

Capt. Ben Pascal, who is travelling
an oil firm, is in town for a few days.

lor

Mrs. Alpheus Robbins, of Wollaston,
Mass., is visiting her father, J. L. Thurlow.
Mrs. William Pearson, ol Farmington,
ia the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Sumner
P. Mills.
Mias Telma Simpson is spending a lew
weeks with her sister, Mrs. J. 1* Hooper,
•t Chstine.

Miss Alice Mills and Miss Nina Linscott

open

Toronto and Montreal.

Bennisch Bros., of St. Helena island, are
putting up more new buildings, among
them a bungalow which they will occupy
during August and September.
There was a'strike on Byan Parker Co.'a

cottage,

Idler.”

July

20.

H.
_

WEST STONINGTON.

Mrs. M. A. Sellers, who has been quite
ill, is improving.
Mrs. Gay Cleveland spent Wednesday
employ-

quarry this week on account of
ing non-union men. The “nons” were
discharged, and all goeB smoothly again.

Mrs. Lucy Wood Bobbins died at her
home here July 18, after a long illness.
She leaves a husband, daughter, a sister
and two brothers. The funeral was held
Sunday, Bev. J. P. Simonton officiating.
The body was taken to South Deer Isle,
the former home of deceased, for burial.
July 20.
Nihil.

nroose

vicinity by

has

been

number of

a

seen

in

this

people recently.

Grace Gray, who has been at
Mr. Davies’ at Sargentville, is at
home, in the ice-cream saloon.
Miss

Capt. George W. Gray died Sunday, July
19, after a long and painful illness. Capt.
Gray, who was a life-long resident of this
place, waa fifty-six years of age. He was
a member ol the I. O. F., and a prominent
the Methodist church. His
place will be hard to fill. He leaves a
widow and five children.
C.
July 21.
member of

BROOKSVILLE.
Miss Hazel Gray, of Greenville, is visiting her father, L. F. Gray.
Bowden, who has been emis at home very ill.

Miss Rose
in

ployed
Miss
her

Sargentville,

Elsie

winter in

Kench, who has spent the
New York, is at home on

vacation.

Mrs. William T. Morris, daughter and
children are spending the summer with
Mrs. L. T. Morris.
L. H. Billings’
the

Arthur

masou.

is to do

the

new

w

house is

ready

for

Gray, of Cape Rosier,

ork.

The remains of Capt. G. W. Gray were
to Lakeside cemetery Monday for
interment. Friends here extend sympathy

brought

to the

July

family.
20.

A.

_

SEAL COVE.
Arthur Rumill and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son,

July

15.

Mrs. Lizzie Chute, of Annapolis, N. 8.,
is with her sister, Mrs. W. J. Harper, for
the summer.
Miss Wavie Latty, w ho was employed
Bar Harbor, is home, and expects soon
to go to Boston to visit her sister, Mrs.
Hudnut.

her parents, J. W. Stinson and wife.
The farmers are nearly through getting
their hay. The crops are lighter than
with

usual.

Miss Hazel Stinson, who has been visitat South Deer Isle, has returned home.

ing her sister

Lewis Ogier and wife, of Camden, are
spending a few weeks with Mrs. Ogier’s
parents, {1, F. Small and wife.

are

Mrs. Charles Rabson has been visiting
friends at Eggetnoggin.
Mrs. Forrest Snow, of Bluehill, spent
last week with Mis. Mary Milliken.
Miss Segrid Swennson, of Melrose,
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Lydia Goner.
Miss Jennie Grindle, of Bluehill, lias
been the guest of Miss Jennie A. Grinds!.

Rev.

at

SEDGWICK.

skill

Castine took an excursion from here
Harbor Monday.

cow

visiting past

will be served in the lower hall.
by Wilson.

at
THE EDWARD DAMMERS CO.:
Gentlemen—Your system of fitting eves is
simply superb. I have had my eyes fitted the
old-fashioned way a great many limes, and
failed to be relieved. I have suffered intensely for years with ray head and nervousness.
When I came to you and you
measured my eyes with vour ne’w system that
you have of looking into the eyes, it was the
first time that I ever had anv relief. I think
your work is wonderful and I wish to thank
you very kindly. I shall send all my friends
to you that are suffering with
any defect of
the sight. Loris E. Nathanson, 34 Valiev
St., Everett, Mass.

Somerville, Mass.,

parents, William Haslem and wife.
There will be a social dance at the town

j

;

of

her

Dear Sir—After wearing your glasses three
years and feeling no return of the trouble in
my head, I am safe in saying that I have been
permanently cured. I could not read or sew
more than fifteen minutes at a time.
Have
tried glasses from several oculists but they
all failed until 1 went to
My daughter
you.
had the same trouble and distress and pain in
the back of the head; she also purchased glasses of you and has remained cured. Hope
>u will live long to help others suffering
irom the same trouble. I remain. Respectful! v
yours. Mrs. Clara E. Burnham, Hallowell,
Maine. (Route No. 8.)

Dear Sir—My glasses 1 have received and I
have £iven them a fair trial and thev have
been in every way satisfactory and 1 am very
thankful to you and shall recommend yon to
all my friends, My eyes do not ache now as
they did before I came to you. Yours very
truly. R. M. Pbrcival, Augusta, Maine. (R.
F. D. No. 7.)
Dear Sir—I have been wearing your glasses
for two months and cannot speak too highly
of them. I find that I do not suffer from such
severe headaches on arising in the morning as
I used to have. 1 am very thankful and shall
recommend you highly to anv of mv friends.
Yours very truly. Mrs. C. M. Heath, Trained
Nurse, Redfield Depot. Maine.

The

G.

at

Clarence Chatto, who has been teaching
Meddybempe, is at home for the sum-

mer.

Mrs. Inez Grindlc, of South Penobscot,
Mrs. George Bowden’s for the sum-

is at

mer.

Schooners
Atkins

are

Stella

loading

Kaplin
at the

a

Bad Cow*

Ml«* Sophia Klttlesen,
Evanatout
write#:
“I have been troubled with
cater
for nearly twenty-five year,
,„ni,
tried many cures for it, bnt
obtaiai
very little help.
“Then my brother advised
melon
Peruna, and I did.
“My health was very poor at the tin
I began taking Peruna. My
throatn
very tore and I had a had cough.
‘•Peruna ha* cured me. The dm*
catarrh !a gone and my health It vert
much Improved.
“I recommend Peruna to all nr
frienda who are troubled u I wa».”
PERUNA TABLETS: -Somepeoplipn.
fer tablet*, rather than medicine m a
fluid form. Such people can obtain Penna tablet*, which represent the undidnal ingredient* of l’eruna. Each tablet
equal* one average dose of Peruna.

_

C. 3. Phillrick and wife, of Bangor,
visiting friends in town.

Twentylfive Years.
Had

Miss B. S. Howard, of Roxbury, Mass.,
is at her cottage.

and
Elisha
Mountain Ice

Co.'s wharf.

Han-a -Ho the

Oscar Hooper and Hugh Brown, of the
City of Rockland, are at home for
the summer.

Lauthtl

Ideal

steamer

will give an entertainment at (trangebal
Oapt. R. B. Sargent, of the schooner Friday evening. Julv -’1. und* r the iaspic*
Mary F. Barrett, spent last week with his of Penobscot chapter, O. E. S.
family in this village.
The democrats <»f this town tin
George Foster and wife, of Newton, recently ordered two campaign flags, oat
Mass., are spending a few weeks with for the Bnv and one for South Penobxfltj
Charles K. Foster and wife.
There was a special meeting of Fenofc
SIX.
July 20.
I acot chapiter, O. K. S., Saturday evenii)

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Dr.

F. X. Corr returned to Boston to-

day.
Dorothy

Walker

is spending

with friends in Bangor.
Margaret Dunbar has
friends in Gouldsboro.

a

few

days

i when the degrees were conferred apd
| three candidates. After the work refresh

1

rnent*
!

July

were

served and

a

sen

bour'peal

ial

Woodlocee.

2C.

|

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

Percy Perkins spent Sunday at boa
I from Bangor.
j
of Walt baa. Man,
Richard Emery arrived home Sunday, |
j is Miaa BelletheWight,
at home withbtf
summer
from Boston, for a fortnight’s vacation.
spending
j
George H. Binney and wife, of Florence, !j mother. Mrs. Martha Wight.
Miaa Nan J. Grindle spent last weeki
Italy, are guests of Mrs. Otis Hinman.
suma*
at the
Josephine Hawkins is in Gouldsboro, Caatine in attendance
the guest of Miss Julia GuptiU.
I school.
July 20._ ***■
Frame Carleton received word Saturday
BAR HARBOR.
of the death of his mother, in Lowell,
Miss Etbell
Mass.
Hairy M. Conners andThursday
Ota
Miss Susie Dickson and Clarence Adams, Duckworth were married
"dia*
bride's
of
the
home
[prints,
both of Malden, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
Tkmc
Duckworth and wife, in Lisburn
a lew imow
Eugene Simpson.
emony waa informal, only
The social dance at the

been

visiting

district

hall

relatives and friends being pmjs
Mr. Conner* is the sun of lapt. ?nd

ate

Thursday evening was an enjoyable affair. Alfred Conners, of this plate, “"*"55
1m m™
her of the Hancock county tar.
Noyes' orchestra furnished music.
of the Gorham nurmalscSMi
is a
Miss Mary Pierce arrived Thurday from
The Misses Simpson, Ida Bennls, Belle andgraduate
HarborMf
baa been teaching in Bar
Boston to spend her vacation with her
Lawrence, Harry Patten, Walworth Simp- ing the past year._
grandmother, Mrs. S. D. Harper, and sis- son, Fred Bridgham and Robert Lincoln
ter, Mrs. George Robbins, of Opechee. are camping at Tunk pond.
THE FIRE LOSS
Mrs. Harper and Miss Pierce went to
July 20.
H.
in the United States is over
Opechee Friday.
annually. The amount juaid for liquor™
N.
July 20.
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
1907, #2,200,000,000.
r.!ts.
The receipts of the i osiuiflce tieEUe
Highland grange has been invited to
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Goldina
ment. 1906, were #167,932..S3.
meet with Alamoosooc grange,
Saturday culation 1668,655,076.
Mrs. F. W. Kent and daughters have recanl
evening.
It wUl cost you but #100.00 to get »
turned to Rockland.
_

Mrs. Laura Smith has been spending
few* days in Rockland with friends.

Kev. Mr. Grennon

was

thrown from his

the disease of Inebriety
Institute in Portland,

of

the

at

Maintn^^^
bicycle while going d*wn schoolhousc hill
last week, and severely shaken
up, though
iltiOfrtisnncras.
Weston Kennedy and wife spent last not
^
seriously injured.
week here with W. A. Stanley and wife.
rains
Heavy
Friday night and showers
Mr. Mitchell, of New York, gave a
Cause of Many
Sunday night nearly extinguished all the The
euchre party at the Ocean View Monday
forest tires, and has given life and freshSudden Death!
evening.
ness to drooping vegetation.
is a disease
prevailing to
Mrs. Gibbs and daughter, of PhiladelThere
Rev, Mr. Grennon will give a lecture on
:•
most
Mrs.
are
at
M.
da:.ger:u3
A.
country
Barbour’s
for
the
phia,
India Tuesday evening.
He has Bpent r-. Hi
II UJtt t.v:.
season.
'->•
twenty years there as a missionary, and
ce-'
-‘-"'Z
Miss Evelyn Bridges is home after has a knowledge of the
it—-.**
people impossible
spending a few dayB in Rockland and to gain from reading.
p:.eu:u:r..a. 1:
failure :r
Camden.
"»
Many of the farmers have finished bay*
J uly 20.
are -fie" the
Spec.
The crop is rather light, but of
ing.
cff*
;•
^
excellent
BLUEHILL FALLS.
quality and secured in prime
kittxy
i;
Mrs. Nevin, of Pennsylvania, arrived at condition. The crops ger-ral'y are look:: '3
lr>ring especially well, xoneiderit'g the long
her cottage Saturday.
r
tHCsi
blcc-u
drought.
Mrs. Hodgdon, of South Bluehill, visited
a

■■

friends here last week.

Mrs. A. T. Conary is
Mary Pert is quite ill.

on

the sick list.

Cecil Gray and family spent
Sunday with bis parents.

and

Saturday

Schooner E. S. Wilson, Capt. Robbing
of Stonington, loaded staves here ’0r
Allen Bros.

There was a good congregat !on at the
church Sunday, who listened to a fine
sermon by Hi*'.. Mr. Grennon.
Among
the out-fif-town people present wer% Williata Wescott and Miss Alice, of Blueltiil,
Mf. Phillips, of Hancock Point, and MitV
Lila Leach, ol Massachusetts.
H.
July 20.

■'•

*•

themselves brea* ct.
away cell by cell.
Biadder troubles most alway- r,e^‘ j
a derangement of the kidneys
trc
obtained quickest by a prop;- <
-g
the kidneys. If you are fee.n g tgjJ
->'•
can make no mistake by ta.nng
a
Swamp-Root, the great *.e:-}'•
•■

kidneys

_

bladder remedy.
ardscJ
It corrects inability to hold
and
Dr. George Phillips, of Hancock, has lug pain in passing it,
:vel;jr.-'rfdl
of beir.g^.*-F»
SALISBCBY COVE.
The West Stonington baseball team
been visiting friends here for the past unpleasant necessity
and t: gd
go often during the day,
•
Miss Sylvia Leland, of Bar Harbor, played with ihe Sunset team Saturday.
week.
The
times duping the ugh.
„
J
R
vutoiw
spent Sunday at C. C. Palmer 's.
Score, 22jf 12 in favor of Sunset.
gomm
uasiuag.
Miss Laura Lowell, who has been em* exiraordinary effect of Swamp
-... vS
..
C. P. DeLaittre and wife, of Aitkin,
Blanche Stinson, who has been j Capt. Clarence Henderson was the
stands the higfce-t
/«*»•
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